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Abstract
In this thesis criticahty theory and conformai mapping schemes are estabhshed for 
single and two layer water-wave systems. Models describing these systems are in­
troduced and their basic properties, namely dispersion relation, shallow water and 
Boussinesq approximations, and ihulti-symplectic formulations ^ e  derived.
The theory of uniform flows and criticahty is introduced using the shadow water 
equations associated with each of the models. Uniform flow solutions are then 
represented as surfaces with the criticality regions identified. These results are 
then recovered using the multi-symplectic formulations of the Boussinesq and full 
equations of each of the water-wave system s. lu this ham ew ork uniform flows are 
characterised as relative equihbria. The concept of criticahty is then extended to 
non-trivial steady states by considering periodic waves coupled to uniform flows. 
Criticahty conditions are defined for these flows which we call secondary criticality.
A conformai mapping framework is estabhshed for a single layer flow and a two 
layer flow with a rigid hd. Firstly, a general parameterisation of the free surface and 
interface is considered. The governing equations are restated in terms of the new 
coordinates and are shown to be Hamiltonian. A mapping is then introduced for the 
fluid such that the parametric forms of the governing equations stated initially are 
recovered. Integral boundary relations are obtained relating the real and imaginary 
parts of periodic analytic functions. The conformai mapping schemes are then used 
to compute travelling waves. This is achieved by composing two numerical schemes 
which distinguish between the cases of finite and infinite layer, depths.
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Introduction
1.1 Background and context o f the thesis
1.1.1 Single and tw o layer w ater-w ave m odels
This thesis is principally concerned with two-dimensional single and two layer invisi- 
cid, irrotational fluids. In the fluid mechanics Hterature there are standard mathe­
matical models used to describe these systems. The governing equations for these 
models are stated in §1.2 and §1.3. Properties surrounding these models such as dis­
persion relations, shallow water and Boussinesq approximations are concepts which 
arise frequently in the literature. They are particularly well known for the case of a 
single layer fluid but less is documented regarding the properties of two layer flows, 
especially for the case when the upper boundary is a free surface. These properties 
will be revisited in the thesis. For each model we calculate the dispersion relation 
and derive shallow water and Boussinesq approximations using a method found in 
W h ith a m  [51]. This results in some new forms of the Boussinesq rnodels for inter­
facial waves. We then present details for the multi-symplectic formulations of these 
water-wave systems and their shallow water/Boussinesq approximations. Similar 
multi-symplectic structures for single layer flows can be found in B r id g e s  [13]. 
However, as fax as we are aware there are no multi-symplectic formulations of the 
interfacial wave models in the literature.
1.1. Background and context of the thesis
1.1.2 U niform  flows and criticality
Criticahty, uniform flows and bulk quantities such as mass flux Q, total head A and 
the flow force S  are at the centre of the subject of open-channel hydraulics in one 
space dimension (H e n d e r s o n  [33], A b b o t t  [1]).
There are many ways to define criticahty for uniform flows, ah of which reduce 
to give the Proude number unity condition
=  1, where (1.1.1)
gho
In (1.1.1) Uq is the uniform horizontal velocity and ho is the uniform depth. This 
condition is very weU known in the hterature.
Similar criticahty conditions can be stated for two layer flows (A r m i [2], B Ü h l e r  [17] 
and references therein). For a two layer flow with a rigid hd there are four bulk quan­
tities (Qi,Q 2 , R, S) and critical uniform flows satisfy
. F^ +  r f |  =  l, ■ (1.1.2)
with
’■ = § '  =  (1 -  =  (1 - r M E '
In these expressions, quantities associated with the lower and upper layers are de­
noted by the subscripts 1 and 2 respectively. For each layer pj, and is the 
density, uniform horizontal velocity and uniform depth. A two layer flow with a 
free upper surface is associated with five bulk quantities (Qi, Q2, -Ri, ^ 2» S) and the 
condition for critical uniform flows is given by
F^ +  F | - ( l - r ) F f F |  =  l, (1.1.4)
with Fi, F2  and r as defined in (1.1.3).
Surfaces characterising uniform flows can be created. For example in a single 
layer flow we fix F  and plot a curve in the (Q, S) plane. This curve is a swaUow tail 
and the cusp points relate to critical uniform flows (as shown in flgure 1.1). This 
view was flrst suggested by M. J. S e w e l l  &: D. P o r t e r  [48]. This approach can
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Figure 1.1: Curve of uniform flows in the (Q, S) plane for fixed R.
be extended to two-layer flows with surfaces plotted in the (Qi, Q2 , S) space with R  
or Ri and R 2  fixed and these results are reported here.
We then characterise uniform fiows as relative equihbria using the the muh- 
symplectic formulations of the water-wave models. These states feature trivial de­
pendence on X.  It appears that this way to view uniform flows has not been noticed 
before in the hterature.
The concept of criticahty is then extended to x —dependent steady flows. The 
only attempts to generalise criticahty to these states in the hterature restrict atten­
tion to either a quasi-static approximation or treat the flow as slowly varying in the 
x-direction (cf G ill [30], K illw o r th  [38], J o h n s o n  &: C l a r k e  [36] and refer­
ences therein). One of our central observations is that an exact theory of criticahty 
for finite amphtude states is possible, when the flow is periodic in the x—direction, 
even when the basic state has non-trivial y—dependence (where y represents the ver­
tical direction). We call this generahsation secondary criticality and the secondary 
criticahty of Stokes waves is our primary example.
It is important to note that our approach to finite amphtude periodic waves on 
a uniform flow differs from the SQR  theory for water waves initiated by B e n ja m in
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& L ig h t h il l  [9] and developed further by R e a d y  & N o r b u r y  [37], D o o l e  & 
N o r b u r y  [27], D o o l e  [26] and references therein. In that theory both uniform 
flows and the periodic states are studied in the SQR  space. Our theory shows 
that the non-trivial x—dependent steady states should be studied in the SQR  +  B  
parameter space as without the introduction of the function B  there is no obvious 
generahsation of criticahty and its implications.
The theory works since the multi-symplectic formulation is a framework where 
all the hydraulic quanities are on the seune footing and can be related to the gov­
erning equations in a precise way. This differs to the usual formulations for water- 
waves such as the Lagrange formulation of L u k e  [41], the Zakharov Hamiltonian 
formulation for the time-dependent problem (Z a k h a r o v  [53]) and the spatial dy­
namics formulations (e.g. B e n ja m in  [7], M ie l k e  [43], B a e s e n s  & M a c K a y  [3], 
B r id g e s  [12], G r o v e s  & T o l a n d  [32]) which all have shortcomings.
Finally we extend the concept of secondary criticahty to two layer flows. The 
theory is presented using the multi-symplectic formulations of the Boussinesq mod­
els.
1.1.3 Conform ai m apping and travelling w aves
In this thesis we consider conformai mapping of a two-dimensional fluid domain in 
single and two layer flows whereby the free surface (in the single layer case) or the 
interface (in the two layer case) is mapped to a flat surface in the complex plane. 
D y a c h e n k o  e t  a l . [28] were the flrst to consider conformai mapping in this way for 
a single layer flow of infinite depth and in this paper lay the foundations for future 
work to build on. Using the notation in [28], the fluid domain in the (x,y) plane is 
mapped to the lower half-plane; { (u, u) E : —oo < u < oo, —oo < v < 0}. 
The free surface is given by u =  0 and thus is parametrically defined to be
I
y = y{u,t), X = x{u,t) = u-{-x{u,t). (1.1.5)
In (1.1.5) y and x are related by the Hilbert transform H
y = Hx, X  = —Hy, (1.1.6)
4
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where
*+oo
Hf{u)  = — - f   ^ du', (J denotes the Cauchy principal value). (1.1.7)
^  J —oo . U — U
These are the key concepts in this setup and the rest of the theory follows on from 
this. The equations of motions, which are Hamiltonian, are written in terms of the 
conformai variables in an imphcit fonn. TraveUing wave solutions of these equations 
(with surface tension set to zero) are considered which recovers the travelling wave 
equation obtained by L o n g u e t -H ig g in s  [40] namely
c^^(i/u) +  9 ( y -  yH{yu) -  H{yy,S) =  0-
The equations of motion are then written in an exphcit form. TraveUing waves of 
this system are considered yielding the equation
(3 . 1 d  Vu (3- \ -g y -a -2|z„P Xudu\zJ^ 2 '
where =  aJu+ î^/u and a  is the surface tension coefficient. FinaUy, using the exphcit 
form of the governing equations, time-dependent symmetric waves arc numerically 
computed.
In the foUow up paper [29] this theory is extended to a single layer flow of finite 
depth h. In this case the fluid domain is mapped to a strip in the complex plane; 
{ (u, v) G : —oo < u  < oo, —h < v < 0 }. The functions y and. x  are related by 
an operator R
y = Rx,  (1.1.8)
where
,R /(u) =  — y  f{u')csch(^— {u' — uŸjdu'. (1.1.9)
C h o i & Ca m a s s a  [21] expands on the conformai mapping theory already estab­
hshed in [28] and [29], In the notation of [21] the interior of the fluid is represented by 
the coordinates (X, Y)  and the mapped domain is described by the coordinates (^, r)) 
with the free surface (x, y) .mapped to 77 =  0. The rœulting Dirichlet boundary-value
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problem arising from this is
^  =  0 for -  h < 7/ < 0 ,
^  at 77 =  0 ,
Y  = —h at 77 =  —h.
By assuming a Fourier series form for y this problem is solved for Y{f,r],t). An 
expression for X{^, r},t) is obtained using the Cauchy-Riemann relations, X^ = Yr, 
and Xrf =  —y^. As a consequence explicit forms for y and x  in (1.1.5) can be 
stated for both cases of finite and infinite depth. For the case of infinite depth the 
limit is taken as h tends to infinity. This results in a clearer view as to why the 
relations (1.1.6) and (1.1.8) hold. This method is then repeated to find exphcit 
expressions for the potential and stream functions (</>, ip). The process stated above 
is also presented in Li ET AL. [39]. The governing equations are then written in terms 
of the conformai coordinates and travelling wave solutions are then considered in the 
absence of surface tension. FinaUy, symmetric traveUing wave profiles are computed 
numerically for the cases of both finite and infinite depth. The numerical scheme is 
based on series truncation.
The theory of conformai mapping a two layer fluid whereby the interface is been 
mapped to a flat surface hasn’t been fuUy generalised as in the case of a single layer 
fluid. In the paper of V a n d e n - B r o e c k  [50] conformai mapping of a steady two 
layer flow of infinite depth is considered. The fluid in the lower layer denoted (xi, yi) 
is mapped to {(pi,ipi) and the fluid in the upper layer denoted (x2,y2) is mapped to 
(02, 02 ): The position of the interface is given by ipi =  02 =  0. In these mappings 
01 and 02 are the velocity potentials in the lower and upper layers respectively. 
Similarly ipi and ip2 are the stream functions in lower and upper layers respectively. 
Therefore the conformai variables are not just mathematical parameters as in the 
single layer references stated above as they are related to physical quantities. An 
important observation made in [50] is the relation between the potentials 0% and 02 ,
02 =  h(0 i), with h{0) =  0 , (1.1.10)
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which is generated by the equations
The surface is assumed to be both periodic and symmetric. These properties are 
used to express the Hilbert transform as an integral over half the wavelength instead 
of integrating over the region (—00 , + 00). This form of the Hilbert transform lends 
itself well for numerical calculations. A numerical scheme is composed for this 
system which is based on a uniform mesh. Waves are firstly computed without the 
presence of surface tension. It was found that it became difficult to find waves of 
large amphtude due to the spacing of the mesh points becoming too sparse near 
the crest of the wave. This was overcome by introducing a new variable /? via the 
transformation ^  = h(0 i) with h defined in (1.1.10) which concentrated the mesh 
points closer to the crest.
In a later paper by T u r n e r  &: Va n d e n - B r o e c k  [49] the conformai mapping 
technique introduced in [50] is repeated and confirms the existence of overhanging 
waves found by M e ir o n  & S a f f m a n  [42]. These wavœ were not obtained in [50] 
and [49] givœ a reason for this being the use of relatively few mesh points in the 
numerical scheme.
It appears that conformai mapping of a two layer flow of finite depth has not been 
considered before in the hterature. However using a combination of the information 
detailed out in the references above it is not a difficult extension to consider.
One of the main goals of this thesis is to present a unifled theory regarding the 
conformai mapping of water-waves for both single and two layer flows which covers 
both cases of finite and infinite depth.
We start by parameterising the free surface in the case of a single layer flow. A 
Hamiltonian formulation of this parameterised system is .derived. We then apply a 
conformai mapping to the whole of the fluid domain in each of the systems. For 
a single layer flow the theory prœented in [21] is taken as our starting point. It 
is expanded upon by calculating periodic representations of the integral equations 
in (1.1.7) and (1.1.9). Finally we introduce an analytic function E which gives a
1.2, Modelling a single layer fluid
more clearer understanding of the imphcit form of the Hamiltonian equations found 
in [28],
This theory is then extended to two layer flows. The fluid domain is mapped to a 
plane described by mathematical parameters (as in the single layer case). This gen- 
eraUses the conformai mapping scheme of [50] since the mathematical parameters we 
use have no physical signiflcance. We then proceed to formulate numerical schemes, 
based on the uniform mesh scheme outhned in [50], in order to compute symmetric 
travelling waves for both, single m d two layer flows. We formulate MAPLE codes 
for these schemes which we use to obtain the numerical results for the travelling 
waves. The results for single layer travelhng waves in finite and infinite depth along 
with interfacial travelhng wavœ in infinite depth can be compared with those in 
the hterature. However the numerical results for travelling waves at the interface 
between two fluids in flnite depth with a rigid lid are new with no similar results to 
be found in the hterature for comparison.
1.2 M odelling a single layer fluid
The governing equations for a two-dimensional inviscid, hrotational flow with a free 
surface are now presented. Let u =  (u, v) be the fluid velocity where u and v are 
the velocity components in the x  and y directions respectively. We let the density 
and the pressure of the fluid be denoted by p and p respectively. The position of the 
free surface is given by y = y{x,t) where 77 is the displacement of the free surface 
with zero mean. We also impose a rigid horizontal boundary at ÿ =  —ho where ho 
is the mean depth of the fluid Hence the depth of the fluid layer at a point x  at 
time t is given by
h{x,t) = ho-\-T]{x,t). (1.2 .1)
/i(x, t) is the distance of the free surface from the bottom and is assumed positive. 
A schematic of the model is presented in flgure 1.2.
We will assume that the fluid is inviscid, reducing the Navier-Stokes equation to
1.2. Modelling a single layer fluid
h(x,t)
y = 0
Figure 1.2: Deflnitions for a single layer flow.
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the Euler equation of motion,
P - ^ + p ( u - V ) u  +  yopk + V p  =  0 , - h Q < y  <r){x,t), (1.2 .2)
where k =  (0,1) G and g is the acceleration due to gravity. We also have the 
following equation which expresses continuity of mass throughout the fluid,
- %  + V u =  0, -ho < y  <T){x,t). (1.2.3)
p  a t
By assuming that the density of the fluid remains constant throughout the fluid 
motion we say that the fluid is incompressible and the continuity equation (1.2 .3) 
reduces to
V u =  0, -ho < y  <T}{x,t). . (1.2.4)
The rigid horizontal boundary along the bottom of the fluid induces the condition
u(x, 7/, t) =  0, on y = -/iQ. (1.2.5)
1.2.1 T he norm al at th e  surface
The unit normal to a curve f{x ,y )  = constant at any point where V / ^  0 is
A single valued free surface can be described by
f { x ,y , t )= .y -T j { x , t )  = 0.
Substitutmg this function into (1.2.6) results in the following expression for the unit 
normal at the free surface pointing out of the fluid,
n  =  - ^ ^ 4 - (127)
This expression for the norm^ is now used to specify a kinematic condition along 
the free surface. The free surface is defined by the property that the fluid does 
not cross it. Hence the normal velocity of the free surface should equal the normal
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velocity of the fluid at that point. Let X  =  {x, r]{x, t)), then the kinematic condition
IS • ' '
d X
n - u =  — -n,  ony  =  77(a:,t). (1.2.8)
Expanding out the terms in equation (1.2.8) ^ves
^  +  = o n y  = ri{x,t). (1.2.9)
1.2.2 Irrotational flow
A flow is said to be irrotational when the individual fluid particles do not rotate. 
For a three-dimensional fluid this property is characterised by setting the curl of 
the velocity to zero,
V X u =  0, (1.2.10) ’
which reduces to give
for a two-dimensional fluid. Therefore in any simply-connected region there exists 
a velocity potential function <t> such that
u  =  V0, with V =  ( ^ ,  1 ^ )  . (1.2,12)
Combining this expression with the incompressibility condition (1.2.4) yields Laplace’s
equation,
A(  ^=  0,. -ho < y  <T){x,,t) (1.2.13)
and the Euler equation of motion (1.2.2) in the fluid layer can be transformed to
V + +  +  = 0 , -ho < y < ij{x,t).
This equation may be integrated to give BemouUi’s equation
P ^  +  ^ /?]V<?i>|^-fpyy +  p =  6(t), - h o < y  <r){x,t), (1.2.14)
where 6 is an arbitrary function of time called the Bernoulli function. The kinematic 
condition (1.2.9) becomes
11
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and the rigid lower boundary condition is transformed to
^  =  0 on y =  —ho. (1.2.16)
1.2.3 Pressure and surface tension
With the presence of surface tension, with the coefficient of surface tension denoted 
by T, the pressure condition at the free surface is given by
pjfree surface ~  Pa ~  (1.2.17)
where Pa is the atmospheric pressure and k is the curvature.
Since the mass of the atmosphere situated above this surface is neghgible, Pa will be 
taken to be constant and may be set to zero for convenience. Therefore, at the free 
surface, equations (1.2.14) and (1.2.17) give
This equation will be refered to as the dynamic boundary condition.
1.2.4 T he stream  function
Writing equation (1.2.4) in terms of the coordinates u and v gives
du dv ^
It is then convenient to deflne a stream function ip{x, y, t) such that
dip . dip -u = —  and V — — — . dy dx
From the deflnition of the velocity potential given in (1.2.12) we have
12
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Differentiating the first equation in (1.2.19) with respect to y and the second with 
respect to x, and subtracting, Laplace’s equation is obtained for the stream function,
A ^ =  0 . (1.2 .20)
In the notation of complex function theory we may introduce a complex potential 
W  which is a function of a complex variable z such that
W  = (f>-\-iip, z = x-\-iy.  (1.2.21)
The equations in (1.2.19) represent the Caudiy-Riemann conditions, that is, the 
complex potential W is an analytic function of g:. In the language of analytic function 
theory, the real and imaginary parts of W (z) are conjugate harmonic functions, since 
both satisfy the two-dimensional Laplace equation.
1.3 Governing equations for interfacial water waves
The governing equations presented in the previous section for a single layer fluid are 
now extended to describe two layer water wave models separated by an interface. 
These models consist of a two-dimensional, two layer flow with quantities relating to 
the lower layer being indexed with the subscript 1, while those relating to the upper 
layer being indexed with the subscript 2. Let Ui =  (u*, u j  be the fluid velocity in 
the ith layer where Ui and Vi are the velocity components in the x and y directions
respectively. Let the layer depth, density and pressure in the ith layer be denoted by
hi, pi and p* respectively. We assume that the fluid in the upper layer in less dense
than the fluid in lower layer (p2  < pi). By introducing h° to be the mean depth of
the lower layer and rji to denote the displacement of the interface, the depth of the 
lower layer is given by
hi{x,t) = h^-\-T}i[x,t). (1.3.1)
We impose that the fluid in both layers be inviscid resulting in the Euler equations 
of motion,
duP i-^ -I-P i(u i • V)ui-f-pipk-I-Vpi =  0, i =  l,2 , (1.3.2)
13
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where k = (0,1) and g is the acceleration due to gravity. The fluid in each layer is 
assumed to be mcompressible giving the continuity equations,
V • Uj =  0, 2 =  1,2. (1.3.3)
The unit normal at the interface, directed into the less dense fluid, is
(1.3.4)
yJl-\-{drii/dxf
There are two kinematic conditions along the interface described by p = r)i{x,t). 
They relate the normal velocity of the interface to the fluid velocity in the upper 
and lower layers,
* =  7,2. (1.3.5)
Let there also be a rigid horizontal boundary along the bottom of the lower layer 
fluid inducing the condition
vi{x,y,t)  = 0, o n y  = - h y  (1.3.6)
1.3.1 P oten tia l flows in two layer fluids
The flow in both layers is assumed to be irrotational and so we may introduce two 
velocity potentials, denoted such that
Ui =  V(^i, 2 =  1, 2 ,
with V =  {d/dx,d/dy).  Then the incompressibihty conditions in (1.3.3) yield 
Laplace’s equation for each layer
A^i =  0, 2 =  1,2 (1.3.7)
and the Euler equations in (1.3.2) can be expressed in the form
^  ~   ^=  li 2. (1.3.8)
The two equations in (1.3.8) are integrated giving BemouUi’s equation in each layer. 
Pi  = h i { t )  -  Pi  + - \V ( j > i f gy"  ^ , 2 =  1,2, (1.3.9)
14
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where bi and 62 are arbitrary functions of time. The kinematic conditions along the 
interface, y = 771 (x, t), are transformed to
and the rigid lower boundary condition becomes
=  0 on y =  —hj. (1.3.11)
. dy
By defining Ti to be the coeflScient of surface tension at the interface of the two 
layers we have the pressure condition,
(Pi-P2)linterface = ■ (1.3.12)
V ^ 1  +  (377./5x)V
Evaluating the BemouUi equations in (1.3.9) at the interface and using (1.3.12) 
results in the dynamical condition.
P i  +  +  +  +
8 f  an . /dx  , 1  -  6.( 0 , on ,  =  % (.,(). "
\ y / l  + { d r , , / d x f j
1.3.2 T he upper boundary
We consider the upper boundary of the two layer flow to be either a horizontal rigid 
top or a free surface. Hence the boundary conditions associated with thœe features 
will distinguish between these two types of interfacial water wave model. Firstly we 
define /i§ to be the mean depth of the upper layer. When the upper boundary is a 
horizontal rigid lid the depth of the upper layer is given by
/i2(x,t) = /i2 -  77i(x,t) (1.3.14)
and the total depth is
hi{x, t) +  h^ix^ t) =  /ij +  /i2 =  d, (1.3.15)
15
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where d is constant. Since the fluid can not flow through the rigid hd we have the 
boundary condition,
^ ^  =  0, o n y  = h^. (1.3.16)
oy
When the upper boundary is a free surface we define 772 to be the displacement 
of this surface with mean value zero; Thus the depth of the upper layer is given by
À2(x, t) =  +  772(x, t) -  771 (x, t) (1.3.17)
and total depth of the fluid is
/ii(x,t) + /i2(x,t) =  hj + /i5 +  772(x, )^. (1.3.18)
The unit normal to the free surface, pointing out of the fluid, is given by
=  (1.3.19)
^Jl + {dr]2ldxf
Therefore we have the kinematic boundary condition
%  +  =  °“ !/ =  '> ?+ /^  +  %(x,f). (1.3.20)
The pressure at the free surface is
Psifree surface =  P« “  | _ (1.3.21)
^ = ^ \ ^ \  + {d n 2 ld x f )
where T2 is the coe&cient of surface tension and Pa is the atmospheric pressure 
which will be taken to be constant. As for the single layer fluid this constant may 
be set to zero for convemence. Thus the Bemoulh equation at the upper surface is
P2 f ^  +  5 |V02r  + f l y ) = 6. (6), (1.3.22)
 ^ W i + (w%)V
on y =  /12 +  772(x, t). A  summary of the definitions for the two models just described 
is given in figures 1.3 and 1.4.
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y = 0
Figure 1.3: Definitions for a two layer flow with a rigid hd.
17
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y = 0
Figure 1.4: Definitions for a two layer flow with a free surface.
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1.3.3 T he stream  functions
As observed with the single layer fluid we may introduce stream functions and 
^2 associated with each layer by writing
, difj2 %
“ ' " 1 7 ' “' " " I T -
From the definitions of the velocity potentials we have
d(l>i d(f)i _
dx dy^ dy dx
% % d(j>2 _ %
dx dy ’ dy dx
(1.3.23)
These yield Laplace’s equation for and ^2 in their respective domains,
Arpi = 0 and Aip2  = 0. (1.3.24)
Again, we may introduce complex potentials Wi and W2  which are functions of a 
complex variable z such that
Wi =  +  it/?i and W2  — + with z ^  x + iy. (1.3.25)
W i  and W2  are analytic functions of z and the equations in (1.3.23) represent the 
Cauchy-Riemann conditions in each layer. In the language of analytic function 
theory, the real and imaginary parts of Wi(z) and 1 4 2 (^) are conjugate harmonic 
functions, since they satisfy the two-dimensional Laplace equation.
1.4 An outline o f the thesis
Having introduced the water-wave models that will be used throughout this thesis 
we now discuss its contents.
Chapter 2 analyses the water-wave models further. Dispersion relations; shal­
low water and Boussinesq approximations are derived along with multi-symplectic 
formulations. These results are frequently used throughout the thesis.
In Chapter 3 we discuss the basic theory of criticafity as apphed to uniform 
flows. As an illustration we use the shallow water equations introduced in the
19
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previous chapter to write down criticahty conditions for the single and two layer 
water-wave systems. Surfaces describing uniform flow solutions are produced with 
criticality regions identified.
The theory of criticahty introduced in Chapter 3 is extended in Chapter 4 to the 
Boussinesq and full equations for each of the water-wave systems. We use the multi- 
symplectic forms introduced in Chapter 2 to generalise the theory further showing 
more geometry. The concept of criticahty is then extended to non-trivial steWy 
statœ by considering periodic waves coupled to uniform flows.
Chapter 5 focuses on estabhshing a conformai mapping framework for two of the 
water-wave models. We begin by considering a general parameterisation of the free 
surface and interface respectively for the cases of à single layer flow and a two layer 
flow with a rigid hd. The governing equations are then restated in terms of the 
new coordinates and are shown to be Hamiltonian. We then proceed to introduce a 
mapping for the fluid in the interior of the two models which recovers the parametric 
forms of the governing equations stated initially,
Finahy in Chapter 6 we numerically compute periodic traveUing waves using a 
conformai mapping approach as outhned in Chapter 5. We do this for both a single 
layer flow with a free surface and a two layer flow with a rigid hd. For both systems 
we apply a travelhng wave solution to the governing equations in parametric form. 
We then compose two numerical schemes that calculate the travelhng waves which 
distinguish between the cases of flnite and inflnite layer depths.
20
Linearised theory, shallow w ater models and 
m ulti-sym plectic form ulations
2.1 Introduction
The main purpose of this chapter is to lay the foundations on which much of the 
rest of the theory in the thesis is based. Some of the results obtained such as 
the dispersion relations and the shallow water/Boussinesq approximations are well 
known. However, some new examples of Boussinesq models for two layer flows are 
obtained and the multi-symplectic formulation of these models is new.
2.2 A  dispersion relation for a single layer fluid
A dispersion relation for small amphtude gravity waves incorporating surface tension 
effects is presented for a single layer fluid. Such a relation will be found by consid­
ering small disturbances to water otherwise at rest. When the water is at rest the 
velocity field and displacement terms in the governing equations vanish and 77 =  0 . 
We now wish to consider small disturbances to the fluid such that the displacement 
T) and the velocity potential ^ are both small. Therefore the boundary conditions 
at th e free surface can  be hnearised about y =  0. Using the Taylor expansions,
d(f) d(f) d^(j)
d y v=v dy
d(f> d(f) + 7,
d t v=v d t
+ 0 { v \
y = 0
y = 0
the linearised boundary conditions at the free surface are
d(f) drj ._  =  .on j, =  0.^ (2 .2 .1)
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(2.2.2)
The hnearised continuity condition throughout the fluid and the lower boundary 
condition remain unchanged
d^d) d^d)
+  - * o < y < 0 ,  (2.2.3)
d(i>—  — 0, on y — — Hq.  (2.2.4)
Now use the following normal mode forms for the displacement and the velocity 
potential,
rj{x, t) = +  c.c and (f>{x, y, t) = +  c.c,
where fc ^  0 is the wavenumber, u  is the frequency and c.c denotes the complex 
conjugate. Consequently, equations (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) give
B{y) = Bi cosh(A:y) +  Bi tanh(A:/io) sinh(Ay),
where Bi is constant resulting in equation (2 .2 .1) giving the following expression for
A =  ^^^tanh(A:/io).
Substituting in the above expressions into (2.2.2) gives the well known dispersion 
relation for a single layer fluid with surface tension.
=  y/ûtanh(A:/io) ^1 +  . (2.2.5)
2.2.1 Shallow w ater waves
By defining I to be the wavelength so that I = 27t/A:, we have shallow water waves 
when the wavelength is large compared to the depth,
2 x ^  =  f c h o « l .  (2.2.6)L
Hence k h o  is small and so the tanh term in the dispersion relation (2.2.5) can be 
expanded by writing
t£inh(A:/io) =  khQ  — —(AcAo)^  -I- O  ((Ac/iq)^) ,
22
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which gives the following shallow water approximation to the dispersion relation for 
a single layer fluid,
=  ghok^ +  — —g f i ^  hok^ -I- 0{k^). (2.2.7)
This form of the dispersion, relation will enable easier comparisons to be made with 
the dispersion characteristics of shallow water models introduced in the next section.
2.3 Shallow water m odels for a single layer fluid
Two shallow water models for a single layer fluid are now presented, namely the 
shallow water equations and the Boussinesq equations. One method of deriving 
these models (as used by W h it h a m  [51]) is to normalise the governing equations 
by introducing two small parameters a/ho and (Ag/Z) ,^ denoted by a  and (5 respec­
tively, where a is the amphtude of the surface displacement and Z is a characteristic 
horizontal length scale. The shallow water equations are obtained by averaging the 
horizontal velocity over the depth and then discarding terms of 0{(3). The Boussi­
nesq equations, which generaUse the shallow water equations further, are recovered 
by discarding terms of 0{aP,P^). The method just described is now presented in 
detail and will prove useful when deriving similar such models for two layer fluids. 
It is important to note that we are particularly interested in deriving Boussinœq 
models which retain the Hamiltonian structure of the systems being approximated. 
This allows for multi-symplectic forms of these models to be stated.
2.3.1 D eriving the shallow  w ater and B oussinesq  equations
The governing equations for a single layer fluid are normalised by rescaling the 
variables as follows,
I -X =  Ix, y =  hoy, t — ~^==t, tj =  afj,
(f) =  T T  =  pghoT, and 6 =  pghob. 
y/gho
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The normalised equations are
on y = afj and
+  ^  - 1  ^  ^  (2-3-4)
^  =  U, y = - l ,  (2.3.5)
where we have expanded out the surface tension term. We assume the following 
form for the dimensionless velocity potential, 0 ,
»  .
0 =  ^ ( H - ÿ ) 7 „ ( ï , î ) .  (2.3.6)
n=0
Substituting this form for ÿ into equations (2.3.4) and (2.3.5) gives
(2-3.7)
n=0  ^ '
Henceforth the tildes are dropped for brevity. This result is now substituted into
the normalised free surface boundary conditions (2.3.2) and (2.3.3) with accuracy
considered up to 0 (a/d,/?^) .giving
+  +  +  (2.3.8)
^  +  | w '  +  7) =  ^ r 0  +  | ^  +  ^  +  P(a/?,/?^), (2.3.9)
where w = dfo/dx. Differentiating (2.3.9) with rœpect to x  yields 
Define ü to be the depth-averaged horizontal velocity by writing
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This equation can be inverted to .write w in terms of u. This is achieved by rear­
ranging (2.3.11) to give
w = u-\- +  0{aP,P^).
Then
and so the inverse of (2.3.11) is given by
u7 =  û +  ^ | ^  +  0 (a /3 ,9 '). (2.3.12)
Substituting this expression for w into equations (2.3.8) and (2.3.10) respectively 
we find
^ - I - ^  ((1 -t-û!77)ü) =  0 (a^ ,^^ ), (2.3.13)Ï +î ' S k +
From equation (2.3.13)
£  =  +  =  (2.3.15)
which can be substituted into equation (2.3.14) resulting in
We can write the right hand side of this equation in terms of derivatives with respect
to X only. From equation (2.3.16),
J . =  _ g  +  0 (a./l)
and so
d^ü _  d^r) 
dx'^dt dx^
Using (2.3.15) gives
+  0(a,/3). (2.3.17)
dxdf^ dx^ 
Hence equation (2.3.16) can be written
9 7  + o{a,P). (2.3.18)
ô / + “ “ â i ' ^ 9 Ï “ ^ U " 3 j & ï  +  ^  )' (2.3.19)
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Dropping terms of 0{(5) reduces equations (2.3.13) and (2.3.19) to the classical 
shallow water equations m normalised form,
where the tildes have been reinstated for clarity. Retaining terms of 0{P) but 
discarding terms of 0{aP, 0^) in equations (2.3.13) and (2.3.19) yields the normalised 
Boussinesq equations.
The dispersion characteristics of the shallow water and Boussinesq equations are 
now presented.
2.3.2 D ispersion  relations for the shallow  w ater and B oussi­
nesq équations
The shallow water equations (2.3.20) can be transformed back into original variables 
using (2.3.1) and
ü = ^ üga
giving
f  +  =  o and g  +  +  =  (2.3 .22)
The dispersion relation is found by first linearising the equations in (2.3.22) about 
the solution (/i,ü) = {ho, 0) giving
f +  =  0, (2.3.23)
S  + = 0- ^  (2.3.24)
We now substitute the following forms for the depth and velocity,
A =  +  and ü =  +  c.c, (2.3.25)
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into the hnearised equations. Equation (2.3.23) gives
c kho ^h —  uw
which, when apphed to equation (2.3.24), results in the dispersion relation
w' =  ÿ/io*'. (2.3.26)
Comparing the two equations, (2.3.26) and (2.2.7), we observe that the shallow
water equations recover the flrst term of the general relation for dispersion.
The Boussinesq equations generalise the shallow water equations given in (2.3.22) 
further to include the next term in the dispersion relation (2.2.7). In terms of the 
original coordinates, the Boussinesq equations are given by
g  +  ^ ( h « )  =  0,
33* (2.3.27)du _du dh ( T  1
dx^'
Linearising this model about the solution (/i, ü) =  (/iQ,0), the equations become
|  +  =  0, (2.3.28)
W  +  %  =  (2-^29)
Substituting the expressions for ü and h given in (2.3.25) into equations (2.3.28) 
and (2.3.29) produces the foUowing equation for dispersion
uP' =  ghok^ +  hok^■ (2.3.30)
These terms are in agreement with their counterparts in the dispersion relation (2.2.7). 
Therefore the Boussinesq model recovers terms up to but not including those of 
0(A:«).
2.4 D ispersion relations for two layer fluids
Dispersion relations for small amphtude gravity waves in two layer fluids are now de­
rived. The method employed is similar to that used in the single layer case presented
in §2.2 and will be applied to the two interfacial water wave models introduced in
Chapter 1.
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2.4.1 A  dispersion  relation for a two layer fluid w ith  a rigid  
lid
By expanding out the velocity potential terms in a Taylor series about y =  0,
d(t>i
dy
d(f>i
dt
y=rf
y=v
d<j>i
dy
d(f>i
dt
y=0
+ 0 7 ') .
y = 0
for i = 1, 2 , the governing equations for a two layer flow with a rigid hd can be 
linearised to
P2-
dy dt 
d<l>2 d(f)i ,d^ T)
on y =  0 with
+  ^  0 , - / 7 Î < , < 0 ,dx^ dy"^  
d‘^<l)2 ^0 2
dx"^  dy^ 
and on the lower and upper boundaries,
d(f>i
= 0, 0 < y <  hi
dy = 0 , y =  - h i ,
dy ~
(2.4.1)
(2.4.2)
(2.4.3)
(2.4.4)
(2.4.5)
(2.4.6) 
(2.4:7)
The fuUuwiug forms wiU be used for the displacements and potential functions.
T){x, t) =  Ae'^^ ‘*'*1 4- c.c,
(j)i{x,y,t) = B i{y)e^^^~ '^yc.c  and <f>2 {x,y,t) = B 2 {y)é^^~'^'^ 4- c.c.
(2.4.8)
These are substituted into the hnearised equations (2.4.1)-(2.4.7). Laplace’s equa­
tions in the lower and upper layer give
B\{y) =  Bii cosh(Aiy) 4- B 1 2 sinh(A:y) and B 2 {y) =  B21 cosh(A:y) 4- B22 sinh(A:y),
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where B n, Bu, B 2 1  and B 2 2  are .constants. Using the lower and upper boundary 
conditions, (2.4.6) and (2.4.7),
Bi{y) =  Bn cosh(fcy) +  Bn tanh(A:ZiJ) sinh(A:y),
B2(y) =  B21 cosh(/cy) — B21 tanh(A;/i5) sinh(fcy).
The hnearised kinematic and Bernouhi equations at the interface, (2.4.1)-(2.4.3), 
yield
—kB2i tanh{kh2) +  itoA =  0, (2.4.9)
kB iit> anh{kh i) iuA  =  0, (2.4.10)
—/O2B21 + /9iBii H— {pig —P2Ç-\-Tk^^ A  =  0. (2.4.11)
Combining the three equations (2.4.9)-(2.4.11) gives the dispersion relation
Expanding out this equation for smaU fc/ij and kh^ we have that 
^2  _  f i Pi - P2)h%Î9\  . 2  . f  V 2  \  4
\  PlZl-2 +  P2A1Î J \ ( P l ^2 +  P2^ p /
/ l  (P2 -  Pi) (pi/i? +  P2Z12) (^1^2)^^) 1.4 I n(h^\
^  ( 3  ,(M §  +  M î f  )  ^   ^ (
This form of the dispersion relation wih be used to vahdate shallow water models 
with a rigid hd which are derived in the foUowing section.
2.4.2 A  dispersion relation  for a two layer fluid w ith  a free 
surface
An equation for dispersion incorporating surface tension effects is found by consider­
ing small disturbances to the fluid otherwise at rest. At this rest state the governing 
equations (1.3.13) and (1.3.22) reduce to
6° =  P2 9 h\ and 6° — 6° =  0, (2.4.14)
where the Bemoulh functions are now constants. We next consider smaU distur­
bances to the fluid such that the displacements, 771 and 772 and the velocity potentials,
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and (j)2 , are small. Therefore the governing equations can be linearised about the 
rest state. At the free surface, the equations reduce to
f>2 - ^  + p2 9 V2  — T2 ^ ^  =  0, y = (2.4.16)
and at the interface the kinematic conditions become
=  0. y =  0, (2.4.17)
along, with the dynamical condition
P i ^  -  P2^  +  (pi -  P2)gr)i -  =  0, y =  0. (2.4.19)
The potential functions <j)i and (f) 2  still must satisfy Laplace’s equation in their 
respective regions, .
and the lower boundary condition is unchanged,
=  0, on y =  - /i j .  (2.4.20)
The following forms will be used for the displacements and potential functions, 
77i(x,Z) =  +  c.c, 772(2:, t) =  c.c, .
(2.4.21)
(j)i{x, y, t) = Bi(y)e*(*=®-' )^ -f- c.c, 02(a:, y, t) = B2(y)e*l*=®"‘^ l +  c.c.
Laplace’s equations in the lower and upper layer gives
Bi(y) — Bii cosh(A;y) +  B u  sinh(A:y) and Bi(y) =  cosh(A:y) T B22 sinh(A;y),
where B n, B12, B21 and B 2 2  are constants. Using the lower boundary condi­
tion (2.4.20),
Bi(y) =  Bn cosh(fey) -1- Bn tanh(A:hi) sinh(A:y). .
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Substituting these forms into the kinematic conditions, (2.4.15), (2.4.17) and (2.4.18) 
we find
fcB2i.sinh(A:h5) +  A::B22 cosh(A:/i5) +  =  0,
kB22 4" itüA\ =  0,
AcBii tanh(/c/ij) 4 - =  0,
while the dynamic conditions (2.4.16) and (2.4.19) give,
—iup2 (B21 cosh(/c/i5) 4- B22 sinh(A;/i5)) 4- {p2Q 4- TlzA;^ ) A2 =  0,
—iu p\B \\  4- iujp2B2i 4- {pi9 ~  P29 d- T\k^^ A\ =  0.
These five equations then reduce to give the dispersion relation
A{k)cj^ + B{k)uP + C{k) = ^, (2.4.22)
where
A{k) =  pip2 4- P2 t&nh (fcfij) tanh [kh^),
B{k) =  —pik  (pip 4- Tik^ 4- T^ A:^ ) tanh (A:/iJ)
-piA: (p2p 4-T2A;^ ) tanh (A:/i5) ,
C{k)  =  A:^ (p2y 4- T2A:^)(piy — P2P +  ^1^^) tanh (A:/iJ) tanh (Aihj) •
The dispersion relation is a quadratic equation in uP and so
o -B {k )  ±  J B { k f  -  4.A{k)C{k)
“  = -------  \ A { k )  ----------   (2.4.23)
We note that the negative sign has been included in (2.4.23) as both roots are 
positive since —B{k) > 0, A{k) > 0 and C{k) > 0. By expanding the tanh’s for 
small khi and Aih® and taking the positive root we find
f  f +  ^2 “I 7 =  yjPlW. ~ ^2)^  +  4p2/l?/l2^ k^
2 V s /p i^  )  (2.4.24)
+D(pi,p2,/i;,/i5)fc" +  0(A:®).
This form of the dispersion relation will be used to vahdate the shallow water models 
derived in §2.5.
2.5, Shallow water models for two layer fluids
2.5 Shallow water m odels for two layer fluids
Shallow water models are now derived for two layer fluids which are equivalent to the 
shallow water and the Boussinesq equations for the single layer case. The methods 
used in these derivations are similar to those used in §2.3.1 which are to normalise 
the governing equations by introducing sm^l dimensionless quantities as well as 
averaging the horizontal velocities over the depth in each layer.
2.5.1 Tw o layer shallow  w ater m odels w hen th e  upper bound­
ary is a rigid lid
The governing equations are normahsed by applying the scalings
7~ ,0- , Z - _ pZn ~
X — I x ,  y  — h ^ y ,  t  — rj — ar}, 0 * — / —^ 0 t ,
v s fti y g A i
T  =  h  = pighlbi, i =  1,2,.
(2.5.1)
where Z is a characteristic horizontal length scale and a is the amplitude of the 
displacement of the interfacial wave. We also define the dimensionless quantities,
Pi“ = ÿ -  p
(2.5.2)
In (2.5.2) we are assuming that a  and (5 are the small parameters and that r  and s 
are of order one. The normalised conditions at the interface given hy y = afj are
1 901901 df)
9t ^  9.T dx P dÿ 
dfj 902 dfj _  1902 
d t ~ ^ ^ d x d x  P dy
(2.5.3)
(2.5.4)
and
- ~ a r <
dx I  a {  dÿ I
%
dx
902 
P \ d y
(2.5.5)
At the rigid lid,
(2.5.6)
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The Laplace equations in the interior of the fluid are normalised to
 ^ (2-5-7)
(2-5.8)
and on the lower bouiidary
=  0, ÿ =  - l .  (2.5.9)
For the velocity potentials we write
OO . • ,
i l  =  E ( ^ + ^ r /m ( % ,( ) ,  (2.5.10)
m=0
OO
02 =  ^ { ÿ - sY9n[x,i). (2.5:11)
n=0
Then by using conditions (2.5.7) and (2.5.9) we flnd
(2.5.12)
m=0 ' '
and the conditions (2.5.6) and (2.5.8) induce
( « ■ «
n=0 ' '
The potentials (2,5.12) and (2.5.13) are substituted into equations (2.5.3)-(2.5.5) 
with accuracy considered up to O{otp,0^). Henceforth the tildes are dropped for 
brevity.
The kinematic conditions, (2.5.3) and (2.5.4), become
|  +  | ( ( l  +  a ,)7 .,) =  i / 3 ^  =  0 (a /iy ^ )  (2.5.14)
and
respectively, where Wi =  dfo/dx  and W2 =  dgo/dx. Equation (2.5.5) gives
dfo I 2 9po 1 2 \
- S T  +  ô “ “ i  -  -  T a r w ^  +  { l - r ) r ]at 2 at 2 (2.5.16)
= +  1  (5i -  52) +  0 (aA /3 ').
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Differentiating this equation with respect to x  yields
dwi dwi dw2 dw2 .dri_  +  - r — -  arw ,—  +  (1 -  r ) -
(2.5.17)
We now average the horizontal velocitiœ in each layer over their respective depths. 
For the lower layer,
=  ( M ^  / i  =  +  (2.5.18)
Therefore to leading order
u;i =  üi + 0(/?) giving =  +
Hence (2.5.18) can be inverted to give
lUi =  Û1 +  +  0 (« 9 ./î ') . (2.5.19)
Similarly for the upper layer,
902 j   1 2 ^ ^ :
<ar)
which is inverted to give
, W2 =  1&2 4- +  OiptP, pp). (2.5.21)
Substituting these expressions for wi and W2  into equations (2.5.14) and (2.5.15) we
obtain
4-^  ((1 4-o;77)üi) =  0[aP,P'^), , (2.5.22)
—• ^  +  ^  ((^ ~ 0!^)^2) = 0{ap,P^). (2.5.23)
Similarly, equation (2.5.17) gives
9ui _ 9ui 9tt2 _ 9u2 , .drj
= + o{op, n
(2.5.24)
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From equations (2.5.22) and (2.5,23)S = + & = + (2.5.25)
%  =  ; £ + ° ( “ '^ )  ' ™  + ° ( “ ’^)- (2-5-26)
Substituting these expressions into the right hand side of equation (2.5.24) results 
in
d u i  _  d u i  d u 2  _  d u 2  ,  . d r /
T T  +  “ “ ’ 9 7  3 7 +  ( ^ “ %  /2.5.271
We can write the right hand side of this equation in terms of derivatives with respect 
to X only. Rearranging, and differentiating (2.5.27) we can write
&  = " (^  " '")0 + °(“' (2-^-28)
Combining (2.5.28) with the expressions in (2.5.25)ahd (2.5.26) gives
d^T) (1 — r ) s d ^ T )
dxdt^ (r 4- s) dx^ 
Hence equation (2.5.27) can be written
4- 0 (a,/?). (2.5.29)
9ui _ 9ui du2 _ du2 , _ .dr) _  +  - r — - aru 2 ^  +  (1 -  r ) -
(2.5.30)
Dropping terms of O{0) in equations (2.5.22), (2.5.23) and (2.5.30) gives the shallow 
water equations, in normahsed form, for a two layer flow with a rigid hd,
^  ((s -  0 Lri)Î2 ) = 0, (2.5.31)
where the tildes have been reinstated. Incorporating terms of 0{P) but discarding
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those of 0{aP, 0^) gives the following Boussinesq type system
I  +  ^  ((1 +  ar))50 =  0,
9ui _ 9ui du2 _ 9u2 , .dr] (2.5.32)
o frri l ( l  +  r s ) ( l - r ) s \  d^ T]
3 (r +  s) )  dx^'
2.5.2 D ispersion  relations for the system s (2.5.31) and (2.5.32)
Transforming the normalised shallow water equations in (2.5.31) back into original 
coordinates using (2.5.1) along with
for j  =  1,2,
gives
^  (A12Ü2) = 0 , (2 .5 .33)
düi _ düi dÜ2 _ 9ü2 , , X dhi
• ^^~dt +  "  ^~d t ~  ^
Since hi =  AiJ +  rj{x, t) and h2 = h^ — rj{x, t),
9/12 _  dhi 
dt dt
Therefore the second mass equation can be writen
" T T  +  3 Ï
Linearising the above equations about the solution (hi, /i2,üi,Ü 2) =  (hj, hg, 0,0) we 
find,
0  +  =  0 , (2,5.34)
+  (2.5.35)
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~  =  0- (2.5.36)
The following forms are substituted into the linearised equations,
/il =  ^ie’<‘*-'^)+c.c, Û1 =  ■Uie‘<*“ - “‘>+c.c and % =  % e'(*'-"')+c.c. (2.5.37)
Equations (2.5.34) and (2.5.35) give
-  ^  t  X -  ^  t  ■
respectively. Substituting these into equation (2.5.36) recovers the first term in the 
dispersion relation (2.4.13) namely,
The normalised Boussinesq type system (2.5.32) expressed in original variables
is
9üi _ 9ûi dÜ2 _ dÜ2 f V 9hi 9^hi
Pi~ô^ +  P i u , - ^  - P 2 - ^ -A »": 3 7  +  -  A i)g -^  -  “ 3 i r -
where
a = r  -  \h\h^g{pi -
Linearising the equations in (2.5.39) and using the forms given in (2.5.37) yields the 
dispersion relation
,  ( { P i - P 2 )h\h°g\ ,  (  Th\hl \  ,
\  Pi ^2 +  P2^i /  \(P l^2 +  P2^?)/ /p c
, /1  (P2 — Pi) (pi^i +  p2h°) (hjhg)^ g \  4
\3  (pi/i5 +  p2hj)^ J
Comparing this dispersion relation to the expanded form of the general dispersion
relation (2.4.13) we conclude that this Boussinesq type model recovers terms of up
to but. not including those of 0(A:®).
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2.5.3 Tw o layer shallow  w ater m odels w hen the upper bound­
ary is a free surface
The variables in the governing equations are rescaled by
X = lx, y = h\ÿ, t = —7= t ,  0t =  ~7= 0 i,
(2.5.41)
r]i =  afji, . Ti = pip(hJ)^Ti, hi =  pip/ijè», for i =  1,2,
where I is a characteristic horizontal length scale and a is the amphtude of the 
displacement of both the interfacial wave and the free surface. We also define the 
dimensionless quantities,
nr. AP
(2.5.42)P2 , h§ r = — and s = -4.
Pi h i
Again, we are assuming that a  and p  are the small parameters and that r  and s are 
of order one. Under this transformation the kinematic equations become
(2.5.43)
(2.5.44)
(2.5.45)
dfj2 902 9772 
di ^  dx dx
1 902
drji 9019pi 
dt ^  dx dx
1 901
P dÿ ’
dfji 902 9pi 
dt ^  dx dx
1 902
-  9y '
ÿ =  s +  afp, 
y = oifji, 
y = Oifji.
The dynamical conditions at the interface and free surface are
2 /  -  \  2 ^
- - a r < 902dx
on ÿ = afji and
902 . 1
^01 \  1
dx j  p y d y
. 2  /  ~ \  2^1 
i  I %  I
► +  (1 -  r)77i -
+
9 t
P \  dÿ.
902
dx
f.
(2.5.46)
i f  902 , rs , _H h r772a (2.5.47)
= - b 2 - \ - P T 2 ^ ^ 0 { a ^ P ) ,  ony  =  s +  afi2- . a ox^
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The Laplace equations in the interior are normalised to
+  W  (2.5.48)
=  0, arji < ÿ < s + ark (2.5.49)
and on the lower boundary,
901
dÿ
Now we consider the following form for ÿi,
=  0, ÿ =  -1 . (2.5.50)
m=0
then equations (2.5.48) and (2.5.50) reduce this expression for 0i to
+ (2.7.51)
m=0 ' '
Similarly let
OO
<^2 =  5 ^ ( y - 5 ) ”Pn(x,î),
n=0 ■
then equation (2.5.49) gives
*• -  Z ( - i ) ' f  + ^ 1 ) 1 ®  -  -)“ S i )  ■
Henceforth the tildes will be dropped for brevity. The expressions for the dimen­
sionless potentials given in (2.5.51) and (2.5.52) are now substituted into equar 
tions (2.5.43)-(2.5.47) and accuracy is considered up to 0(a:/?,/?^). When substi­
tuting the form for 02 given in (2.6.52) into equation (2.5.43) we find the following 
expression for pi.
Pi =  +  G:/)— (W2772) -I- 0{a^P^), where W2  = (2.5.53)
Substituting the potentials into the normalised kinematic conditions at the interface 
(equations (2.5.44) and (2.5.45)) and using (2.5.53) gives
^  ((1 +  0!77i)u;i) =  qP ~ ^ ^  +  0{ap,pP), (2.5.54)
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where w i =  d f o / d x  and
+0{al3,P^).
Similarly the dynamic conditions (2.5.46) and (2.5.47) become
9fo 1 2 9go 1 2 N^  + ^ a w , - r — - - a r w ,  + { l - r ) r i ,
+ —(6i — 62) 4- 0{aP, p^)
and
r - ^  +  -^otrw\ +    h rr]2 =  ^ ^ 2-0 ^  +  ~  +  0{aP,P^). (2.5.57)ot 2 a  . ox^ a
Differentiating these two equations with respect to x yields 
dwi dwi du)2 dw2 _ .dr)i
- W  +  -  " W  -  3 ^
9^7)1 a__ 2 9^%
(2.5.58)
and
r ^  +  artü2^  +  r ^ - 3 T 2 ^  +  0(a/3,3 '}. (2.5.59)
We now introduce the depth-averaged horizontal velocities, ûi and üg- Define
1 dS^
which is expanded to give
u\ = w\ — ~P 4- 0{aP^P^). (2.5.61)
We now want to write Wi as a function of üi. Equation (2.5.61) is rearranged to 
give
wi = üi-\- qP~q^  4- 0{aP^ P' )^ (2.5.62)
and so
#  =  #  +  (2-5.63)
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Substituting (2.5.63) into (2.5.62) gives wi in terms of Ui,
Wi ^  üi + 0{aP, P^). (2.5.64)
rs+am QA
U2 =  7—;----- :-------- r j  dy, (2.5.65)
Similarly we define the depth-averaged horizontal velocity in the upper layer, î/2, by
.1 d<t>2
(s -f ar}2 -  arji) 
with
The integration is carried out using the properties
A ^ - B ^  = {A + B)(A -  B) anà A ^ - B ^  = {A^ + A B  + B^){A -  B) 
which gives
(2.5.66)
By applying the same niethod as before, the inverse is given by
W2 = Û2 + \ p s ^  + \ p s ‘^  + 0 { a p , f ) .  (2.5.67)
Substituting the above expressions for Wi and W2  into equations (2.5.54), (2.5.55),
(2.5.58) and (2.5.59) we find
^  ((1 +  0!77i)üi) =  0{ap,p^),  (2.5.68)
^  ((5 +  ÛÎ772 -  û!77i)Ü2) =  0{aP, P^y, (2.5.69)
dui _ dui du2 _ &t2 ,
(2.5.70)
du2 . _ du2  ^ dr)2
ot ox ox  M 5 71)
=  +  0 (“ >^
From (2.5.68) and (2.5.69)
&^ui d^rii
dx^dt (2.5.72)
Sk -
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By substituting (2.5.72) and (2.5.73) into (2.5.70) and (2.5.71) we obtain the equa­
tions,
dui _ dui dÛ2 _ %  , X, .drji
+ 72.5.741
and
(2®-75)
The Ü2 terms in equation (2.5.74) can be eliminated using equation (2.5.75) giving
= ( & +S)
+O{aP,0^).
We can write the right hand sides of equations (2.5.76) and (2.5.75) in terms of 
derivatives with respect to x  only. Rearranging and differentiating these equations 
to leading order gives
f e “«■ â <-=■")
By applying (2.5.72) and (2.5:73) to these expressions we find that
dxdi^ dx^ dx^
=  (i _ Æ  + (, + , Æ  + o (.,3).
(2.5.78)
dxdt^ dx^ dx^
Hence equation (2.5.76) can be written
=  +  (2.5.79)
- p [ l  + r s ) ( i l - r ) ^  + r ^ ) + 0 ( a p , p ^ )
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and equation (2.5.75) becomes
( d  -  r ) ^  +  r 0 )  +  0(aA 3=).
When considering terms up to 0(/?), equations (2.5.68), (2.5.69), (2.5.79) and (2.5.80) 
reduce to give the shallow water equations, in normalised form, for a two layer flow 
with a free upper surface,
^ + ^ ( d  +  a%)fii) =  0,
(2.5.81)
d i dx ' dx \ d x  dx
where the tildes have been reinstated. Incorporating terms of 0{P) but dropping 
terms of 0{ap^ p^) results in the Boussinesq type system,
 ^  ^ =  0,
=  + (2.5.82)
- P  ( 5  +  ’-*) +  ’■ & ) ’
dU2 ~ dÛ2 , dfj2 
"■9T + “ ''““â i + ’-9Æ
-  ((^ -
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(2.5.83)
2.5.4 D ispersion  relations for the system s (2.5.81) and (2.5.82)
. The shallow water equations for a two layer flow with a free upper surface in dimen­
sional form are found by applying the Scalings (2.5.41) along with
Uj =  for j  =  1,2,
QQ,
to (2.5.81) giving
dui  ^ _ dui  ^ dhi _ dh2 _  ^
-  0,
du2 _ du2 dhi dh2 _
+ P^S-g^ + P^9-g^ = 0-
The dispersion relation is found by first hnearising the equations in (2.5.83) about
the solution {hi, /12, «1,^ 2) =  (^?, 0,0) giving
^  +  =  (2,5.84)
^  +  =  0, (2.5.85)
+  +  =  (2.5.87)
The following forms are substituted into the linearised equations,
hj =  + c.c and ûj ~  +  c.c, for j  =  1,2. (2.5.88)
Equations (2.5.84) and (2.5.85) give
T 21 A h  ^^2 ^hi =  Til and /12 =  U2w w
respectively, which when appHed to equation (2.5.86) gives the following expression 
for U2,
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Using these results in equation (2.5.87) we have that ■
-  p (/1Î + /i5 )/cV  H —  (pi -  =  0. (2.5.89)
pi
Therefore
I? +  /12 ^  Pi(^i “  ^2) + 4 ^ 5 ^ ^ )  (2.5.90)
Hence the shallow water equations (2.5.83) recover the first temi of the general 
relation for dispersion.
The normalised Boussinesq type system (2.5.82) in original coordinates is given
by
=  0,
-  0,
d^hi d^h2=  CLii dx^ +  3x» ’
d^hi d^h2=  021 dx^ +  3x3 .
(2.5.91)
^  +  ^ ( M i )
dui _ dui . dhi dh2/)!-5 ^  +  ftTXi — + v „ s — +
du2 _ du2 dhi dh2
where
All =  l i  +  T2 — gPip(A°) — p2ghih\ — -P2g{h^
Û12 =  ^ 2 — ôP2^(^î) ~ 1^ 929 (h ^  ,o Pi z
Û21 = T2 — -P29h\h^ — gP2p(/^2) »
Û22 =  T2 —- — gh\h^ — -p2g{h^  .Z Pi o
Linearising the equations in (2.5.91) about the solution {hi, /12, üi, Ü2) =  (^î, h^, 0,0) 
and using the expressions for the depths and velocities given in (2.5.88) results in 
the dispersion relation
(2.5.92)
iJ  ^ — ^  (h i  +  /12 +  —=:yjPi{h\ — h^Ÿ + ^ p2hih{\
^ \  /  (2.5.93)
^D{pi,p2,h^i,hl)k^ + 0{k%
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Comparing this equation with (2.4.24) we find that this Boussinesq type model 
recovers the first two terrns of the general dispersion relation (i.e. D = D). The 
terms of 0(/c®) and higher are not in agreement.
We can write this weakly non-hnear model in a form where ai2 =  021. To do this 
we fix Û11 and U22 to be as defined in (2.5.92) and calculate the dispersion relation 
which we equate with (2.4.24). This results in the condition
b{pi,f>2,hl,h^,ai2) = D{pup2,h\,hl)
which we solve for ^12 giving
Û12 =  T2 — -p2p(fii) — ~^p2gh\h\ — — (2.5.94)
with Û21 =  Û12- When this Condition is satisfied, the Boussinesq system (2.5.91) is 
Hamiltonian.
2.6 M ulti-sym plectic formulations
In this section it will be shown that the governing equations for a single and two 
layer flow along with their shallow water and Boussinesq approximations can be 
written in a multi-symplectic form given by
=  VS(Z). (2.6.1)
In this equation M  and J  are skew-symmetric matrices (or operators) and Z is a 
vector-valued function whose elements are variables associated with the system.
2.6.1 M ulti-sym plectic form ulations o f th e  m odels for a sin­
gle layer fluid
We start with the shallow water equations namely
(2 .6 .2)
gh] =  0.
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We introduce potential functions for both the velocity and the layer depth,
d d
û{x,t) = and h(x,t) = ■^'y{x,t). (2.6.3)
The idea of using a potential for the velocity is a familiar one. Surprisingly, the 
use of a potential for the layer depth (or surface elevation) also has a long history. 
According to D o o g e  [25], B o u s s in e s q  first proposed the idea in pages 271-274 of 
his 680 page paper (BOUSSINESQ [11]) for the shallow water equations. It was later 
followed up by D e y m ie  [23]. See page 221 of the historical essay of D o o g e  [25] 
for discussion. More recently the potential is used for the shallow water equations 
in the paper of NUTKU [44]. One way to motivate the use of potentials is that 
they generate symmetries which then lead to conservation laws. These concepts are 
explained in detail in §4.2.1.
The second equation in (2 .6 .2) becomes
Integrating with respect to x  we have
^  +  l û '  +  gA =  r(().
Hence this system can be described by the equations
d<l) . I cp d<j) q dh dq
- — - -  =  0 ,
- 1 = » -  Ë -
(2.6.4)
in which we have written q ^  uh. Hence a multi-symplectic form for the s h a l lo w  
water equations is given by (2 .6 .1) with
M  =
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
- 1 0 0 0 0 , J  = 0 - 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1
0 0 0 0
1
0 0 0 .0 1 0
(2 .6 .5)
5 ( Z ) - r f t . - - s f t "  +  - p Z = (/i,gf,0 , 7 ,r).
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For the Boussinesq equations (2.3.27) the multi-symplectic formulation is the 
same as above except we define
_  , T  1 ,2H = a— , where a = ------ -gh^,
UX p o
assuming a /  0. Therefore this system can be written
d(f) dH 1 d(j) q dh H
= a i ^ h '
- * - ! = » ■  - I = « -
These equations can be written in the form (2.6.1) with
M  =
(2.6.6)
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 , J  = 1 0 0 0 0 0-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
I f
(2.6.7)
'^(.Z) —rh — -gh"^ 4- 4- — Z — {h,q,H,<j),^,r).5®'*' +  2A 2a
Note that the symplectic operator J  is non-degenetate (invertible) in this case.
To give a multi-symplectic formulation for the full equations we again introduce 
potential functions for both the velocity field and the layer depth,
d du{x,y,t) = — (j){x,y,t) and /lo 4-7y(x,i) =  — 7 (x,i). (2.6.8)
The kinematic condition at the free surface and Laplace’s equation in the interior 
are respectively.
dq I dq 
dt 'v=^dx
d(f)
dy v=v
and
If we define
du d^ (j) , ^
- d i  = dÿ^’
$ (x ,i) =  0(x, y, 0
then the dynamic condition at the free surface is given by
d ^  , d ^  da I [ 2  f
â ^ + “ U â ï “ â ï “ 2  r  +  W
y=Tj
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where r{t) =  +  gho and
^ \ + (dq/dx)
Inverting (2.6.9) gives
dx y/T^ -  p2«2 - 
Finally to complete the formulation we need to write
' -I-
Thus these equations can be written in a multi-symplectic form with
(2.6.9)
(2.6 .10)
M  =
0 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ \^y=r, 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 “ l v  =  TJ
0 0 0 0 0 - 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,  J  = 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1. 0 0 0 . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
5(Z) = (  d(j>
Z =
1 r
ho
_ T  
P
u, r, a)
(2 .6 .11)
2.6.2 M ulti-sym plectic form ulations o f th e  m odels for a two  
layer flow w ith  a rigid lid
The shallow water equations arc
dui _ dui 
A "57" 4" Pi'^i — /%— ---- P2'0‘2 - ^  4- (pi — P 2 )g -^  = 0.
du2
dt
dhi
dx
(2 .6 .12)
dt ' dx  dx
In thœe equations we have written h2  = d — hi . We introduce the potentials
ui{x,t) = -^(l>i{x,t), Û2 [x,t) = ^ ( j ) 2 {x,t) and /ii(.t,^) =  ^ 7 (.r,t). (2.6.13)
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By writing qi = piUihi and 92 =  p2 '0 2 {d — Ai) the shallow water system can be 
described by the equations
d(j)i
Pi dt
d(t>\
dx
d(f>2 / \ , 1
P 2 ^ T  — ~  \ P i ~  P 2 ) g h \  — -dt
1
+  -
qI
2  p\h\ 2p2(d —/ii)2 ’
qi
p\h\ ’ 
dhi
P2-
d(p2
dx
dq2
Q2
P2{d — hi) ’ -p i '
dt
_  dr
dhi dqi 
dt dx 
d j
=  0, (2,6.14)
These equations recover the forin (2.6.1) with
Af =
0 0 0 —n • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
-pa 0 0 0 0 0 0 , J  = 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 0
pa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1
0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
(2.6.15)
S(Z) =  +  +
z  =  ( f i l ,  91 ,92 , (^1,(^2, 7 ,  r ) .
For the Boussinesq type model (2.5.39) we write 
/ /  =  a ^ ,  . where a =  T -  
with the hypothesis that a ^  0. This leads to a multi-symplectic form with
M  =
0 0 0 0 Pl —pa 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 p 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , J  = • 1. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
- P l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
pa Ô 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
5(Z) -  +
z =  {hi,qi,q2 ,H,(f)i,(i)2 , j , r ) .
1
+ T 92
1
+  — H'^2 p2^d — hi) 2a (2 .6 .16)
Note that the symplectic operator J  is invertible. Therefore the steady system 
JZx = VS(Z)  is a standard Hamiltonian system on R®.
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For the multi-symplectic formulation of the full equations we introduce the po­
tentials
ui{x,y ,t) = U 2 { x , y , t )  = -^<f>2{x,y,t),
dhi{x,t) = h^^-\-q{x,t) = — 'y{x,t).
At thé interface the kinematic conditions can be written
If we define
1 dq /  d<i>i
dt '’' ( d y
dq 1 dq
dt
(f)l{x,.ÿ> <)!,=, and $ 2(1 , t) = i
y = T )
y=v
then the dynamic condition at the interface is
P l ~ ^  P2—57---- 1" P l^ ldt dt
= nPl f +
I ^  
dx
d(f>i\
— P2^2
V=T )
3$^') _  ^  
y='n dx dx
- i ' - h l w y=v
—(pi — p2)g {hi +  9 ) +  ’'(Oi 
where r{t) =  bi{t) — 62W 4- (pi — P2 )gh\ and
dqjdxa = T
^Jl + id q /d x f
Inverting (2,6.21) gives
dq a
dx y / T ^ - a ^ '
For the formulation we need to include the following condition on r,
- t -
The Laplace equations in the lower and upper layers can be written
dui 
dx
d‘^(f>i du2 d'^ (f>2- A — and -  p^— -  p^—
dy^
(2.6.17)
(2.6.18)
(2.6.19)
(2.6 .20)
(2.6.21)
(2.6 .22)
(2.6.23)
(2.6.24)
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By introducing the following notation for the boundary values of Ui and U2 ,
= and v ^ \ x , t )  = U2 (x,y,t)\^^^,
the equations given by (2.6.17)-(2.6.24) can be written in the form (2.6.1) with
M  =
J  =
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 pa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
p i -P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 -Pl«i^^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 pa«2^^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pi«i --Pai4^^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 --pi 0 0 0
Q 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 —pa 0 0
0 0 0 0 Pl 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 Pi 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(2.6.25)
5(Z) =
- g ( m  -  P2)9(^î - \- v Ÿ  + r  (/i? +  77) -  T
Z =  ($ 1, $2,9,7, <^1, <^2,7^1,1/2, r, a).
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2.6.3 M ulti-sym plectic form ulations o f the m odels for a two  
layer flow w ith  a free upper surface
The shallow water equations are
ÔÛ1 dûi dhi dh24- PiUi
dx
ÔÛ2 dÛ2 dh. 5/124- P2 Ü2 dx
(2.6.26)
=  0, 
- 0 .
Firstly we introduce potential functions for the velocities and the layer depths,
Ui{x, t )  =  — (f)i{x,t), Ü2{x,t) =  — (f>2{x,t),
d x  dx  (2 .6 ,2 7 )'
h\ [x , t )  =  ^ 7 i ( T , ( ) ,  h2{x, t)  =  — 72(x ,t) .
By writing qi =  piUihi and 92 =  p2 Û>2 h2  this shallow water system can be described
by the equations
d(f)i _   ^  ^ 9Î dhi dqi _  ^
%  _  J } _  =  Ci ^ - h
dx Pihi dx  ^ dx
d<l>2 _  , , 92 dh2 dq2
d(f>2 __ 92 _ ^  _ n  -  h
dx  P2/12' dx ' ^
(2.6.28)
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These equations can be written in a multi-symplectic form with
M  =
J  =
0 0 Q 0 pi 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 pa 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-P l 0 0 0 b 0 0 0 0 0
0 -pa 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 . 1 0. 0 0 0
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 - ]
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ,0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
(2.6.29)
S(Z)
Z
Tihi r2/i2 — ^ 9 ^ 1  — P2gh\h2 — ^9^2  +  2 ~ ^ \ ' +  1.922 P2/12 *
(h i,/12, 91, 92, ^ 1, 02 ,7i> 72, r i , r 2).
We now consider the Boussinesq type model
.  0 ,
^  +  ^ ( M 2 )  =  0,
&/1 d f l  _2  ^ \  ^A i , d^h2
P l - ^  +  ^  I 2^1^1 +  9 l9 ^ 1  +  P29“ 2 1 — Û II-5 -V  +  Û12"
(2.6.30)
du2 d [ I  _2 ■ , L \
P2“5 r  5 Ï  V 2 ^ ^  P2ghi 4- P29«2 I — 021dt
dx^
d^hi
dx^ O2 2
dx^
d^h2
dx^
where
1
Û11 — + ^2 — -Pl9(fii) — p2gh\h2 — -p29(/l2) >
Û12 =  T2 -  -P29(h°) -  -p2gh\h% — —9P2P(^) “  ô ^9 ^ i^2 j2 Pl
021 — Û12,
O22 — T2 — -^^ghih^ — -P29(h2) .
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We introduce the two functions H\ and H 2 defined by
u  -  ^^2Hi — Oil— 1 Û12dx d x '
tr _   ^ ^^1 . dtl2H2 — Û21-T---- 1- 022"dx dx (2.6.31)
Inverting (2.6.31) gives
where A =  011O22 — 012O21. Hence this system can be expressed in multi-symplectic 
form with
M  =
J  =
0 0 0 0 0 0 pi 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 pa 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-P l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 -pa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .
0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
(2.6.32)
S{Z) — rihi -I- r2h2 — ^ 9 ^ i  ~ p2p^i^2 — ^ 9 ^  +  2 2 P2/12
Z  =  ( / l l , / l 2 , 9 l , 9 2 , - f ^ l , ^ 2 , < / » l , < / > 2 ,7 l ) 7 2 , n ,7 ' 2 ) -  
For the multi-symplectic formulation of the full equations we introduce the po-
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tentials
d ‘ dui{x,y,t) = — (f)i{x,y,t), U2 (x,y ,t)  = ~<f>2 {x,y,t),
dhi{x,t) = h \ ^ q { x , t )  = — ')i{x,t),
dh2 {x,t) =  hl + r)2 {x,t) - q i { x , t )  = — 7a(x,t).
At the interface and free surface the kinematic conditions can be written
(2.6.33)
dr)i
dt
I ^  
dx
d(j)i 
dy 
d(f>2
y=m
drji I
y=vi
dr)2 dr}2 -P2
d<f>2
dy !/=kg+%
(2.6.34)
(2.6.35)
(2.6.36)
If we define
$^^'(i,t) =  <^2( i ,y ,t) l j^ ^  and *® (x ,f) =  (^ 2(x,y,f)|^^^„^^, 
then the dynamic conditions at the interface and free surface are respectively
Pl
a $ i , I a $ i I 3$^') 3oi
dt P2 +  Pl^ldt ' dx — P2^2
y=vi2 " ' ■ V dy
—{pl — P2)g {h\ +  771) -h ri(f) — T2{t)
dx dx
y=vi
(2.6.37)
and
P2 - d t
3%
dx  “ 3 7  =  2 ®^  P + V ô y ; y=h^ +r)2 (2.6.38)
—P29 (^1 +  ^2 +  92) +  ’"2(0)
where n ( 0  =  h{t) 4- Pip/iJ, r 2(f) =  62(0 +  929^? and
dqi/dx  __j _ ^  dryijdxai = Ti
yJ l+ X dq i/dx f
and 0(2 =  T2 (2.6.39)
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Inverting (2.6.39) gives 
dqi di and dq2
dx y / T } - a l  ~  dx y 'Tf -  a i 
For the formulation we need to include the following conditions on r, and r;,
(2.6.40)
=  0 and - 1 ^  =  0.dx d x .
The Laplace equations in the lower and upper layers can be written
,  du2 di^(hand — P2“5— — P2
(2.6.41)
(2.6.42)dx dy^ dx dy^
By introducing the following notation for the boundary values of u, and ug,
u^ ’^(x,t) =  «2( i .y ,t ) |,^ ^  and 4^’(x,t) =  U2(x,y,t)|^^^„^^, 
the equations given by (2.6.33)-(2.6.42) can be written in the form
M Zt-f 7Zx =  V5(Z). (2.6.43)
with
M  =
J  =
Ù 0 -P l u u u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 pa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 -pa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pl -P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 pa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 Pau^ ^^ 0 0 0 0 ’ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Paua ^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0
-P2U^^^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
0 0 Pat*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 •0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Pl 0 0 0 0 . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 —Pa 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Pl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 pa 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
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and
“ I L i  r  “ (w) j U, r  “ ( dy dy
- ^ ( P i ' "  P2 )9 (^ î +  9 i)  “  2 ^ 9 (^ Î +  ^  4" 92) 4 - ( n  — r2) (/ij 4-771) 
+7*2 {hi f  fig 4-%) - T i  ^ ^ 1  -  ^  -  T2  ^ ^ 1  -  ^  -  1 j  ,
Z =  (^i,$^^\$f\77i,772,7i,72)</»i)02,Ui,W2,7"i,r2,ai,a2).
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Criticality of uniform flows
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we introduce the concept of criticality as appHed to uniform flows. As 
an illustration we use the shallow water equations introduced in the previous chapter 
to write down criticahty conditions for the single and two layer water-wave systems. 
Finally we produce surfaces characterising uniform flows with the criticality regions 
identified. These surfaces give a new view of criticality for uniform two layer flows.
3.2 Criticality o f uniform flows in single layer flu­
ids
3.2.1 C onditions for uniform  flow and criticality
The basic theory of uniform flows and criticahty and be deduced from the shaUow 
water equations,
dh
dt + ^ { u h ) - 0  and ^  +  +  - 0 .  (3-21)
where h{x, t) is the depth, u{x, t) is the depth-averaged horizontal velocity and g is 
the acceleration due to gravity. Uniform flows, denoted by {ho,iLo), which satisfy
th%e equations reahse constant values of R  and Q where
R{ho,uo) = + gho and Q {uq, ho) = uoho. (3.2.2)
R  and Q are called the total head and the mass fivx respectively. Suppose constant
values of R  and Q are specified (which we denote by the calHgraphic symbols ^  and
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Then by the inverse function theorem there is a neighbourhood of {ho,uo) in 
such that (R{ho,Uo) — Pë,Q{ho,Xio) — .^) is uniquely invertible and the inverse 
is differentiable giving uniform flows ho{^, and uq{^, when
r d R dR  1
det ra (f l,(3 )i = det
L dho duo _
= g h o { l -  F^) 7  ^ 0. (3.2.3)
F  is the Froude number which is a well known dimensionless quantity and is defined 
as
(3.2.4)gho
Uniform flows which, cause the determinant in (3.2.3) to vanish are called criti­
cal uniform flows and yield the well known "Froude number unity” condition for 
criticahty
det =  0 F^ =  1. (3.2.5)
d{ho,uo)_
We call the matrix in (3.2.5) the criticality matrix.
We now show how the criticahty condition (3.2.5) arises from two of the most 
well-known classical definitions of critical uniform flow. For fixed ,^  > 0, the uniform 
flow which minimises R  is critical. Equivalently, the uniform flow which maximises Q 
(when li > 0) for fixed ^  > 0 is critical. Since these definitions characterise critical 
uniform flows as constrgdned extrema we introduce the Lagrangian functionals
F\{ho,uo,a) — R{ho,uo) — a{Q{ho,uo) — 
L2 {ho,uo,b) =  Q{ho,uo) — b{R{ho,Uo) —
(3.2.6)
where a and b are Lagrange multiphers. Differentiating these Lagrangians with 
respect to ho and tig we have that
Vi? =  aVQ and VQ =  6 Vi?, where V =  {d/dho,d/duo).
Therefore both definitions require Vi? to be parallel to VQ for critical uniform flows
to exist
dR dQ ' dR dQ
dho °‘dho ^  duo ^ duo'
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Multiplying the left equation which the right of the second givœ
_  dQ dR
^dhoduo ^ dhoduQ ^'dhoduo'
Therefore, when a 7  ^0,
,32.7)dho duo dho duo
Hence equation (3.2.7) recovers the determinant condition for criticahty found in (3.2.5). 
The most important observation regarding criticahty of uniform flows is that it is 
the determinant form of the criticahty condition which is the most suitable way to 
define criticality. Tn later sections we will see criticahty definitions (in the form of 
derterminants) stated for more general flows including x—dependent steady states.
By multiplying the mass and energy equations in (3.2.1) by u and h respectively 
and combining the resulting equations gives the conservation of momentum.
In this equation uniform flows reahse constant values of the flow force (5) where
R =  +  g 9 /7.0 (3-2.9)
Uniform flows can also be characterised as points (/iq, Uq) that make the flow force
stationary while R  and Q are held fixed. This principle is apparently weU known in
the hydraulics literature and B e n ja m in  [6] gives an argument to show that this is 
a general principle for x—independent flows (cf B e n ja m in  [6], §3.5 and Appendix 
2) and it is this observation which is the starting point for our generalisation of 
criticality to x—dependent flows. Therefore we introduce Lagrange multiphers Ai 
and Xi and the Lagrange functional
L(Zq, Ai, A2) =  *S'(Zq) — Ai(i?(Zo) — — A2(Q(Zq) — (3.2.10)
where Zq = {ho, Uq). Hence
V5(Zq) =  Ai VF(Zq) +  A2VQ(Zq) (3.2.11)
giving
Xi = ho and A2 =  Uo- (3.2.12)
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The second part of this variational principle requires solving R{ho,uo) = ^  and 
Q{ho, Uq) — for uniform flows {ho{^, S ) , uq{ ^ ,  S ) )  which we can do when
det
with dR
dho
d{ho,uo)_ (3.2.13)
and similar expressions for the partial derivatives of Q with respect to ho and ug 
where (•, •) is the standard inner product on R^. We say that this variational prin­
ciple is non-degenerate when this condition holds.
We can show that the Jacobian matrix in (3.2.13) is symmetric. Substituting 
the values for the Lagrange multiphers in (3.2.12) into the Lagrangian gives
L(Zq) =  S(Zq) — ho(R(Zo) — 3ê) — iio(Q(Zo) — <^). (3.2.14)
Differentiating with respect to ho and uq gives
^  =  ( v S (Z o ) - - / io V B (Z o ) - « o V Q ( Z o ) ,^ \ - ( f l (Z o ) - .^ )  =  -fl(Zo) +  ^ ,
—  = / xjpKv.r.'i -  -  11^ x7n(7.r.\ _
duo
and so
^V S (Z o) -  h o V R { Z o )  -  uoV Q (Zo), -  (Q(Zq) -  ^ )  =  -Q (Z o )  +  B
dR
duo
d^L d^L dQ
(3.2.15)dhoduo duodho dho
Degeneracy occurs when the determinant in (3.2.13) vanishes. Hence degeneracy 
implies criticahty. Using this framework we can show that we can replace either R  or 
Q in the criticahty matrix with S  and stiU recover the same condition for criticahty. 
Using (3.2,11) the partial derivatives of S  axe
=  ( v 5(Z o) , ^ )  =  ( a:VÜ(Zo) +  A2VQ(Zo) . ^ )  =  Ai | ^  +  A2^'^
dho
dS
duo
Hence 
det
dho
dR
dho dho'
r ô ( s , f l ) i and det \d (S ,Q )] = Ai det
[3(fto,uo)J 3(/io,Uo). 3(fto,uo).
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Thus at criticality 
det 
det
r d(S,R)  1 = 0 => det 'd (R ,Q ) '
d{ho,uo) d(ho,tio)
\d { S ,Q ) l =  0 det [9{R,Q )1
d{ho,uo)_ d(ho,uo)
=  0 when A2 7^  0 ,
=  0 when Ai ^  0 .
Hence in summary, the variational principle is non-degenerate when the matrix
dS  dS
d(ho,uo) _ d  
d^
(3.2.16)
_ dho duo _
has rank 2 and is degenerate when this matrix has rank 1 which occurs when (3.2.5) 
is satisfied.
This characterisation does not provide any new information regarding uniform 
flows and criticality but it does arise in a more general form when examining uniform 
flows and criticality for the multi-symplectic forms of the governing equations.
3.2.2 Surfaces representing uniform  flows and criticality
For simphfication we can scale out g by writing
Wo =  y/güoi Q = y/gQi R  =  g R  S  = gS. (3.2.17)
Hence we obtain
Q =  hoUo, R  — —Wg -|- ho, S  = v^ho +  — fig and =  -r^, (3.2.18)z z ho
where the tildes have been om itted  for brevity.
In a single layer fluid uniform flows can be viewed as a mapping from = 
{(/iQ, ito) : /i > 0} to R® =  {5, Q, R}. This surface is a swallowtail with every point 
on the surface a uniform flow. The curve of cusp points corresponds to critical 
uniform flows. This view was first suggested by M .J. S e w e l l  & D. P o r t e r  [48] 
(see Figure 4 in [48]). If we fix > 0 we can write
h o = j ^ - - u l .
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Therefore
Q — Uq.^ ^  — 2^0^ S — -  — 2 ^ 0  4- 2^0^ - (3.2.19)
The critical values of uq are
2 ^
fM) =  M l  -g-
Hence the critical points in the {Q, S) plane denoted by (Q*, S*) are
W , 5 ' ) =  ± ( f )
(3.2.20)
(3.2.21)
The feasible region for uniform flows is given by the range of values for uo such that 
ho remains positive
-\P2M  < uo < y/ÏM. (3.2.22)
Setting ^  =  1 and taking the range of values for ug given in (3.2.22) sweeps out the 
curve in figure 3.1.
0.6
0.4
\0.2
02 0.4
Figure 3.1: Curve of uniform flows in the (Q, S) plane for ^  =  1.
It wiU be shown that this construction follows from the relative equilibrium char­
acterisation of uniform flows thereby enabling generalisation in several directions.
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3.3 C riticality o f uniform flows in a two layer flow  
w ith  rigid lid
3.3.1 C onditions for uniform  flow and criticality
The shallow water equations for a two layer flow with & rigid hd are given by
dhi ^  . N n
—P2~ô^ + p2'ô^(u2{d — hi)) = 0, (3.3.1)
— P2 U2 ) +  +  (A “  P2)gh-i^ =  0,
where iti(x,t) and U2 {x,t) are the depth-averaged horizontal velocities and we have
used
h2 = d — hi, (3.3.2)
where d is the total depth of the fluid which is constant.
Uniform flows which satisfy these shallow water equations realise constant values 
of R, Qi and O2 where
Qi = PihiU^, Q2 = P2{d -  h\)v^,
(3.3.3)
^  = 2^1 (“ 1) ~ 2 ^ ( ^ )  +  (^1 ~  P2)9^v
Suppose constant values of R, Qi and Q2  are specified, which we denote by the 
calligraphic symbols and then
R{hPi,yPi,v^) =  Q i(h;,uî,u5) =  ^ 1, Q2{hlulvP2) = ^ 2- (3.3.4)
By the inverse function theorem there is a neighbourhood of (h°,u{,U2) in such 
that (3.3.4) is uniquely invertible and the inverse is differentiable giving uniform 
flows
h \ { ^ , ^ i , ^ 2 ). y P i { ^ , ^ i , ^ 2 ) and u°(^, .^2)
when
'd{R ,QuQ2Ïdet = PiP2{pi -  P2) [d -  /i?) gh\ (1 -  Fl -  rFl) ^  0, (3.3.5)
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where
P2 rp2 _  ( ^ l )  j  P2 _  ( ^ 2)
P i’ ( l - r )p / i?  { l - r ) g { d - h ^ i ) '
Therefore the equation for critical uniform flows is given by the vanishing of the
determinant in (3.3.5) which occurs when
F^-{-rF^ = l. (3.3.6)
This criticahty condition is well known in the hterature (A r m i [2], B ü h l e r  [17] and 
references therein).
Combining the shallow water equations (3.3.1) we obtain
(3.3.7)
— {pihiUi — p2h\U2)
— P2'^h\ +  -p2dy^ +  -{pi — p2)gh^  =  0.
In this equation uniform flows realise constant values of S  where
S  =  Pi{ui) hi — P2 (w )^ hi -I- -P2d{v^) +  -{pi — P2)g{hi) . (3.3.8)
Uniform flows can also be characterised as points that make S  stationary while R, 
Qi and Q2  are held fixed. Therefore we introduce Lagrange multipliers Ai, A2 and 
A3 and the Lagrange functional
L(Zq, Ai, A2 , A3 ) — S'(Zo) — A i(iî(Z o) — .^ )  — A2 (Q i(Zo) — .^ 1 ). 
~A3(Q2(Zo) — ^ 2), 
where Zo —(/iJjuJjitj). Hence
V5(Zo) =  AiVjR(Zq) +  A2VQi(Zq) +  A3VQ2(Zq), 
where V =  {dldhi,d ldui,d /dv^)
giving
(3.3.9)
(3.3.10)
Ai =  hi, X2  =  u? and A3 =  (3.3.11)
The second part of this variational principle requires solving
R{h^i,ulul)=^, Qi(hlul,r4) = ^ 1, Q2{h i^,ulu ,^) = ^ 2
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for (/ij, u}, U2) in terms of ^ 2 ) which we can do when
det ^(A,Qi,Q2)
L j
We say that this variational principle is non-degenerate when this condition holds.
The Jacobian matrix in (3.3.12) is symmetric. While this is not obvious when 
starting from (3.3.3), it does become obvious when starting from the constrained 
variational principle for uniform flows. Substituting the values for the Lagrange 
multipliers in (3.3.11) into the Lagrangian gives
L(Z„) =  5(Zo) -  h°(R{Zo) u[(Qi{Zo) -  ^ 1) -  w,S(03(Zo) -  (3 3 13)
Differentiating with respect to hj, uj and gives
| |  =  - f l ( Z o ) + ^ ,  ^  = -Q i(Z„) +  .Si, ^  = -Q j(Zo) +  .22.
Therefore
dR  _  d^L _  &^L _  ^
du\ dh\du\ duidh\ .
^  =  - j ^  = /o o
dh^idv^ dv^dhl d h \ '  ^
dQi _  &^L _  d^L _  ^
du2 duidv^
Degeneracy occurs when the determinant in (3.3.12) vanishes. Hence degeneracy 
implies criticality. We now show that we can replace any one of the three functions 
(jRi, Qi, Q2) in the criticahty matrix with S  and we still recover the same condition 
for criticality. By writing
g - ( v « ( Z . ) , g ) ,  ^ § - ( v « . ( z . ) . §
with similar expressions for the partial derivatives with respect to uj and u® where 
(•, •) is the standard inner product on the partial derivative of S  with respect to 
Ai is
=  /A iV fi(Zo) +  A2VQi(Zo) +  A 3 V Q 2 (Z o ),|^ \
‘ ô/t? ^dh°i'
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Similarly
d s dR
duidu^
as , dR  ^ ,
-  A i — +  A j — +  A
dQi
dv!l
dQi
dQ2
dQi
duo ^ dun ' duo
Therefore
det
det
det
d(S,R ,Q i)
d(hl,ul,x4)
d(S ,R ,Q ,)
= As det d{R,QuQ2)
a(/iî,uî,ù§)_
d{S,Qi,Q2)
— ~Ao det
d(hl,u l,i4)
d(R,QuQ2)
=  Ai det
a(/?,;,uî,u§)
d(R,Qi,Q2Y
Hence the criticahty condition is recovered when the determinants featuring S  are 
set to zero (assuming that the Lagrange multiphers are non-zero).
In other words the variational principle is non-degenerate when the matrix
'd iS,R,QuQ2)
a(ftî,uî,ù») J
has rank 3 and is degenerate when this matrix has rank < 3 which occurs when (3.3.6) 
is satisfied.
3.3.2 C riticality and parabolae
In this section we look more closely at the geometry of surfaces which characterise 
uniform flows. Firstly for simplification we apply the scalings
uj =  y/gdüi, U2 =  y/gdv^, /ij =  =  dh^,
Qi ^  pidy/gdQu Q2 = Pidy/gdQ2, R =  piydR, S  =  pigcPS 
to obtain 
Qi =  ^1^ 1, 
Q2 =  r ( l - / i j ) u 5,
^  = 2 +  (1 "
S  = (u ;)^ /i;-r(u 5 )^ /iî +  ^r(u°)^ +  ^ ( l - r ) ( / i ; ) ^
6 8
(3.3.16)
(3.3.17)
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with
where the tildes have been omitted for brevity.
The criticahty condition for a two layer flow with a rigid top (3.3.6) can be 
represented by a parabola in the ((nj)^, (u§)^) plane. By rearranging the equation 
for R  with R  fixed we find the following expression for hj,
' « “ I
Substituting (3.3.18) mto (3.3.5) and writing {u\Y =  ^  and =  y gives the 
foUowing condition for criticahty,
0 =  3x^ — 6 r x y  4- 3r^y^ +  (6(1 — r) — 8 ^ ) x  +  (8 r^  — 2r(l — r ) ) y
(3.3.19)
+4 ( #  -  (1 -  r ) ^ )  .
This is a parabola in x and y since the discriminant, (—3r)^ — 3 (3r^), is zero. Now 
we convert this parabola into standard form. Firstly find the vertex of the parabola. 
The axis of symmetry is given by
3(14- r^) (x -  r y )  -  4 ^  (l +  r^) +  (3 4- r^) (1 -  r) =  0. (3.3.20)
Solving for y  gives
( 3 i  -  4 . ^ )  (1  +  r^) +  (3  +  r ^ )  (1  -  r )  r T T ' ' l l
. 3 r ( l  +  r2)
Now substitute (3.3.21) into (3.3:19) and solve for x { ^ , r )  = xq- This can then be 
substituted into (3.3.21) to obtain y { 3 ê ,r )  — yo. To move the parabola back to the 
origin introduce new coordinates
v =  x - xq, w. =  y - y o ,
then the criticahty equation (3.3.19) simplifies to
(l 4- r^) (3u  ^— 6rvw +  Sr^w^) +  4r^(l — r)v 4- 4r(l — r)w = 0. (3.3.22)
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Now rotate the parabola using the transformation
V = V  cos(a) — W  sin(a) w = V  sin(o;) +  W  cos (à),
where
1 , . r 'sin(a) =  , cos(q) =
v^l +  r? ’ . V l +
giving
3(1 +  2r^ +  r^) + 4 r V lT P ( l  -  r)V  = 0. (3.3.23)
Rearranging equation (3.3.23) gives the parabola in standard form
= 4AV, A = — ~ < 0.
3(l +  r2)î
The parametric form of this parabola is given by
V = AF, W  = 2At.
Converting back to v and w using V  = vcos(o:) +  w sin(a) and W  =.wcos{a) .— 
i>sin(o:) gives
Using V =  {uiY — x o ,w =  {v^Ÿ ~  2/o in (3.3.24) and solving for (uj)^ and gives 
(u?)^ =  lo  + - / = = ( r t  -  2), { u l f  =  yo +  - i ^ = { 2r  +  t).
For each fixed and r  this parameterises a parabola in the ((uj)^, (t/g)^) plane.
3.3.3 Feasible regions for uniform  flows
For the case when the upper boundary is given by a horizontal rigid hd we need to 
ensure that both TiJ and /i® stay positive. Using (3.3.18) /ij > 0 and hg = 1 — hj > 0 
when
— < Ml !  +  £ ( i _ r - ^ ) .  (3.3.25)
r  r  r  r
There are three cases as shown in figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4.
Case 1 is when ^  < 0 and so the feasible region is given by (3.3.25) with 
( u « f  > 0 .
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Figure 3.2: Case 1: ^  < 0.
Case 2 is when 0 < ^  < 1 — r. Hence the feasible region for uniform flows is 
given by
n< (n»f +
{ u l f  -
r r ' ' . r r
Case 3 is given by .^  > 1 — r. Therefore the feasible region is described by
,2
2 ( ^  +  r - l ) <  (u“)^ < 2 ^ ,  0 <  (u5)^ < ^  +  - ( l - r - ^ ) ,
The curves of criticahty in these three cases correspond to the restriction of 
the parabola (3.3.19) to the feasible region. Th%e curves and their images in the 
{S,Qi,Q 2 ,R) space are considered in the next section.
3.3.4 Surfaces representing uniform  flows and criticality
The functions in (3.3.17) can be viewed as a mapping from = {(/iÇ, uj, u®) : 0 < 
< 1} to =  {S ,Q i,Q 2 , R}- This surface, is a generalisation of the swallowtail 
in the case of a single layer fluid with every point on the surfaoe a uniform flow.
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W )
Figure 3.3: Case 2: 0 < ^  < 1 — r.
Figure 3.4: Case 3: ^  > 1 — r.
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Substituting the expression for given in (3.3.18) into the equations for Qi, Q2 and 
S  in (3.3.17) with flxed ^  results in a three dimensional,surface in the {Qi,Q 2 ,S)  
space deflned by
=  2 ( f ^
Q2(«;,u2) =  ru5 (1  -  ( 2^ - (u?)^ +  r(u 5 )^ )) ,
5(«;, U») =  - g ( î ^  ( 3 « ) '  -
+4r{Se + r - l ) ( 4 y - 4 S l ^ y
It appears that this surface has not been noticed before. The surface is parameterised 
by lij and itg with feasible regions in the ((uj)^, (u®) )^ plane identified in §3.3.3. 
However we note that these feasible regions for the uniform flows are not closed 
since there is no natural hmit for (u°)^. To obtain surfaces in the (Qi, Q2, S) space 
characterising uniform flows we choOse an upper limit for (uj)^ which ensures that 
the interesting features of the surfaces (the criticahty regions) are included. We set 
r  =  0.1 with ^  = -0 .1  and (u?)l„ =  0.5 for Case 1, .^  =  0.5 and (tt?)^„ =? 15
for Case 2 and ^  = 1 and.(uj)^^ =  2.5 for Case 3. A summary of the results
for each case is presented in figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7. To obtain the surfsices in 
figures 3.5(c), 3.6(c) and 3.7(c) showing the criticahty regions in closer detail we 
have set the maximum value of (uj)^ to be 0.1, 0.6 and 0.8 respectively. In these 
figures the curves of critical uniform flows are shown in red.
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0.4 : 
0.2 
S 0 
- 0.2 
-0.4
m
if
Qj 0.6 -0.2-0 1 Q
(a) The surface characterising all feasible uniform flow solutions with { u ^ Ÿ  = 0 .5 .
(b) The criticality parabola.
S 0.18
0 .1 4 :
0,1 -0 .:
(c) The critical region of the surface.
Figure 3.5: Uniform flows and criticality when r  =  0.1 and M  =  —0.1. These
parameter values correspond to Case 1 in figure 3.2.
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^ 0 . 2
- 0.2
(a) The surface characterising all feasible uniform flow solutions with =  1.5.
(b) The criticality parabola.
(u°)
0.35
S
0.25:
0 .2 :
0 15- 
-0.4
-0 2
0 05
'-0.05 Qz
(c) The critical region of the surface.
Figure 3.6; Uniform flows and criticality when r  =  0.1 and =  0.5. These param­
eter values correspond to Case 2 in figure 3.3.
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Q i °  0  1 '
(a) The surface characterising all feasible uniform flow solutions with {u^lŸ =  2.5.
(b) The criticality parabola.
0.8—"Æœ Q2
(c) The critical region of the surface.
Figure 3.7: Uniform flows and criticality when r =  0.1 and ^  =  1. These parameter
values correspond to Case 3 in hgure 3.4.
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3.4 Criticality of uniform flows in a two layer flow 
w ith a free upper surface
3.4.1 C onditions for uniform  flow and criticality
The shallow water equations for a two layer flow with a free upper surface are given 
by
dhi ^ \ _  n
(3.4.1)
dh2 ^  / , s _P 2 - ^  +  P2^(U2/l2j — 0,
P l - ^  +  ^  =  0,
dU2 d ( I  2 L , \  ^
^  ( 2 ^ ^  “*■ +  p2gh21 —0,
where for the lower and upper layers, hi{x, t) and h2 {x, t) are the depths, U\{x, t) and
U2 {x,t) are the depth-averaged horizontal velocities and pi and p2  are the densities.
Uniform flows which satisfy these shallow water equations realise constant values
of Ri, i?2, Qi and Q2 where
1
Qi — R\ — 2^^(^i) PiP^i 4" P2p^2i
H2 = -^P2{ul) +P2gh[ + pigh^.
(3.4.2)
Suppose constant valuœ of Ri, R 2 , Qi and Q2  are specifled, which we denote by the 
calhgraphic symbols ^ 1, ^ 2, «^1 and <^ 2, then
(3.4.3)
fli(ft;,ft»,uî,«») =  ^ 1, R ^ { h lh l u l u ° )  = ^2 ,
Qi(/i;,/i»,ixî,u») =  ^1 , (52(/»î,/>§,«;,«§) =  S2-
By the inverse function theorem there is a neighbourhood of ( / i j , i n  
such that (3.4.3) is uniquely invertible and the inverse is differentiable giving uniform 
flows (/ij, /12, Uj, Ug) in terms of ( ^ 1, ^ 2 ) when
d{R\2 R 2 2 Qi> Q2)det (3.4.4)
Now,
det d{R\,R2, Qi, Q2) =  PÎP2(1 -  r )p 'A X  (1 -  +  ( 1 -  r)F^F^ ) ,
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where ^
r  =  g  sad F ; =  (T m F Â » ' =
Therefore the equation for critical uniform flows is given by the vanishing of the 
determinant in (3.4.4). Since p i>  P2  giving 0 < r  < 1 criticahty occurs when
+  =  (3.4,5)
which is th e criticality  condition  given by A r m i in  [2].
Combining the shallow water equations (3.4.1) we obtain
— (pi/llUi +  P2^'2^)
+  P2U2/12 +  ôPiP^Î +  ôP2ph| +  P2gh\h2 I =  0.
(3.4.6)
2"^^ X 2'
In this equation uniform flows reahse constant values of S  where
S  =  pi(uj) h\ +  P2(u^) ^2 +  2^ig{!^V} +  2 ^2p(^S) +  P2gh\h2- (3.4.7)
Uniform flows can also be characterised as points that make S  stationary while i?i, 
i?2, Q\ and Q2  are held flxed. Therefore we introduce Lagrange multipliers Ai, A2, 
A3 and A4 and the Lagrange functional
(3.4.8)
L(Zq, Ai, A2, A3, A4) =  ^(Zo) — Ai(ili(Zo) — .^ 1) — A2(i?2(Zo) ~ «^2)
~-^3(Qi(Zo) — <^l) — A4(Q2(Zq) — «^2)5 
where Zq =  Hence
V5'(Zo) =  AiV/?i(Zo) +  A2V /22(Zo) +  A3VQi(Zq) +  A4VQ2(Zq), (3.4.9)
with
V =  (a/a/i?, d /d h l  d /d u l  d/dv^ ) .
Carrying through the calculation gives the following values for the Lagrange multi­
phers
Ai =  hi, A2 =  hg, A3 =  Ui and A4 =  (3.4.10)
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The second part of this variational principle requires solving
R 2 {h ° ,h lu lv ° )  = Sêu 
Q r{h lh ° ,u lu ° )  =  .Si, Q 2 { h l h l u l 4 )  = S 2 
for (/ij, /ig, lij, Ug) in terms of ( % , ^ 2, ^ 1, ^ 2) which we can do when
det d{Ri, R2, Qi, Q2) /  0. (3.4.11)a(/iî,/i5,uî,u5) _
We say that this variational principle is non-degenerate when this condition holds.
Using an argument similar to that in §3.3, it can be shown that the Jacobian 
matrix in (3.4.11) is symmetric.
3.4 .2  C riticality  and hyperbolae
Firstly for simpliflcation we apply the scalings
uj =  y/gû^, = yfgul,
Qi = PiVgQir Q2 =  piy/gQ2, (3.4.12)
R i  =  p i g R i ,  R 2 =  P i g R 2 ,  S  =  p i g S
to obtain
Q2 = rh'^i4,
+ hi + rhl, R 2  =  ^r(u^)^ +  r/ij + rh^, (3.4.13)
5  =  (u j)  / ij- I - r(u g )  /i5 + - ( / i j )  + - ^ r [ h 2 )
and
where the tildes have been omitted for brevity.
The criticality condition, equation (3.4.5), can be represented by a hyperbola in 
the ((uj)^, (ug)^) plane. Firstly we will set > 0, ^ 2  > 0 and express /ij and /ig 
as functions of uj and Ug using the equations for Ri and A2 in (3.4.13),
lO _  2-^1 ~ (^1)^  “  2^2 +  7"(^)^ . uo _  2^2 -  ?'(ug)  ^ -  2 r^ i  -h r(uj)^  ^  ^
2 (1- r )  ’ 2r(l -  r) :
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Let
o\2 (3.4.15)
then the criticality condition (3.4.5) can be expressed in the following form
0 = 3rx^ +  3r(r — 3)xy +  Sr'^y  ^+  2 (3 ^ 2  — 4r.^i +  r ^ 2 )x 
+2r(3.^i — 4.^2 T r ^ i ) y  +  4(.^2 — t ^ i ) ( ^ ^ 2  ~  ^ i ) -
(3.4.16)
This is a hyperbola in x  and y since the discriminant, 9r^ (J(r — 3)  ^— r), is positive 
for all admissible values of r. This hyperbola is now converted into standard form. 
The centroid (®u,yo) of the hyperbola satisfies
Qtxq +  3r(r — 3)yo — —2(3.^2 — 4r.^i +  r ^ 2 ),
3r(r — 3)(Eo 4- 6r^yo — —2r(3^i — 4^2 T t ^ i ) .
This linear system is always uniquely solvable for (xo,yo) since the determinant of 
the matrix on the left hand side is always nonzero for admissible values of r
det
6r  3r(r — 3) 
3r(r — 3) 6r^
= 36r^ -  9r^(r -  3)  ^ = -9 r^ (l -  r)(9 -  r) < 0 .
Solving the linear system with 5 =  —9r^(l — r)(9 — r) leads to
6r^ —3r(r — 3)
—3r(r — 3) 6r
3^2 “  4r.^i +  t ^ 2  
r (3^ i  — 4.^2 T ^ ^ 1)
Hence
X q  — + 9.^1 — 6.^2);3(9- r )
2
yo — TTT; r(r.^2 — 6 r ^ i  +  9.^2)-
(3.4.17)
3r(9 -  r)
Introduce new coordinates
V — X — X q and w  — y ~  yo, (3.4.18)
then (3.4.16) simplifies to
— (3 — r ) v w  +  rw^ =  C q , (3.4.19)
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where
with
Co
32
9(9 -  r) (ü ’2 — 7_i^i)(^2 — 7+ ^ 1), (3.4.20)
7± =
3 +  r ±  \ /(9  -  r)(l — r)
m^Am, where m =
Note that both 7± are positive for 0 < r  < 1. The left hand side of (3.4.19), is a 
quadratic form, that is, it can be written as
w J  —( 3 - r ) / 2  r
We now proceed to diagonalise the quadratic form. The eigenvalues of A are
X± = — ±  - \ / l O  — 8r  +  2r^.
The eigenvalue A_ < 0 for 0 < r < 1 and the eigenvalue A+ > 0 for afl positive r. 
The matrix A  is diagonalised by choosing a transformation with the eigenvectors of 
A  for columns,
(3 -  r ) /a _  (3 -  r)/a+
2(1 —A_)/q:_ 2(1 —A+)/a+
The transformation E diagonalises A  since
A_ 0 
0 . A+
Now use E to diagonalise the conic section; let
, where cx.^  — (3 — r) +  4(1 — X±)
E M E  =
=  E
V
w  /  \  p
Then the conic section reduces to canonical form for a hyperbola
(3.4.21)
X—(^ T A_|_p — Cq.
When Co < 0 we may be write cq =  —cr^ . Since A_ < 0 and A+ > 0 this equation is 
easily parameterised with two disconnected branches
q{t) = ±  ^  cosh(t) and p(t) =  d:—^ ===sinh(t), t € M.
\ZÏÂT]
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When Co > 0 we may write Co =  <7 .^ Again, the equation is easily parameterised 
with two disconnected branches
q{t) =  ±  yZ— sinh(t) and p(t) = ± —^ =  cosh.{t), t 6  R.
When Co =  0 the equation is. parameterised by
-^4-q{t) = ± y  —— t and p{t) = t, t G R.
Using the transformations (3.4.18), (3.4.21) and (3.4.15), uj and Ug can be expressed 
in parametric form
=  2:0 + —— —q{t) + —— —p{t), 
a _  a +
(^2) =  2/0 +  — (1 -  +  — (1 -  X+)p{t),
with Xq and yo defined in (3.4.17). Therefore for each fixed r, and ^ 2  with
0 < r  < 1, > 0 and ^ 2  > 0 this parameterisation defines a hyperbola in the
plane.
3.4.3 Feasible regions for uniform  flows
For the case of two layer flows we need to find a region in the ((uj)^, (ug)^) plane 
such that both and /ig remain positive throughout. This is achieved using the 
layer depths given in (3.4.14) to impose the conditions
-  ^ 2  +  2 ^ (^2) -  2 ^  0 ,
^ 2  — +  2 ^(^i) ~  2 ^ ( ^ )  ^  0-
These restrict Ug to the region
- (u j)  H— {0 ê2 -~^ \ )  < (^2) (^1) 4— { ^ 2  ~
where 7 (^ 2  — î"« i^) > \ { ^ 2  — ^ 1). We now determine the range of values for uj. 
There are three cases. Case 1: When ^ 2  > «^1 (figure 3.8) we have the following
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Figure 3.8: Case 1: ^ 2  >
conditions on u\ and
o< K f  <2^1,
— (uj) +  —{^2  “ '^ l )  < (^2)  ^ ^  (^1) +  ~ ( ^ 2  “  ^^l)-
Case 2: When < ^ 2  < (figure 3.9) there are two sets of conditions on 
Ui and U2
0 < K )"  < 2 | ^ 2 - ^ i | ,
0 < (^2)  ^ < (ï^i) H— (^ 2  —
2 | ^ 2 - ^ i | <  K f  < 2^ 1.
— (Uj) + —( ^ 2 “ ^ l ) <  (1^2)  ^ < (w?) +  —(^ 2  ~  r.^i).
Case 3: When ^ 2  < (figure 3.10) there are no solutions when 0 < {u\Ÿ ^  
f |«^2 — f '^i\  since (1^2)  ^ is negative throughout this region however there are two
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Figure 3.9; Case 2 : r ^ \  < ^ 2  < b i ­
sets of solutions for the region given by ~ < (^1)  ^ < 2^ i
2
~ \ ^ 2  ~  «^l| ^  (^1) 2|,^2 “  <^ l|>
0 < (^2) < (^i) H— («^2 —
2 | ^ 2 - ^ i | <  < 2^ 1,
— (u?) +  ~(«^2 — «^l) < i't^Ÿ ^  (^1) +  “ (*^ 2 — r^ i ) .
3.4.4 Surfaces representing uniform  flows and criticality
Having identified the branches of criticality and im posed conditions on and Ug 
in §3.4.3 surfaces describing uniform flows for a two layer flow with a free upper 
surface can now be created. The functions in (3.4.13) can be viewed as a mapping 
from R'* =  { ( / i j , ; hj > 0 , hj > 0} to R® =  {S',Qi,Q2,-Ri,-^2}- Every 
point on this surface is a uniform flow. Substituting the expressions for hj and /i®, 
given in (3.4.14) into the equations for Qi, Q2 and S  in (3.4.13) with flxed > 0 
and ^ 2  > 0 results in a three dimensional surface in the (Qi, Q2, S) space deflned
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Figure 3.10: Case 3: ^ 2  < t'^ i-
by
— 2(1 — r) ~  W ) — 2 ^ 2  +   ^ ,
0 2 (^1, ^ )  =  2 r ( ^ —r) (^"^2 — )"(^) -  2r ^ i  +  r(u j)  ^ ,
5(uÎ ,u5) = (3r(u?)^-6r2(u;)^(7z5)^ + 3r2(u5)'‘ + 4 r ( ^ 2 - ^ i ) K ) ‘
+ 4r(r.^ i — «^2) ( ^ )  — 4 (.^2 — 2r^\3^2 4- .
It appears that this surface has not yet been noticed in the literature. The critical 
uniform flows will be superimposed on to this surface.
Firstly we set r  =  0.1 and for Case 1 we set = 1  and ^ 2  =  2 which pro­
duces the set of results in flgure 3.11. The surface of feasible uniform flows is 
presented in figure 3.11(a) with the curves of criticality superimposed in red. The 
hyperbola characterising critical uniform flows in the ((nj)^, plane is shown
in figure 3.11(b). Only one of the branches passes through the feasible region which 
is shown in closer detail in figure 3.11(c). For Case 2 we set = 2  and ^ 2  =  1- 
The surface representing the uniform flows along with the branches of criticality are 
shown in figure 3.12. In contrast to Case 1, both branches of the hyperbola pass
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through the feasible region as shown in flgure 3.12(b). For Case 3 we set =  2 
and ^ 2  =  0.1. The results are presented in figure 3.13 and are similar to Case 1 as 
only one of the critical branchœ passes through the feasible region.
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25 i 
20 
S 15- 
1 0 : 
5- 
0 -
0 4 -4
fa) The surface characterising all feasible uniform flow solutions.
-10
•10
(b) The criticality hyperbola.
(
c) The feasible section of the criticality hyper­
bola.
Figure 3.11; Uniform flows and criticality when r =  0.1, =  1 and =  2,
corresponding to Case 1 in figure 3.8.
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Qi 0.5
fa) The surface characterising all feasible uniform flow solutions.
-10
-10
-20
(b) The criticality hyperbola.
1 0 -
(
c) The feasible section of the criticality hyper­
bola.
Figure 3.12: Uniform flows and criticality when r = 0.1, =  2 and ^ 2  =  1,
corresponding to Case 2 in figure 3.9.
3.4. Criticality of uniforiii flows in a two layer flow with a free upper surface
Q , °
004-002 Q,
fa) The surface characterising all feasible uniform flow solutions.
•10
(b) The criticality hyperbola.
0 5 -
2.5 3.5
(c) The feasible section of the criticality hyper­
bola.
Figure 3.13: Uniform flows and criticality when r =  0.1, =  2 and # 2  =  0.1,
corresponding to Case 3 in figure 3.10.
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Relative equilibria and criticality
4.1 Introduction
The basic theory of criticality outhned in the previous chapter is extended to the 
Boussinesq and full equations for each of the water-wave systems. We use the multi- 
symplectic forms introduced in Chapter 2 to generalise the theory further showing 
more geometry. The concept of criticality is then extended to non-trivial steady 
states by considering periodic waves coupled to uniform flows. The new theory is 
based on the characterisation of uniform flows as relative equilibria.
4.2 R elative equilibria and criticality for a single 
layer flow
4.2.1 U niform  flows represented by relative equilibria
In order to extend the theory in the previous chapter we will consider the water-wave 
equations written in multi-symplectic form. We shall start by presenting the details 
for the Boussinesq model. The multi-symplectic form is given by
(4.2.1)
where
M  =
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 .0 0
0 0 b 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 , J  = 1 0 0 0 0 0-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
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+  +  a = ^ - l 9 k l
and it is assumed that a ^  0. An arbitrary constant can be added to 7  and <f>. The
action of this symmetry can be deflned using =  es and ^2 =  ©4, where 6j is the 
standard th unit vector in R®. S{Z) is independent of 7  and (f> which implies
S  {Z + 61(1 +  62( 2) — for all e =  (ci, €2) G R^. .
These symmetries can be characterised as a two parameter group of affine trans­
lations of the phase space R®. The action of the group on an element Z 6  R® 
is
G{e)Z =  Z +  €1(1 +  62^2- (4.2.2)
In terms of this group, the symmetry of (4.2.1) is represented by the requirement
S{G{e)Z) =  S'(Z), for all e € R^. (4.2.3)
À consequence of this property is that G{e)Z{x,t) is a solution of (4.2.1) for any
€ G R^ whenever Z(x, t) is a solution.
The symmetries described above are related to conservation laws. Multiplying 
equation (4.2.1) by we can write
Çj'MZi + Ç [ jZ ^ = Ç [V S (Z ) .  (4.2.4)
Now M (i =  0 and M  is skew-symmetric hence Af =  0’’. We also have that
=  (Vg(Z),(y) =  (V g (Z ))%  = CfVS(Z), for j  =  1,2.
Therefore equation (4.2.4) gives the conservation of total head
which has a spatial flux term only. The conservation of total head represents a 
conservation form of BernouUi’s equation. It is surprising that the importance of 
BemouUi’s equation as a conservation law has not been noticed before. For exam­
ple, Bernoulli’s equation is not identifled as a conservation law in B e n ja m in  &:
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O lv er  [10]. Applying to equation (4.2.1) we flnd that
+  =  ( I v g ( z )
—eJ'Zj —e^Zi =  0 .
Therefore noting that A = e fZ  and q = e^Z,  the conservation law associated with 
the second symmetry is conservation of mass£ + (4.2.6)
Finally applying Z f  to the multi-symplectic form (4.2.1)
Z iM Z , +  Z I %  =  Z lV g(Z )
which reduces to
Z jM Z, =  £ 5 { Z )  (4.2.7)
since Z^JZx = 0. From equation (4.2.7) it follows that when Z is independent of
time S{Z) is conserved along the direction.
The symmetry of (4.2.1) provides a link between the expHcit expressions for the 
mean values of h{x^t) and u{x,t) and the deflnition for criticality in §3.2.1. Steady 
solutions of (4.2.1) satisfy
j z ;  = V5(z*), z*  e  R®. (4 .2.8)
The simplest solution that (4.2.8) can have is an equihbrium. Equilibria satisfy
V5(Z) =  0 and are therefore critical points of S'(Z). However, the only critical 
point of S ( Z )  is the trivial solution where <f) and 7 are constant giving.
(/i,u) =  =  (0,0),
which is physically uninteresting. Instead we desire (h,u) — {ho.uo) where ho ^  0 
and uo ^  0 so we write
'y(x) =  6i(x) =  tiQX 4- ej and <p(x) =  €2 {x) =  uqx +  e°, (4.2.9)
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where cj and e® are arbitrary constants. We therefore consider relative equilibria so­
lutions of (4.2.1) using the group G(e), now written G(e(a;)) to stress the dependence 
on X, with €i and eg as deflned in (4.2.9),
Z*(x) =  G(e(x))Zo =  Zo +  ci(x)^i 4- €2(^)(2, (4.2.10)
where Zq =  (ho, go, Ho, 0,0, tq) is a x—independent vector in R®. Hence the uniform
flows (ho, 'iLo) represent the rate of change along the group orbit. To determine Z q
substitute (4.2.10) into (4.2.8) and use the equivariance properties (4.2.3) of the 
system
JZl = j4-G{e{x))Zo = p - J i i  +  ^ 7 6  =ax ax ax
and
V5(Z*) =  V5(G(e(x))Zo) =  V5'(Zq).
Equating these two expressions we obtain an algebraic equation for Z q ,
4" uqi/^2 — ViS(Zq). (4.2.11)
If we deflne
VR(Z) =  J^i  =  eg and VQ(Z) =  J ^ 2  =  eg (4.2.12)
then
R(Z) = r and Q(Z) = q. (4.2.13)
Hence equation (4.2.11) can be written
/ioVR(Zq) uoVg(Zo) =  V5(Zo) (4.2.14)
and the relative equilibrium solution reduces equations (4.2.5), (4.2.6) and (4.2.7) 
to the fluxes
— R(Zo) — 0, — Q(Zq) ^  0 and ^ 5 '(Z o ) — 0.
These equations give the side conditions
R(Zo) Q(Zo)  =  ^  and 5(Zq) =  (4.2.15)
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for flxed constants ^  and 5^. Therefore we have the variational principle
VL =  0 where L(Zo,Ai,Ag) = S'(Zo) —Ai(R(Zo)— —A2(Q(Zo) — (4.2.16)
where (Ai, Ag) are Lagrange multipflers which in this case are (ho, Uo). V represents 
differentiation with respect to the elements in Z q  and differentiating the Lagrangian 
with respect to ho and uq recovers the flrst two constraints in (4.2.15). Carrying 
through the calculation we flnd that
Zo =  ^ho, uohoj 0 ) 0 , 0 , —Uq +  ^ho
giving
R(Zo) =  ro =  -Uq +  pho, Q(Zo) — Qo = uqKo and S{Zq) =  n^ho +  ^phq. 
The mean flow parameters (ho,Uo) are then determined using any two of the three
2.15) which are solvable when
r ds dS  1
p(5,R,g)l
d{ho,uo)
.  dho duo _
(4.2.17)
has rank 2 . At criticality this matrix has rank 1 and occurs when
dR dR
0 =  det d{R,Q)d{ho, uq)_ = det — gho — Uq — gho (l — F ^ ) . (4.2.18)^  §
dho duo _
T ills calculation  recovers th e usual result for uniform flows of the shallow water 
equations but with more geometry and in a more general equation (4.2.1).
The above formulation carries through for the full water-wave equations in multi- 
symplectic form.
MZt  -I- JZx =  VS(Z), Z =  (0 ,77, 7 , (j), u, r, a). (4.2.19)
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where
M  =
0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 " “ lv=T, 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 “ ly=t, 0 0 0 0 0 -1
b 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , J  = 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0
(4.2.20)
S{Z) — -  ^  d y - - g ( h o  -\ -r )Ÿ-¥r{ho- \-r) )-—
The analogue of the affine translation group (4.2.2) for water waves is 
G(e)Z =  Z -f- €i^i 4- 2^^2) for all € G R.^ ,
with
( i  =  (0,0,1,0,0,0,0) and 6  =  (1,0,0,1,0,0,0).
We consider steady solutions in the form of relative equflibria,
Z =  G(e)Zo =  Zo 4- ei(x)^i 4- C2(2^ )^ 2,
where Zo =  (0,770,0 ,0, uo, ro, ao) is a x —independent vector and
€1 (x) =  hox 4-ej and e2 {x) = U q X e^ ,
where the parameters ho and uo will represent uniform flows. Substitution of (4.2.21) 
into the steady equation,
J Z l  =  V5(Z*), (4.2.22)
leads to the equation
(4.2.21)
hoVR(Zo) 4"' itoVg(Zo) — VS(Zo), (4.2.23)
with
R{Z) = r and Q{Z) = f  udy.
J - h o
(4.2.24)
The gradients of R, Q and S  are deflned with respect to the inner product
(AV, Z)h =  W i^i4" 142^2+1^3^3+ f  (W4Z4+ W 5Z5) d î /+ 14^ 0^ 6 +  147^7, (4.2.25)
J - h a
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for all Z, W  6  H where H is the set of functions of the type Z with only the fourth 
and fifth components depending on the cross section. Thus for a general function 
/(Z ) the gradient of / ,  which we denote by V /, is deflned to be
= (V/,<5Z)h. (4.2.26)
5=0
Carrying through the calculation, equation (4.2.23) recovers the familar expressions 
îo ï{R,Q,S) ,
.0 
’-h o
1 /R{Zq) = ro = -Uq +  gho, Q(Zo) = Uody = uoho, 
^  J -
1 /*o ■ 1 2
S'(Zo) ~  2  J  ' i ^o^y  — d- T’oho =  u ^ h o  +  -phg .
-ho
Again, these quantities are subject to the side conditions
R{Zo) = ^ ,  Q(Zo) =  ^  and S[Zo) = y  (4.2.27)
which are obtained by taking the inner product (4.2.25) of the vectors ((i, ^2, Zi) 
with the steady equation (4.2.22).
As anticipated, the results for uniform flows (ho, ug) of the full water-wave equa­
tions are the same as those for the Boussinesq and shallow water equations.
4.2 .2  C riticality  and eigenvalues
In this section we consider the flrst impHcations of the present formulation of criti- 
cahty. We will use the multi-symplectic form of the Boussinesq equation (4.2.1) for 
illustration. The main observation is that criticality can predict eigenvalue move­
ment.
Take the steady equation (4.2.8) as a starting point and assume that there exists 
a two-parameter family of relative equiHbria of the form (4.2.10). We look at the 
solutions of (4 2 8) near the relative equilibrium; that is, consider a solution of the 
form Z*{x) =  G{e{x))[Zo +  W(x)], then
JW x  =  V5(G(e(x))[Zo +  WJ) -  V5(Zq). (4.2.28)
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Symmetry of S  cem be used to simplify this equation since
5(G(e)Z) =  S{Z) => V5(G(e)Z) =  VS'(Z) ^  D^S(G{e)Z) = D^S{Z), (4.2.29)
for an affine translation group. Now, assuming ||W|| is smallj equation (4.2.28) can 
be linearised about Z q ,  leading to a constant coefficient ODE for W[x),
J W x  =  L (/io ,uo)W , (4.2.30)
with
L(ho,uo) = D^S{Zq) =
—uo/ho
0
0
0
1
■uo/ho 0 0 0 1
l/ho 0 0 0 0
0 I /o 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
(4.2.31)
Taking a Floquet form of solutions
W (i)  =  e'“ V, V eC ® , 
the spectral problem associated with the linear constant coefficient ODE is
K{ho,UQ)y =  /iV, where . K  = J~^L. (4.2.32)
For this Boussinesq model
det [K{ho, Uq) — fj,I] =  det
- f i  0 I /o  0 0 0
0 -/X 0 0 p 0
g — Uq/Hq Uo/ho —fi 0 0 —1
—Uo/ho ^/ho 0 —fi 0 0
1 0 0 0 -/X 0
0 0 0 0 0 -M
=  +  where ^
gho
There are four zero eigenvalues and the multipUcity is six if and only if the flow is 
critical.
A generalisation of this result can be found in B r id g e s  [14]: a n —parameter 
family of relative equilibria generates zero eigenvalues in the linearisation.
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4.2.3 D egenerate relative equilibria and hom o clinic bifurca­
tion
To study the nonhnear problem in the neighbourhood of a degenerate relative equi­
hbrium we flrst expand equation (4.2.28) to include terms of degree two in ||W ||,
J W ,  = L{ho, Uo)W +  i£l='5{Zo)(W, W ) + . . .  , (4.2.33)
where the dots indicate terms of degree three and higher in ||W|| and
L(fto,«o) =  r»'5(Zo), £)’S(Zo)(W, W ) =  , ( ^ V 5 ( Z o  +  cW)
We note that the details presented in this section are for the two-parameter
family of RE of the Boussinesq model. For the general theory refer to [14].
Written out equation (4.2.33) is
^  =  i w 3 +  . . .  (4.2.34)
ax a 
dW2
dx
dWe
dx
dW5
=  0 
=  Ô
= Wi + —dx
We have that L^i =  0 and L^2 =  0 so the linearisation about the RE has a zero 
eigenvalue of geometric multipUcity two. The geometric multipUcity is the number 
of linearly independent vectors in the kernel of L.
We now restrict our attention to degenerate relative equilibria. If we define
then a degenerate RE leads to algebraic multipUcity six with Jordan chain 
=  0 , Lq^ 2 — 0 , -^ oCs =  *^ 1^, -^ 0^ 4 — «7^ 2,
(4.2.35)
=  fiJCs +  /2*^^4 and 
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In (4.2.35) ^3 and ^4 are given by
a z
= ( l,uo ,0 , 0 , 0 ,g),
dZr
(4  =  =  (0, Ao, 0 , 0 , 0 , Uo)-
The flfth equation is solvable if and only if the RE is degenerate in which case 
f =  (/i, /z) is any element in the kernel of the criticality matrix evaluated on the 
solution Ug =  gho. Hence f  satisfies the equation
g Uo 
Uo ul/g
and so f =  span{(—ug,^)}. For definiteness take f  =  (—Ug,p). Therefore
^5 =  (0,0 , -aiio, 0,0 , 0) and (g =  (0,0,0,0,0,uuo).
The vector f can be described as a normal vector in the following sense. The 
criticality condition Uq = gho defines a parabola in the (ho,i4o) plane. The image 
of the curve in the {R, Q) plane is the curve with cusp as shown in figure 4.1. The 
cusp in figure 4.1 gives another view of the cusp in B enjam in  &: L ig h t h i l l  [9]. 
In [9] the cusp is viewed in the {R, S) plane with Q fixed. Let (Ag, itg) be a tangent 
vector to the criticality curve in the (hg, ug) plane. A tangent vector in the {R,Q) 
plane then satisfies
dR dR
dho duo _
f is in the kernel of the criticality matrix and so
=  0 .
The normal vector f  shows which direction in the (R, Q)—parameter space is normal 
to the curve of criticality. The bifurcating solitary wave exists on one side of the 
curve of criticality only and the nonlinear theory is used to  predict which side of the 
criticality curve the sohtary wave exists.
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Figure 4.1: Geometry of the mapping from the {ho, uq) plane to the (R, Q) plane of 
the curve of degeneracy.
We now want to normahse the system (4.2.34) for the case of a degenerate RE. To 
do this we construct a set of vectors {^ i,. . . ,  ^e} using the eigenvectors {^i, • • -, ^ e}- 
This process is explained in greater detail in [14]. From [14] the forms for {(i, • • •, 
are given by
él =  Uo ( / l ( l  4- /2^2)
=  (0 , 0 , 0 ,oop ,-ao7 io ,0 ),
6  = bo {—f 2 ^i +  / l^ 2)
=  (0 , 0 ,0 , —6oitQ, —6op, 0 ),
& =  Uo (/l^3 +  /2^4)
=  (-O oito ,0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ),
6  =  +  1^ (/l^ l +  1 2 ^ 2 )
=  {—bog, —bouo{g  ^4- ul) /g,  0,0,0, —bo (g  ^+  Ug)),
és =  Uo(s 4- di ( /i^ i 4- /2^2) 4- dg (— 4- fi^2)
=  (0 ,0, —ooaiLo, —d2 {g  ^ 4- 2uo) / (2uo), —d2p /2 ,0) ,
& =  4- d\ {fiCz 4- / 2&) 4- dg (—/ 2^3 4- / 1C4)
= (—^ 2^ /2 , —d2 Uo {g  ^4- Uq) /g, 0,0,0, oouuo — ^2 { ^  4- Uq)) .
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The modified structure of the Jordan chain is
^ 0(1 — Oj — Oj Lq^ a — d^2j
=  t/^3, — d (5
The parameters are defined by
(4.2.36)
y/\a\uo
1- 1/2 _  y/9
Uq +bo — |(—/2^3 + /l^4, d (—/ 2^1 + /i^ 2))|  ^  ^— . 2 , ^2
J, L ( - / 2C3 + /l^4, d^e) n
( M . + M . , J Ù )
, _  1 ,  (~/2^i + /i^2) d^e) 1 ((5, «/(e) _  1^2^
2  ^ ( / i^ i  + /2^2, d^e) 2 ( / i^ i  + /2^2) d^e) 2 uq ’
. , _  _____ (~/2^1 +  /i^2) d^e)  _
^  (-/2^3 +  /l& , J  ( - / 2C1 +  / l^ 2)) -yjaf(Ti§ +  p2)^
By choosing the appropriate order the new basis is symplectic
E ^JE  =  .J, with E =  [-& |s& |6 l6 l^ 6 l6 ], (4.2.37)
where s = sign(a). Hence by introducing the new coordinates 
W (i)  =  —Zi{x ) ^ 4  4- sZ 2 {x)^i 4- ^3(3:)(2 4- Z4 {x)^o 4- 5Zs(x)^3 4- Ze{x) ^ 5  (4,2.38) 
results in the reduced system of nonlinear ODEs
Z i =  0 Z 2 =  Z 5 .
Z4  = 0 Z3 =  - Z i  +  . . .  (4.2.39)
Z% =  Z 4 — ^ k Z ^  4" - - - Zo = sZq  4" . . .  ,
where dot denotes derivative with respect to x  and
a\/fâ[ug
The system (4.2.39) can be expHcitly solved for a homoclinic orbit. Clearly, Z\ = Zf 
and Z4 =  Z j where Zf and Zj are constants. Now consider the equations
Z5 — sZq and Zg — Z^ —/tZg.
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Combining these equations gives
jZ s  =  Zj -
which has a solution given by
Zs(T) =  1/ — 3i/sech^(/xa;),
where
p? = and = —Zj.
Solving th e equaliuna for Z2 and Z3 gives
3
Z 2 {x) = i / x  z/tanh(/xx) +  Zj and Z3(x) =  — Zjx +  Zj,
where Z 2 and Zj are arbitrary phase shifts.
4.3 R elative equilibria and criticality for a two  
layer flow w ith a rigid lid
4.3.1 U niform  flows represented by relative equilibria
The same formulation which was apphed for the single layer flow can now be ex­
tended to a two layer flow with a rigid hd. We shall start by presenting the details 
for the Boussinesq model. The multi-symplectic formulation is given by
MZt  +  JZix = V5(Z), Z =  {hi,qi,q2,H\<f>i,<f>2,'y,r), (4.3.1)
where
M  =
0 0 0 0 PI -P2 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , J  = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
- P i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 1 0
S{Z) — rhi -  -{pi — p2 )gh\ +  2 ^ ^
1
+  -
2  p2 {d — hi) 2 a
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with
3 (Plh-2 +  P2^i)
and it is assumed that o ^  0 .
An arbitrary constant can be added to 7 , <t>i and ^2- This symmetry can be
deflned using =  e?, (2 =  65 and (3  =  ee, where is the standard j —th unit
vector in E®. <S'(Z) is independent of 7 , and (f>2 hence
5  (Z +  €i4i +  €2^2 +  €3^3) =  for ah (61, 62,(3) G E^.
These symmetries can be characterised as a three parameter group of affine trans­
lations of the phase space E®. The action of the group on an element Z G E® 
is
G(e)Z = Z +  ci^i +  62(2 +  (3(3 (4.3.2)
In terms of this group, the symmetry of (4.3.1) is represented by the requirement
S{G{e)Z) = S{Z), for ah € G E®. (4.3.3)
A consequence of this property is that .C(e)Z(x,£) is a solution for any e G E® 
whenever Z{x,t) is a solution.
The symmetries described above are related to conservation laws. Multiplying 
equation (4.3.1) by we have that
€Î’MZ, +  ÇfJZx =  €Î'VS(Z).
Expanding out each of the terms gives
which has a spatial flux term only. Applying ^  and ^3 to the multi-symplectic 
formulation (4.3.1) we find that
i l M Z t ^ i l J Z x  =  (^V ^(Z )
— — e^Za; =  0 
dhi d q i _
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Therefore the conservation law associated with the second symmetry is conservation 
of mass in the lower layer
p i ~ ^  + pi-^{uihi)  = 0. (4.3.5)
Similarly
+ = (IV g (Z )
P2®i^ Zt — e^ Z^a; =  0
dhi dq2
Therefore the conservation law associated with the third symmetry is conservation 
of mass in the upper layer (noting that /ii +  /12 =  d)
^  /)2^ ( u 2/i2) =  0. (4.3.6)
Finally applying Z^ to the multi-symplectic form (4.2.1) and using Z^JZx  =  0 we 
have that
=  ^ S { Z ) .  (4.3.7)
From this equation it follows that S{Z) is conserved (along the x—direction) when 
Z is independent of time.
Steady solutions of (4.3.1) satisfy
dZ ; =  V5(Z*), Z * g E®. (4.3.8)
Pure equihbria satisfy V5(Z) =  0 giving the trivial solution where ^ 1, (}>2 and 7  are 
constant which is physically uninteresting. Hence introduce
7 (x) =  €i(x) = /ijx +  ej,
(4.3.9)
<f>i{x) = €2 {x) = u^x 4- €2 and <f>2 {x) = €3(1 ) =  u^x 4- e®,
where ej, e® and ej are arbitrary constants and consider relative equihbria solutions
of (4.3.1) lising the group G{e) with ci, €2 and 63 as deflned in (4.3.9),
Z*(x) =  G(e(x))Zo =  Z q  4- ei(x)^i 4- ^2{^)C2 4- 3^(x)^3, (4.3.10)
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where Zq =  9? , -^0» 0,0, rg) is a x—independent vector in R®. Hence the
parameters associated with uniform flows represent the rate of change
along the group orbit. To determine Zq substitute (4.3.10) into (4.3.8) and use the 
equi variance properties (4.3.3) of the system
JZ * =  J — G (e(x))Z g =  =  h i J ^ i  +  Uj J ^ 2 +
and
V 5(Z *) =  V 5 (G (e (x ))Z g ) =  V 5(Z g).
Equating these two expressions we obtain an algebraic equation for Zg,
h ;V R (Z o) +  u îV Q i(Z o ) +  u ° V g 2 (Zo) =  V 5(Z g), (4.3.11)
where we have deflned
V R (Z ) =  =  08, V Q i(Z ) =  J ^2  =  ©2 and V Q 2 (Z) =  = 63. (4.3.12)
From (4.3.12) we have that
R ( Z )  = r, Q i(Z ) = and Q 2 (Z) =  % (4.3.13)
and the relative equilibria solution reduces equations (4.3.4), (4.3.5), (4.3.6) and
(4.3.7) to the fluxes
— R(Zg) =  0, ^ g i ( Z g )  =  0, — Q2(Zq) =  0 and — S'(Zg) =  0
giving the side conditions
R(Zo) =  ^ ,  Q i(Zg) =  .S i, Q2(Zo) =  ^ 2  and S { Z o )  =  ^ ,  . (4.3.14)
for flxed constants , ^ 2  and 5^. Therefore we have the variational principle
VL = 0, (4.3.15)
with
L(Zg, Ai, Ai, A3 ) — iS'(Zg) Ai(J?(Zg) —/^ )  — A2(Qi(Zo) — i^ i)  
~-^3(g2(Zo) — «^2 )- 
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In this case the Lagrange multiphers (Ai, A2 , A3 ) are respectively (h5, uj, u°). V  rep­
resents differentiation with respect to the elements in Zg and differentiating the La­
grangian with respect to h?, uj and u\ recovers the first three constraints in (4.3.14). 
Hence Zq can be characterised as a stationary point of S  subject to the constraints 
of constant R, Qi and Q2 - Carrying through the calculation we find that
Zg =  piujhj, P2U§ [d — hi) , 0,0,0,0, -p i  (uj) — - p 2  (u°) +  {pi — P2 )ghi 
giving
R{Zo) = ro = -pi(ui)  -  2 ^2 + {pi — P2 )ghi, 
Qi{Zo) = Qi= Piu\hl, Q2(Zo) = ql = P2 A  {d -  h\ ) , 
5(Zq) =  pi{ui) hi — P2 (^2) hi +  -P2d{v^) +  -{pi — p2)g{hi) .
(4.3.16)
The uniform flow parameters (/ij, uj, u°) are then determined using any three of the 
four constraint equations in (4.3.14) which are solvable when the matrix
d{S ,R ,Q i,Q 2 ) 
d{h^i,u^,v^)
has rank 3. At critic^ity this matrix has rank < 3 and occurs when
r dR dR dR 1
(4.3.17)
0 =  det d{R,Qi,Q 2 )
.d{h^,u^i,i4 ) _
= det
dhi dui duo
dQi dQi dQi 
dhi dui du2
dQ2  dQ2 dQ2
_ dhi dui dv^
(4.3.18)
Since the expressions for R, Qi, Q2  and S  in (4.3 16) are the same as those for 
uniform flows of the shallow water equations this framework recovers the general 
results for uniform flows and criticality.
The above formulation carries through for the full equations in multi-symplectic 
form,
MZt  +  JZx = V5(Z), Z =  (4>i, $ 2,?7,7> 0i> <^2, ui,U2 , r, a), (4.3.19)
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where
J  =
and
5(Z) =
p2 \U2  —
0 0 —Pi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pi -P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0M = ■ J
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0
0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0
0 0 -Pl«i^ ^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 P2"a^ ^ 0 0 Û 0 Û Û Ù
--P2i4^ ^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - i 0
0. 0 0 0 0 0 -P i 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -pa 0 0
0 0 0 0 Pi 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 P2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 .0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+ r  +  7)) -  T 
The analogue of the affine translation group (4.3.2) is
G{e)Z =  Z -h ei^i -f €2^2 +  (3( 3, for all e G
with
6  =  (0 , 0 , 0 , 1, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0), 6  =  (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
and ^3 =  (0 , 1, 0 , 0 , 0 , 1, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0).
We consider steady solutions in the form of relative equihbria,
Z* =  G(e)Zo =  Zo +  6i(x)(i +  62(x)^2 +  (3(^)^3,
(4.3.20)
(4.3.21)
(4.3.22)
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where Zq = (0,0, rjo, 0,0,0, uj, u®, ro, ao) is a x —independent vector and
€i(x) =  /ijx +  ej, £2(3^ ) =  ujx +  6 2  and £3(x) =  UgX +  e?,
where the parameters /ij, uj and Ug will represent uniform flows. Substitution
of (4.3.22) into the steady equation,
JZ ; =  V5(Z*), (4.3.23)
leads to the equation
/i?V/?.(Zo) +  ?/.;VQi(Zo) +  vP^VQiiZo) =  VS(Zo). (4.3.24)
where
P  rd-Zi?
R{Z) = r, Qi{Z) = pi / uidy, Q2 {Z) = p2  U2 dy. (4.3.25)
J —h^ Jrj
The gradients of R, Qi and Q2 are deflned with respect to the inner product
(AV, Z)h =  WiZi +  W2 Z2  4- VF3 Z3 4- W4 Z4  4-. f  (IV5 Z0  4- W7 Z7) dy
. (4-3.26)
4 - I (WgZg 4- WgZs) dy 4- WgZg 4- WioZio,
Jr,
for all Z, W  6 H where HI is the set of functions of the type Z with the flfth and 
seventh components depending on the cross section of the lower layer and the sixth 
and eighth components depending on the cross section of the upper layer.
Equation (4.3.24) gives
Zo =  ^0,0, 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,  -p i(u j )  — (^2 ) {pi — P2)ghi , (^  .
Substituting this solution into the forms in (4.3.25) and (4.3.20) recovers the expres­
sions in (4.3.16) which are subject to the side conditions
R(Zoj =  Qi(Zq) =  ^ i ,  Q2(Zq) =  ^ 2  and 5(Zq) =  (4.3.27)
These are obtained by taking the inner product (4.3.26) of the vectors ( (1, ( 2, ^3, Z^) 
with the steady equation (4.3.23).
Therefore, as expected, these results for uniform flows (/ij,^?,^®) are the same 
as those for the Boussinesq and shallow water equations.
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4.3 .2  C riticality  and eigenvalues
In this section we use the Boussinesq system (4.3.1) to demonstrate how criticality 
can predict eigenvalue movement.
We look at the solutions of (4.3.8) near the relative equilibrium
Z*(x).= G(e(x))[Zo +  W(x)].
Thus
JW * =  V5(G(c(x))[Zo +  W ])-V 5 (Z o ). (4,3.28)
Symmetry of S  can be used to simpUfy this equation since
5(G(c)Z) =  S'(Z) => V5(G(e)Z) =  V5(Z) =» D^S(G{e)Z) = D^S{Z), (4.3.29)
for an affine translation group. Now, assuming ||W|| is small, equation (4.3.28) can 
be hnearised about Z q ,  leading to a constant coefficient ODE for W{x),
J W x  = L{hl, u5)W, with L{h\, UÎ, ul) =  D"5(Zo). (4.3.30)
By writing W (x) =  e^V , with V  G C®, the spectral problem is given by the 
equation
=  where K  = J-^L.  (4.3.31)
For the Boussinesq model
det [K{h[, 4 ,ul) -  III] = /  (F? +  r F |  -  l ) )  ,
where
= (T%W' '^ = ( l - r ) ? ( d - A ! )
There are six zero eigenvalues and the multiplicity is eight if and only if the flow is 
critical; that is Ff  +  rFf  — 1 =  0 .
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4.4 R elative equilibria and criticality for a two 
layer flow w ith a free upper surface
4.4.1 U niform  flows represented by relative equilibria
We shall start by presenting the details for the Boussinesq model. The multi- 
symplectic formulation is given by
M Zt-f JZx =  V5(Z), Z =  (hi,/i2,91,^2) Lri,U2)^ij^2>7i)72>ri,r2), (4.4.1)
where
M  =
J  =
5(Z) =■
0 0 0 0 0 0 Pi 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 pa 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
—Pi 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 -pa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 Q
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _
0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b 0 0 - 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
rihi -f ^2/12 
-
-  j g h l  -  P2gh,h, -  ^ g h l  + 1 ^  +
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where
A  — a i i 0 2 2  — Ui2>
uii — ^1 +  ^2 —-p ip (h j) — P2 gh\h^ — - p 2 g{h^  ,
Ui2 =  T2 -  gP2j(h?) -  -P2jh°h2 -  y^gp2g(h^ — 2 
U21 =  Û12j
022 =  T2 -  X— — -/32j(h.2) .Z Pi O
If we deflne ^1 =  eg, ^2 =  eio, (3  =  e? and (4  =  eg, where Bj is the standard 
j —th unit vector in Then
S' (Z +  £1(1 +  £2^2 +  (3(3 +  (4( 4) =  S(Z), for all (£1, £2, €3, Q) G R^.
These symmetries can be characterised as a four parameter group of affine trans­
lations of the phase space R^ .^ The action of the group on an element Z G R^  ^
is
G(c)Z =  Z +  £1^1 +  £2(2 +  (3^3 +  (4( 4- (4.4.2)
In terms of this group, the symmetry of (4.4.1) is represented by the requirement
S'(G(e)Z) =  S'(Z), for all € G R^ (4.4.3)
Thus G(e)Z(x, £) is a solution for any c G R^ whenever Z(x, t) is a solution.
The symmetries described above are related to the conservation laws
(4.4.4)
S - » '  s - » -
Multiplying the multi-symplectic form (4.2.1) through by Z^ gives
Z lM Z t  = ^ S { Z ) .  (4.4.5)
Hence in the case of time independence these equations reduce to the fluxes
9x^1 =  0, dxr2 =  0, P i^i(uihi) =  0, p2 dx{u2 h2 ) =  0 and dxS =  0. (4.4.6)
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Steady solutions of (4.4.1) satisfy
J Z l  =  V5(Z*), Z* e (4.4.7)
Pure equihbria satisfy V5(Z) =  0 giving the trivial solution where <^ i, 02, 7 i and 72 
are constant which is physically uninteresting. Hence we consider relative equihbria 
solutions of (4.4.1) using the group G{e) but with the efs  now being linear functions 
of X,
£i(x) =  hjx +  ej, 6 2 (3;) =  hgX -I- Eg, £3 (0;) =  ujx +  £3 and £4(x) =  u^x -I- £°,
where £?, £§, £§ and £4 are arbitrary constants. Therefore the relative equihbria take 
the form
Z*(x) =  G(e(x))Zo =  Z q +  €i(x)^i - f  £2(3;)^2 +  C3(x)^3 +  €4(x)(4, (4.4.8)
where Zg =  (hj, hg, gj, g j , J ^ 2 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , rj,r®) is a x—independent vector in R^ .^ 
The uniform flow parameters (hÇjhgjUÎjUg) represent the rate of changé along the 
group orbit. Substituting (4.4.8) into (4.4.7) results in an algebraic equation for Zg,
h\VRi(Zo)  +  h°ViÎ2(Zo) +  uîVQi(Zo) +  u°VQ2(Zo) =  V5(Zq), (4.4.9)
where we have written
VRi(Z) =  VR2(Z) =  J 6 , VQi(Z) =  J(3, VQ2(Z) =  (4.4.10)
and so
Ri(Z) =  Ti, i?2(Z) =  T2, Qi(Z) =  gi, Q2(Z) =  Q2 (4-4.11)
The fluxes (4.4.6) give the side conditions
Ri(Zo) =  R2(Zq) =  ^ 2, Qi(Zo) =  .^1,
Q2(Zo) =  ^ 2 , S{Zq) = 5^
(4.4.12)
for fixed constants ( ^ 1, ^ 2, -^i, «^2, J^). Thus Zq can be characterised as a station­
ary point of S  subject to the constraints of constant Ri, R 2 , Qi and Q2 . Carrying
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through the calculation we find that
giving
Zo =  ( hi, piuj/ij, P2u^hg, 0,0,0,0,0,0, ^pi +  piphj +  Pigh^ ,
(4.4.13)
Ri(Zo) =  r j  =  -p i (uj) 4- PiphJ +  P2ghg,
R2(Zo) =  7*2 =  -p2 (ug) +  P2jhJ 4- P2phg,
Q i(Zo) =  9? =  P i u [ h i ,  02(Zo) =  Q2 =  P 2 t4 b ‘2y
5(Zo) =  Pi(uJ) hj 4- p2 (ug) hg 4- -p ip (h i) 4- -p 2p(hg) 4- p2phjhg.
(hj, hg, uj, Ug) are then determined using any four of the five constraint equations 
in (4.4.12) which are solvable when the matrix
d{S, Ri, i?2, ^ 1, ^ 2)
5(hÇ,h§,uî,u5)
has rank 4. At criticality this matrix has rank < 4 and occurs when
dRi dR\ dR\ dR\
dh9 dfü dui dv^
dR.2 dR,2 dR2 dR2
(4.4.14)
0 =  det d{Ri ,  R 2 , Qi, Q2 )
.  5(h;,h§,uî,u§) _
=  det dh9 dho dui duo dQi dQi dQi dQi
dhi dhS du9 duo
dQ2 dQ2 dQ2 dQ2
(4.4.15)
dhi dh\ dui du2 
Since the expressions in (4.4.13) are the same as those for uniform flows of the shallow 
water equations this framework recovers the general results for uniform flows and 
criticahty.
The above formulation carries through for the full equations in multi-symplectic 
form,
M Z f J Z x  =  V5(Z), (4.4.16)
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J  =
and
Z = , $ ? \ 7 7 i , 7 7 2 , 7 i , 7 2 , 0 l , 0 2 , U l , U 2 , n , 7 ' 2 , O : i , a 2 )
- 0 0 0 —Pi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ‘
0 0 0 P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 -P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0.
Pi -P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0
M  = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .
0 0 0 -p i«r^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 P2 V^ ^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 - P2i4^  ^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1
0 p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 .0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -p i 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -P2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Pi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 P2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 Ug -
— 2(^1 “  P2)g(hJ +  gi) — 2P2j(hJ +  h5 +  7^ ) +  ( n —
-\-T2 [hi +  hg +  772) — Ti
The analogue of the affine translation group (4.4.2) is
G(e)Z =  Z +  £1(1 +  £2^ 2 +  (3^ 3 +  (4^ 4, for all e € R^,
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with
=  (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0),
6  =  (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0),
(3 =  (1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0), 
^4 =  (0 , 1, 1, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0, 1, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0).
We consider steady solutions in the form of relative equihbria,
Z =  G(e)Zo =  Zo +  €i(a;)^i 4- C2(^)(2 +  ê3(3j)^3 +  Q(^:)(4, (4.4.18)
where Zq =  (0,0,0, î?2> 0,0,0,0, r°, r§, a°, a®) is a .t—independent vector in
and
ei{x) = h\x +  ej, €2(2;) =  h?2 X +  e®, =  u\x +  6°, e^{x) = u^x +  ej,
where the parameters /ij, /i®, uj and will represent uniform flows. Substitution 
of (4.4.18) into the steady equation,
JZ; =  V5(Z"), (4.4.19)
leads to the equation
ftîV fli(Z o) +  hlVRiiZo) +  u?VQi(Zo) +  ^VQ^iZo)  =  V S(Z o), (4.4.20)
with
Ri(Z) =  ri, - 2^ (2 ) =  r2,
(4.4.21)
Q i(Z ) =  Pi u i d y ,  Q2(Z) =  f>2 U2dy.
J - h \  Jr)i
The gradients of these functions that appear in (4 4 20) axe defined using the inner 
product
(AV, Z)h — ]ViZ\ +  W2% 2  +  W4 Z4 +  +  ]VqZ q +  W j Z j
+  (WgZg +  Wio^io) dy
+  I { W g Z g  +  W i i Z i i )  dy 
Jm
+  Wi2.Z’i2 +  W13Z13 +  W14Z14-f W15Z15,
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for all Z, W  G H where H is the set of functions of the type Z. Accompany­
ing (4.4.20) are the side conditions
^i(Zo) =  ^ 1, R2(Zo) =  ^2 , Qi(Zo) = .^ 1,
(4.4.23)
Q2 (Zo) =  <^2 and 5(Zq) = ^
which are associated with the vectors ( (1, ( 2, ( 3, ( 4, Z^). Equation (4.4.20) recovers 
the same exprœsions for Ri, R2, Qi, Q2 and S  found in (4.4.13) hence recovering 
the general theory for uniform flows and criticality.
4.4.2 C riticality  and eigenvalues
In this section we use the Boussinesq system (4.4.1) to demonstrate how criticahty 
can predict eigenvWue movement.
We look at the solutions of (4.4.7) near the relative equiUbrium
Z*(.t ) =  G(€(.t ))[Zo +  W(2:)].
Thus
JW:, =  V5(G(e(x))[Zo +  W]) -  V 5(Z q). (4.4.24)
Symmetry of S  can be used to simplify this equation since
5(G(c)Z) =  5(Z) => V5(G(e)Z) =  V5(Z) => D'^S[G{e)Z) = D^S{Z), (4.4.25)
for an affine translation group. Now, assuming ||W || is small, equation (4.4.24) can 
be hnearised about Zq, leading to a constant coefiScient ODE for W[x)^
J W ^  =  L(/i?, h i  u l  u°)W , with L(h°, /i°, u l  u°) =  D^S{Zo). (4.4.26)
Taking W (x) =  e^ V , with V  6 the eigenvalue problem is given by
K { h l  h i  u l  u°)V =  //V, where K  = J~^L. (4.4.27)
For the Boussinesq model
det [K{hl h i  ul) -  /i/] =  /i® -f Cii? -f C2)
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where
C l  —  ^  I p\0'22 K )
ft» — P + p20‘ll
M l
ftS
— P I +  2/?2pÛ12 I ,
C2 = P1 P2 (r -  1) (Ff +  F |  -  (1 -  r)F^Fl -  l)  ,
with
P2r  = — and Fi =  
Pi
M ) '
(1 -  r)ghPj
, for j  =  1,2.
Hence there are eight zero eigenvalues and the multiphcity is ten if and only if the . 
flow is critical; that is, when C2 =  0.
4.5 G eneralisation of criticality to  non-trivial steady  
states in single layer flows
In this section the concept of criticality is extended to steady periodic waves coupled 
to a uniform flow. The theory is based on the reprœentation of these stat% as rel­
ative equilibria associated with a three-parameter group. With this representation, 
periodic waves of wavelength 27t/A; coupled to a. uniform flow can be characterised 
as solutions of a constrained variational principle with
k V B { i )  +  hoVR{Z) + uoVQ(Z) =  V5(Z) (4.5.1)
with side conditions
R{Z) = Q(Z) =  ^  and B{Z) = (4.5.2)
These constraints give the non-degeneracy condition
d e t(C (p ))  5^  0 , p  =  (fto ,«o ,ft), (4.5.3)
where
C(p) = d{R,Q,B)d{ho,uo,k)
OR dR dR
dk 
dQ%
%  %  §
dho duo dk
(4.5.4)
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and secondary, criticality is defined to be the point at which this non-degeneracy 
condition fails.
Details of this formulation will be presented using the Boussinesq model (4.2.1).
A periodic wave coupled to a uniform fiow can be characterised by considering
relative equilibria of the form
Z*(x) =  G{e{x))Z{e) = Z{9) + ei(%)(i -k €2(^)6 , (4.5.5)
where Z consists of functions, which along with their derivatives, are 27t periodic in 
6  .
Z{e + 2T^ ) = Z{6 ). (4.5.6)
We also have =  65 and (2  =  ©4 where is the standard j ^ th  unit vector in R® 
and
ci{x) = h g x e l  €2 {x) = uqX-h e l  6 {x) = k x 6 0 ,
where (/io,tto) represent the mean flows and e?, e® and 6 q are arbitrary phase con­
stants. Substituting (4.5.5) into (4.2.8) gives
/Ct/Z^ - ( - -b uod^2 — V(S’(Z), (4.5.7)
which is equivalent to (4.5.1) by taking
R(Z) =  / fd$,
Q{Z) = £  qd$, (4.5.8)
B(Z) =  +  +
and
where
5(Z) — ^  -  -gh^ +  (4.5.9)
y  m d0 =-^ /  m  d$ (4.5.10)
and the gradients of {R, Q, B, S) are defined with respect to the inner product
(W, Z) ,  = j  W^Z M, for all W , Z € R®. (4.5.11)
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We note that the equation for Z in (4.5.1) is now an ordinary differential equation, 
on a space of periodic functions, rather than an algebraic equation as in (4.2.11). 
From (4.5.1) we find that
2 (4.5.12)
2 I ' "de I ' ' ' "deJ " "903
along with
g  =  0 and g  =  0. (4.5.13)
Substitution of the solutions (4.5.12) into the expressions in (4.5.8) gives
1..2 , i  ^1.2 1 (
2
Q(Z) — uoho + k'  ^^
B(Z) =  / ^ 9 * ( § )  ( § )
These expressions for R, Q and B  are substituted into the constraints (4.5.2). These 
constraints are verified as follows. Let Z{6 , x) be a one-parameter family of solutions 
satisfying Z { 6  2tt, x ) = Z(9, x). Then by using the forms
B(Z) = i  (7£i, Z) <10, Q{Z) =  j  (7(2, Z) <10, B(Z)  =  I  i(7Z „, Z) <10,
we have that
gfl(Z) = /  (7£i, Z„) dje =  - j  (£i, JZ,) de =  - j ( i u  VS(Z)) <10 = 0, 
g<3(Z) = y  (76, z.) <10 = -  y  (&, JZ,) <10 = -  y  (6, VB(Z)) <10 = 0
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and
g s ( Z )  =  j \ { J Z e , , Z ) d S  + j \ ( J Z e , Z ^ ) d S  
=  ^  2 Z) d0 2 (2 », d0 
=  f  § g  Q (7 Z . ,Z > )  d e - j {JZ,,Zg)de 
=  j  §ÿ ( 5 (‘^ 2 ; , .Z>) d e - j (V 5(Z ),Ze)<w
=J  Te
1 9 = 2 ir
- ( J Z „ Z ) - 5 ( Z )
^ Jg=0
= 0 (since Z{6 ,x) is 27t periodic in 6 ).
Secondary criticality is defined to be the condition on p =  {ho,uo,k) which 
causes this constrained variational principle to degenerate. This occurs when any 
two of the three gradients (VR, VQ, VB )  are parallel which imphes
det((7(p)) =  0.
4.5.1 P eriodic waves coupled to  a uniform  flow for w ater- 
waves
The above formulation goes through for the full water-wave problem, leading to the 
following coupled problem for the periodic wave coupled to a mean flow
V5(Z) =  feVB(Z) -h hoVR{Z) -H uoVQ(Z), (4.5.14)
subject to
R { Z ) = ^ ,  Q{Z) = ^ ,  B{Z) = 3ê. (4.5.15)
These four equations are solved for {ho,uo, k, Z) as functions of ^  and Sê. The
functions A, Q and S  are defined to be the expressions in (4.2.19) and (4.2.24)
averaged over B and
B{ Z)  =  ^  u ( f ) e d y r j e a r j e ^  dO. (4.5.16)
1 2 0
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The gradients in (4.5.14) are defined using the inner product (4.2.25) which is now
averaged over 9. Writing out (4.5.14) gives
u = uo-{-k$e, f j ^ k j e ,  à  =  —- ^ ^ = = = ,  (4.5.17)
P y / l  +  k ^ y i e
(4.5.18)
^ y y - k u e  = 0, i o T - h o < y < f j ,  (4.5.19)
fe = 0, r = g{ho + fj) uoû\^^. — -  (û^ +  ~ kàe, (4.5.20)
whei e
=  +  . (4.5.21)
The expressions for fl, r) and à  in (4.5.17) can be substituted into (4.5.18), (4.5.19) 
and (4.5.20) giving a set of equations in the unknowns {^{9, y) , ‘y{9), ho, uq, k) where 
^  and 7  are 27r—periodic functions of 9 and have mean value zero. The system is com­
pleted by adding the constraints in the coordinates and 7  using (4.5.17), (4.5.18) 
and (4.5.21) giving
de,
69 J
^  = Q{Z) = ugfiQ +  A;y  J  isdyd9^
^  = ^ (Z ) = y  y  +  k^ej dy -f- +  -^k
ho
'  ' ' ■ ‘ ■ 2^ . 121
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4.5 .2  C riticality  o f w eakly nonlinear periodic water-waves
In this section, we illustrate the above characterisation of periodic waves by com­
puting the criticahty matrix for weakly nonlinear water-waves.
We need to construct
. z(e) = [ H e ) , m , m , k e , y ) , ü { e , y ) , m , à { e ) ) ,
1 2 1
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with each element a 27r—periodic function of 9. Let
7(0) =  Aie** + Aie-** + Aie**** + À^e'^** +  . . .  (4.5.22)
and using (4.5.19) along with =  0 we have that
-  <«■' "+ + A . - )  .. (4.a.«)
where Ai, A2, B\ and B 2  are complex amphtudes. Now substitute these expressions 
into the functional .
L(Z, p) =  5(Z) -  k (b (Z ) -f to  (fi(Z) - ^ ) - U o  ( q {Z) -  S )  , (4.5.24)
noting that the first variation of L recovers equations (4.5.14) and (4.5.15). After a 
lengthy computation L is reduced to
1 1L(|Ai|^,/lo, T/O) Aû) =  —^gh^ — uq^ D{h(),,UQ,ik)\AiŸ
+-o"(/io, Uq, A;)|Ai |^  +  . . .
(4.5.25)
where
Differentiating (4.5.25) with respect to A\ gives
D{ho, Uq, k) -f <7{ho, Uq, fc)|Ai|^ -|-. . .  =  0. (4.5.27)
Rearranging this equation we can write
Uq =  ^  tanh(A;/io) ^1 +  +  0(|Ai|^). (4.5.28)
Substituting this leading order expression for Uq into a  gives
<^ (ho, k) = ~2pt2 +  TkH^ -  SrftZ) ’ (4.5.29)
where t = tanh(A;/io) and
m{hQ, k) = p^g^ (9 -  lOt  ^-H 9t^)-\-pgTk‘^ (30 -  44 f -f- 16t^)-\-T^k^ (21 -  25t^ -H 6 t ^ ) .
1 2 2
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We note that in the absence of surface tension this expression for a reduces to the 
one found in [15], namely
.(ft., k) =  - \ g k *  / 9 - lQ ta a h ^ q ° )  +  9tanh®(ftfto)\  (4 5 3g)
2> \  ■ tanh [kho) J
Without surface tension equation (4.5.27) recovers a familiar result for weakly non­
linear water-waves in finite depth W hitham [51]
9 — lOtanh^(fcAio) +  9tanh^(fc/io)Uq = f  tanh{kho) -f |A ir-K ... (4.5.31)
k , ' 2"^  y tanh^(A:/io)
whore wc have used a as defined in (4.5.30). Now evaluate the criticahty matrix on 
this solution. Substituting the weakly nonlinear expressions into R Q and B  we find
Q — UqHq 
B =
(4.5.32)
Therefore using (4.5.27) 
dR
dho ^ dhl dho dho
\A i f  -f . . .
= 9
d^D ,2 I f d o V
Similarly
dR  , ,2 1 dD dD
— ^— |Ai| H—
dR
duo ^  dhoduo'^'’' adhoduo '  dk dhodk'^'"^' ' a dho dk
with equivalent expressions for the derivatives of Q and B. The determinant of the 
criticahty matrix then reduces to
1 dD dD
det[C(p)] =  det
■ dR dR dR  ■
dho duo dk
a o % aQ
dho duo dk
dB dB dB
■ dho duo dk _
(4.5.33)
— — F^)C i{ho ,uo ,k) \A i \^  .
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where = ul/gh^ and
Oi{ho, Uq, k) = {C2 {ho,uo,k) -\-gho (l — F^ ") aDkk) (4.5.34)
with „
G2{ho,uo,k) = g (^ D^ Dkk — "^D^ DkDuokDIDu^uo)
- \ - h o D k  {D k D h o h o  — ‘^ D h o D h o k ) + h o D ^ D k k
+ 2 uq (Ph^DkD^k — Dh^D^Dkk — DlDhQUQ +  Du^DkDhok) •
In the hmil as \Ai\ —► 0, the criticality determinant (4.5.33) vanishes in two ways. If 
7^  0, we recover the Proude number unity condition for criticahty. Alternatively 
if ^  1 then (4.5.33) vanishes when Dk =  0. Evaluating Dk on (4.5.31) in the 
hmit as I All —► 0 we obtain
Tk* /  kho '  (4.5.35)
P
However by writing c = u / k  the dispersion relation for water-waves is given by
cf =  ^tanh(fc/io) ^1 4- • (4.5.36)
Hence the singularity Dk = 0 corresponds to the minimum of the dispersion rela­
tion (4.5.36) when plotted in the (<f, k) plane. The minimum occurs when
rp £9 ( taJ3h(fcfto) -  khp (1 -  tanh^(fe/io)) \
™° ft» ytanh(ftfto) +  ft ft. (1 — tanh»(ftfto)) J
Henceforth we set T  to zero. Substituting (4.5.28) into (4.5.34) gives
G i ( h o ,  Ac) = ------- ^g- ( l 8 t ^  — 3 4 t^  -I- 2 6 t^  -I- kJiQ ( —4 5 t^  -t- 8 7 t^  — 8 1 t^  -I- 2 3 t ^ )
-\-k^hl { m  -  72f^ -k 74^  ^ -  36 f -  2t^)
-^k^hl ( -9  H- 19t  ^ -  19t  ^-k 9t®)).
This expression provides the leading order term of the “wave generated critical­
ity” which does not appear to have been noticed before in the literature. When
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I All =  0 the determinant (4:5.33) is negative when < 1 since a < 0  (assuming 
D k ^ d ) .  So, for |Ai|^ sufficiently small, the determinant of the criticality matrix is 
strictly negative. However it can vanish at finite amplitude. Setting the determim- 
nant (4.5.33) to zero leads to
F» =  1 +  +  ■ ■. (4.5.38)gk
where
Amp =  ^ .
ho
We call (4.5.38) the curve of secondary criticality. The sign of the weakly nonlin­
ear (wave generated) term in (4.5.38) depends on the sign of C\ which changes at 
(fc/io)'"‘““  «  0.588.
Now compare this with the existence branch (4.5.31) expressed in terms of F^,
F2 =  ^  
gho .
tanh(A:/io) Ac/iq / 9  — 10tanh^(A:/io) +  9tanh^(A:/io)\ g /. r qn\ 
=  - i r + -------- --------------tenhHkho) .----------------------------  ^ )
4-... .
For any fixed Ac/iq, secondary criticality occurs along a weakly nonhnear branch if the 
two curves (4.5.38) and (4.5.39), considered in the (F, Amp) plane, intersect. Setting 
these two expressions for F^ equal to each other leads to the following condition for 
secondary criticality to occur in the weakly nonhnear case
ahoCi{ho,k) kho /9  — lOtanh^(Acho) 4- 9tanh"^(A:ho)\ 
gk'^D\ 2 \  tanh^(fc/io) /
Evaluating this expression numericaUy shows that it is satisfied for all kho < {khoY°^ ' 
0.85. Therefore there are three regions of interest and example plots of the Froude 
number amplitude plane for each of these is shown in figure 4.2. The three plots 
in figure 4.2 give examples of the plane for the the ranges 0 < kho < (AcAio)""^ * \  
(Acho)'’®‘“‘  ^ < kho < {khoY°^  ^ and kho > (Ac/io)’^ "* The main conclusion from 
this analysis is that weakly nonlinear gravity waves in shallow water have a point of 
secondary criticahty at low amplitude for all kho less than about 0.85.
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(a) k h o  =  0.5 (b) k h o  =  0.7 (c) k h o  =  1
Figure 4.2; Secondary criticality plots for different values of kho-
4.6 G eneralisation of criticality to  non-trivial steady  
states in two layer flows
We now extend the concept of criticality to  non-trivial steady flows in two layer 
fluids. We will only go as far as to outline the basic framework of the theory for the 
Boussinesq models (4.3.1) and (4.4.1).
4.6 .1  Secondary critica lity  for a tw o layer flow w ith  a rigid  
lid
We consider non-trivial steady flows in the form of periodic waves of wavelength 
27t/A,' coupled to a uniform flow. For the case when the upper boundary is given by 
a rigid lid these flows can be characterised as solutions of a constrained variational 
principle with
k VB{ Z )  +  y V R (Z )  +  < V Q |(Z )  +  «W<32(Z) =  VS ( Z)  (4,6.1) 
w ith side conditions
/t*(Z) =  Q i(Z )  =  <^1 , Q-2 (Z) =  . ^ 2  and B(Z) =  (4.6.2)
These constraints give the non-degeneracy condition
det(C(p)) ^ 0 ,  p =  (/t", u", ^2, /r), (4.6.3)
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where
C(p) = d{R^ Qi, (p2, B)
dR dR dR dR
dh9 du9 duo dk 
dQi dQi dQi dQi
dhl du9 duo dk
dQ2 % 2  dQ2 dQ2
dhl dui du% dk 
dB dB dB dB
(4.6.4)
. dhl dui dy^ dk 
Hence, secondary criticality for this system is defined to be the point at which this 
non-degeneracy condition fails.
A periodic wave coupled to a uniform flow can be characterised by considering 
relative equihbria of the form
Z*(x) — G{€{x))Z(6 ) — Z{6 ) -h ei(x)^i -I- €2 {x) ^ 2  +  €3(a?)^ 3, (4.6.5)
where Z =  (Ai,gi, <^2,7 , r) consists of functions which, along with their
derivatives, are 27T periodic in 0
Z { 6  4- 27t) =  Z(9).
We also have =  67, ^2 = 65, ^3 =  eg where is the standard j —th unit vector in 
R® and
€i{x) = hiX + €i, e2 {x) = U i X 6 2 , €3(3;) =  UgT -b 63, 6 {x) = k x 6 0 ,
where (/i?,u?,it2) are the mean flows and e?, 6°, and 6 q are arbitrary phase con­
stants. Substituting (4.6.5) into the steady equation (4.3.8) gives
kJZg -f hiJ^i  UiJ^ 2  +  — VS'(Z),
which is equivalent to (4.6.1) by taking
fi(Z) =  i  fdB,
Qi{Z)  — Ÿ  
QiiZi) = j> Qïdd,
(4.6.6)
(4.6,7)
B(Z) =  f
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and
5(Z) -  f  -  1(P1 -  P2 )ghl +  5 ^  +  (4-6-8)
where ^
*27T 
'0
and the gradients of (iî, Qi, Q2> B, S) are defined with respect to the inner product
(W, Z)s =  é W ^Z de, for aU W , Z 6 R*. (4.6.9)
The equation for Z in (4.6.1) is now an ordinary differential equation, on a space of 
periodic functions, rather than an algebraic equation as in (4.3.11).
From (4.6.1) we find that
k  = h[ + k - ^ ,  H  = k ^ a ^ ,
91 -  (« ;  +  . 92 -  ( “5 +  ( '^  -  f c § )  . (4.6.10)
+  (Pi -  m)9 +  f c ^ )  - ^-  ^Pi ( “° + + + (A -  /^)9 (z^ ; + *:§;) -
along with
t = ° -  t = °  £ = ° :
Substitution of the solutions (4.6.10) into the forms in (4.6.7) gives
^(Z) =  2^1 W ) ~ 2 ^ { ^ )  +  ( a  ~  ^ 1
' W æ de,
2 / qÎ \ ^  / o î \ ^  z^9-\2
Q i(Z ) — p i U i h i p i k ^  ^
<?2(Z) =  P 2 V ^h l -p ^e  j  ^ ^ d e ,
B(Z)  =  y  ^ ( P i - P 2 ) g t ( g )  + 2 f c 3 „ ( |^ )
+ 2 fc g  ( p i u » ^  -  P 2 « » ^ )  +  ^Pi ( ^ )  11 de.
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Finally, these expressions for A, Qi, Q2 and B  are substituted into the constraints (4.6.2).
Secondary criticahty is defined to be the condition on p =  (/ij, it}, it®, A:) which 
causes this constrained variational principle to degenerate. This occurs when any 
two of the four gradients
(VA,VQi,VQ2,VB)
are parallel implying that the determinant in (4.6.3) vanishes.
4.6.2 Secondary criticality  for a two layer flow w ith  a free 
upper surface
For the case when the upper boundary is given by a firee surface periodic waves cou­
pled to uniform flows can be characterised as solutions of a constrained variational 
principle with
fcVS(Z) +  h°VRi{Z) + f^VR i iZ )  + u°VQi(Z) + «^V%(Z) =  VS(Z) (4.6.12) 
with side conditions
Ri(Z)  =  #1, i?2(Z) =  ^ 2 , Qi(Z) =  «^1, Q2(Z) =  .^ 2 , B(Z)  =  (4.6.13)
These constraints give the non-degeneracy condition
det(C(p)) # 0 ,  p  =  (ft?, ft?, u?, u?, k), (4.6.14)
where
C(p) = d(Ri, R 2 , Qi,Q 2 , B)
dRi dRi dRi dRi dR\
dh\ dh^ 
dR2 dR2
dh\ dh^ 
dQi dQi 
a/i} dh 2^ 
dQ2  dQ2
dh^ d}â 
d à  dB
, du\ du2  dk 
dR2 dR2 dR2
du9 du2  dk 
dQi dQi dQi
dui du2 dk
dQ2 dQ2 dQ2
5>u} du^ dk 
dB  d B  dB
(4.6.15)
dhl dh2  du\ du2  dk 
and we define secondary criticality to be the point at which this non-degeneracy 
condition fails.
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Periodic waves coupled to uniform flows (fi?, w?) and (/ijj can be characterised 
by considering relative equihbria of the form '
Z*{x),= G(e(x))Z(0) = Z(û) 4- ei(x)^i -I- ê2(^)^2 +  3^(^)^3 +  (4.6.16)
where Z consists of functions which, along with their derivatives, are 27t periodic in 
0. We also have =  eg, ^2 =  eio, (3  =  e? and ^4 =  eg where ej is the s t^ d a rd  
j —th unit vector in and
€i(x) = h^X-h €1 , €2 (x) = h^X + £2 ’
6 3 (x) =  Itjx -I- e§, 6 4 (x) = U2 X + 6 4 , 0(x) = kx  +  0Q,
where e}, e}, €3, ej and Bq are arbitrary phase constants. Substituting (4.6.16) 
into (4.4.7) gives
Ajv/Z^ + - l - «7^ 3 +142*7^ 4 =  V5*(Z), (4.6.17).
which is equivalent to (4.6.12) by taking 
i?i(Z) =  y  TidO,
R 2 {Z) =  ^  r2 d0 ,
Qi(Z) =  j  qide, (4.6.18)
% (Z) =  / Q2(W,
and
S(Z) — ^  (fifti +  f2ft2 — ^ 9^1 — Paffftiftj — +  2 ^
(4.6.19)
The gradients of (iîi, R 2 , Qi ,Q 2 , S) in (4.6.12) are defined using the inner product
W'^Zde,  for ah W , Z G R^^ (4.6.20)
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Prom (4.6.12) we. find that
hi = h\ + k ^ ,  h 2 = ^ h l - \ - k ^ ,
ft = j  ('I?+ f c § ) , f t = (ft? -  f t g ) ,
fi =  ip i^ u ?  +  f c ^ ^  + p is ( f t?  +  f c ^ )  (4.6.21)
+P29 (ft?  +
ft -  i f t  («? +  j  + P 2g(ft! +  f t ^ )  
+P29 (/»? +  f c ^ )  -  -  k^
^72022 de^
along with t = «’ t = °- § = « § = «■
Substitution of the solutions (4.6.21) into the expressions in (4.6.18) gives 
■Ri(Z) =  -/?i(w?) pigh\-\- p2 gh2 ~^  -pik"^ ^
i?2(Z) =  -p2 (o}) + P2ghi + p 2 g h 2 -p 2 h ^  ^
O i(z) =  p,u°h° + pik^ f  ^ ^ d e ,
Q2(Z) =  P2U%h^  + P2k'‘ j ^ ^ d e ,
B{Z) =  y  ^ f t9 * : ( § ^ )  + 2 f> 2 9 fc ÿ ^ || +  P 2 S * : ( ^ )
+P2/=ft? j  + 2 p , k u \ ^ % -  +  2 p M ^ %  +  ( w )
+
These expressions for i?i, i?2> Qi> Q2 and B  are substituted into the constraints (4.6.13).
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Secondary criticality is deflned to be the condition on p  =  (/ij, /i}, u}, k) which
causes this constrained variational principle to degenerate. This occurs when any 
two of the five gradients
(VAi,VA2,VQi,VQ2,VB)
are parallel implying that the determinant in (4.6.14) vanishes.
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Conformai mapping of single and two layer 
flows
5.1 Introduction
For a single layer flow and a two layer flow with a rigid lid we consider a gen­
eral parameterisation of the free surface and interface respectively. The governing 
equations are then restated in terms of the new coordinates and are shown to be 
Haihiltonian. Finally we proceed to estabhsh a conformai mapping framework for 
both of the systems, in which, the parametric forms of the governing equations are 
recovered.
5.2 Param etric representation of the free surface 
in a single layer flow
We consider a single layer fluid in the (x, y) plane with a free surface and a rigid 
horizontal bottom at 7/ =  —ho where ho is the mean depth. The governing equations 
are the same as those prœented in the introduction.
We can define the free surface parametrically by
F(t) =  { (x ,7/) 6 : (x,7/) =  (V (/i,t) ,y (/i,t)) with At 6 A}, (5.2.1)
where A is a subset of M, for example a periodic domain. In the special case when 
the surface is single-valued we can take x — p. and Y{p,t)  := r}{x,t). Since the 
surface is represented parametrically, it includes the possibility of overhanging free 
surfaces. With the presence of mean flow in the x direction, denoted by Uq, the
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5.2. Parametric representation of the free surface in a single layer flow
velocity of the fluid has the form
u = Uq +  (^a (5.2.2)
where (t>(x, y, t) is the velocity potential which is required to be harmonic at each 
interior point of the fluid,
^  +  ^ - 0 ,  forall (æ,ÿ) en, (5.2.3)
where Q is the interior of the fluid domain. Deflne a new variable, $(//, t), to be the 
velocity potential evaluated at the free surface.
H p , t )  ■= (5.2.4)
and the following notation which will be used for the spatial derivatives of </> evalu­
ated at the surface
d(j)'
^(x) =  I —
d(j)
dx dy
(5.2.5)
The unit normal in parametric form is
n =
rii
ri2
0 - 1
1 0 Y,
" '  ^ ^  ' , e = , J X l  + Y l  (5.2.6)
The kinematic condition at the free surface is given by
[Xt, Tt) • n =  u • n, for (x, y) G T{t)
which is expanded to give
—Yfj^Xt 4- XfjYt — —iLoYfi —
The Euler equation of motion in the interior of the fluid is
(5.2.7)
(5.2.8)
put 4- /o(u • V)u -I- +  Vp =  0, k =  (0,1)
or after integration
P - ^  +  2P\^^\^ +  P ^ ^ x P9V +  P — K^) (5.2.9)
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for all (x, y) G where b{t) is an arbitrary function of time. At the free surface,
p = Pa-KT,
where Pa is the external pressure which is taken to be constant (without loss of 
generality zero) and « is the curvature written in parametric form.
Therefore, evaluating equation (5.2.9) at the free surface leads to the following dy­
namic boundary condition
( % )  r  +  +  (5,2.11)
withg2 =  $2 j^ +  ^ .
5.3 H am iltonian formulation
In order to estabhsh that the equations are Hamiltonian we spUt the dynamic bound­
ary condition into two parts. Since
"  (S)
the dynamic condition (5.2.11) can be expressed in the form
+ 29^ +  uo^ix) +  p y  -  “ 3 ^ ^  (5.3.1)
Then by letting
E  -  + 1?" + + g y  -  ( y )  -
equation (5.3.1) reduces to
E  — — ^{y)Yt =  0" (5.3.2)
E  is scalar valued, and ||n|| =  1, so it follows that this equation is satisfied if and 
only if the following two equations are satisfied
(E  -  0(z)A( -  $(y)}() rij =  0, J =  1,2. (5.3.3)
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By observing that
=  —Y t ^ ^ ^ - \ - ^ { x ) { —Y ^ ^ X t - \ - X ^ ^ Y t )
=  +  $ ( z ) ( - F ^ $ ( x )  +  -  U q Y ^ ) ,
where the kinematic condition (5.2.8) has been used in the last line. Similarly
+  ^(y)Ff) =  Xy^ (^jjc:)Xt + Xfj,^^y)Yt
-  \ X^Y,)
= Xt^fj,  4- $ (y )(-y ^$ (x ) 4- — l^oy^)-
Hence the two ‘‘components” of the dynamic condition in (5.3.3) become 
i r i i E  =  —Yt^fj, 4- $(x) (— 4- Xf^^^y) — uo^)>
iU2E =  Xt^fj, 4- $(y)( —y^^(x) 4- X^$(y) — UoYfj).
Substituting E  back into these components along with the kinematic condition give 
the following governing equations at the free surface
^fiXt  — XfjL t^ =  2^^^^ ~ +  ^M^(y)) +  (5.3.4)
—Y^Xt 4- X/jYt =  ~F^^(z) +  ^M^(y) “
For an inviscid irrotational fluid with a free surface that is represented parametri­
cally, the unknowns are X(p, t) ,  Y(p, t)  and 0(p, t) which must satisfy the three 
equations (5.3.4). The system is subject to the constraint that $(p, t) is the bound­
ary value of the harmonic function (j>{x, y,t),
^  ^  ^ ^  <^(^'2/,^)|r =  ^(P,^), (5.3.5)
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which must also satisfy the boundary condition
^  =  0 on y = —ho. (5.3.6)
If the depth is infinite then this boundary condition is replaced by
^ —> 0 as 7/—> —oo. (5.3.7)cfy
The system (5.3.4) can be expressed as a Hamiltonian system (cf. Appendix 1 
of B e n j a m i n  &  O l v e r  [10]). The Hamiltonian formulation is
M(Z)Zf =  Vi7(Z), subject to the constraints in (5.3.5)-(5.3.7), (5.3.8)
where
^ X{p, t)  ^ 0 ~^fi  Y/j  ^ 5H/SX  ''
Z(p,t) = Y{p,t) . M(Z) = 0 —x ^ , VB(Z) = SHfSY
 ^ J - X  X^  0  ^ (5B/(5$ y
The Hamiltonian functional H  is the total energy for the system and is given by
H  = K-\-V,  (5.3.9)
where K  is the kinetic energy perturbation and V  is the potential energy given by 
K  =  -  J  + dp + j  \^V<t>fdxdy, (5.3.10)
Y = I —{(■ — Xfj,)dp,+ I gydxdy. (5.3.11)
Ja P Jn
The variational derivatives of the Hamiltonian are now computed in order to show
that V/7(Z) does indeed recover the components of the right hand side of the equa­
tions in (5.3.4). To simplify this process the variational derivatives of K  and V  are 
calculated separately.
Firstly let K  = Ki K 2  where
K i  =  -  J  ( ^ ^ Y ^ + ^ Y X A  dp. and K i  =  J  dxdy .  (5.3.12)
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Assuming fixed end point conditions the first variation of is given by
SKi = [  Uo(^^,,)X^ + $^„^Y^)SYdp + f  ^ { Y ^ S X - X ^ S Y ) d p
Ja Ja P
L
(5.3.13)
A*
A
For 6(1),
By using
we obtain
(5A-2)W.= 7  V<j> V{S4>)dxdy. (5.3.14)
Jsi '
dvv{6 (j)V(l>) =  V</> • V((5<^ ) +  0(j)A(l)
(6 X 2 )^^^= [  dvv{6 (f>V(l)) dxdy — f  6 (j)A(l>dxdy: (5.3.15)
Jn Jo
Applying Green’s Theorem to the first integral in (5.3.15) and assuming that the 
contribution from the sides vanishes we can write
J^diw{5(l,V<i>)dxdy = ndS + (0,~l)dx
where lb denotes the lower boundary and we have used dS = idp. By observing 
that
Isurface +
we find that
( 5 if 2 )«  =  f  ( #  -  +  X ^ $ w ) dA.
Ja
-  J  (<5#v) lv=-Ao dx dy.
(5.3.16)
On the other hand by using the identity div(^V(^) =  |V^|^ +  0A0 and applying 
Green’s Theorem to K 2 in (5.3.12) we find that
^ 2  = -  f  i -Y^^^:c)d-X^^^y))( f>\^^^^dp--  f  (cl)(l)y)\ dx
^71b (5.3.17)
I f- -  /  (f)A(f>dxdy.
^ Jn
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Then for variations in X  and Y  (5.3.17) yields
(%)(') = ^  f  q^( -Y^ iX  + X^SY)dp.  (5.3.18)
^ Ja
Hence the first variation of K  is obtained by combining (5.3.13), (5.3.16) and (5.3.18),
=  i i f i  +  (dA-j)'^’ +  (<5if2)'“* 
and so the variational derivatives of the kinetic energy perturbation (5.3.10) are
5X
6K
6Y
1 b{t)
- - jg  y/i -  ^ { x ) { - Y f j , ^ { x )  +
~ T  "
—  -  -UqY^ -  y,x^{x) +
with
5K =  0 A(j> =  0 in rZ and 6K = 0 =*• =  O'“ - - - -  —  ( 5 ^ ) |,_ ^
The potential energy V  can be simpUfied as follows. Let f  =  (0, gy^/2), then diy(f) = 
gy and so
gydxdy = /  dW{f) dxdy
Jn Jn
=  ^Isurface +
-gho dx.
The last integral is a constant which can be neglected because an arbitrary constant 
can be added to the potential energy. The variational derivatives of V  are then
T X î L ± ( X t  
X f , d p \ £
. svand — 0.
(5.3.20)
Thus,
V //(Z ) -
^ SK/5X + SV/5X  
6K/SY  +  6V/SY  
5 K /6 i  J
(5.3.21)
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5.3. Hamiltonian formulation
which are the right hand side components of the governing equations in (5.3.4).
We also note that the system (6.3.8) can be viewed as the first variation of the 
Lagrangian
^  = j L d t  v i th  L = A{Z) -  H{Z), (5.3.22)
where
A ( Z ) =  [  ^ - Y ^ X t  + X^Yt)d/i, (5.3.23)
Ja
since VA{Z) = M{Z)Zt.
5.3.1 E xplicit form o f th e equations o f m otion
The Hamiltonian system (5.3.8) gives the imphcit form of the equations of motion. 
The operator M(Z) is not invertible but we can still write the governing equations
in an expHcit form by embedding (5.3.8) in a higher-dimensional system.
Let a =  (01, 02,^ 3) and consider the 3 X 3 skew-
0 -fl3 02
A = Û3 0 —Oi
— 02 Oi 0
The action of A on a vector b € is equivalent to the cross product,
Ah =
^ —0362 4- Û2^ 3 ^ 
Û361 — 0163 
 ^ —Û261 4-0162 J
= a X b.
Applying the vector identity
a X (b X c) =  (a • c)b -  (a • b)c,
to A^h gives
A^h =  a X (a X b) =  (a • b )a  — (a • a)b =  —||a||' I - aa
The above constructions are valid for any 3 x 3  skew-symmetric matrix. Thus by 
setting a =  and by considering the operator M(Z),
Z..ZT.
M { z y M { z )  =  - M { z y  =  iiz^i
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I - (5.3.24)
5.3. Hamiltonian formulation
Acting on the Hamiltonian formulation (5.3.8) with the transpose, of M  and us­
ing (5.3.24) we find that
' - - a
Now we write
z r— = o;(/x,t), (5.3,25)
where a(/.i, t) is an arbitrary function. Then we have the higher-dimensional system
/  1
N{Z)
Zt
\
■^M{Z)VH{Z)
a(/z,i)
where /? is an artificial variable which we will show is zero and
Z Æ I  Z„
N{Z) =
I - v - w  ___
I Z ,.f  IIZ,
with N{Z)N[Z) —
I  0 
0 1
Hence N{Z)  ^ =  N(Z) and so 
Zt
= N{Z)
a ( / i ,  Ï )
However M(Z)Z^ =  0 giving Zj’M(Z) =  (0,0). Therefore
/?(/.; Ï) =  - - ^ M ( Z ) V i f  (Z) =  0 
W^fxW
and
Zt = :M (Z)V ^(Z)-hd(/i,i)Z^,
where we have used the substitution
=  à{fjL,t)\\Z^\\,
for some function à.  Equation (5.3.29) satisfies (5.3.25) which becomes
Z % = 6 ( A ( ) l |Z ; . f .
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(5.3.26)
(5.3.27)
(5.3.28)
(5.3.29)
5.4. Conformai mapping of a single layer fluid
Written out the three equations are 
=
Yt =
IZ I^
|Z^,r jp  +  “ (M' (5.3.30)
"  i i ^
Substituting in for the derivatives of H  yields
X. =  +  8(Z)X^ +  ^  +  &(A., ()%^,
ll^all
Y, = $(„) +  e ( z ) v ^ - - ^ x ^ y ^  +  d(M,t)v^,
(5.3.31)
y-yY^"^ -  2 ^  +  2^-Y^l^ {x) +  ^tx^iv))^
where
5.4 Conformai m apping of a single layer fluid
The above equations and Hamiltonian formulation apply to any parameterisation of 
the free surface. However, if the parameterisation is chosen to be the boundary of a 
conformai mapping some simpHflcation is obtained. In other words, the fluid region 
in the (x, y) plane is mapped to a strip (in fiiiite depth) or a half plane (in the case 
of infinite depth). The free surface T{t) is mapped to the upper edge of the strip.
Let (/X, I/) be the image coordinates of the conformai mapping with j/ = 0 giving 
the position of the free surface and u = —h giving the position of the rigid horizontal 
bottom. Then
x{t i , t )  = y{iJ-A) = y{iJ;i',t)\^^, y(;^,'/,4L ._h =  -Ao. (5.4.1)
For the case of flnite depth the image of the mapped domain is
n °« ^  =  {(/^,[/) : m € K } ,
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5.4. Conformai mapping of a single layer fluid
X  = xOl,U,t)
y  = yOm>,t)
I)
Figure 5.1: Conformai mapping of the fluid region.
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5.4. Conformai mapping of a single layer fluid
where h might depend on time [19]. The periodic case can be considered by letting 
the wavelength {I Say) in the (x, y) plane be the same in the (/x, i/) plane. This
generates the following conditions,
.T.(/x + ni, I/, t) =  x ( / i ,  I/, t) +  n/ and y (/x  +  ni, i/, i) =  y ( / i ,  z/, t), (5.4.2)
where n is any integer. The case of infinite depth can be addressed by letting ho
and h tend to infinity at the same rate.
Since the mapping is conformai, z(w) is an analytic function of w =  fi + ii/, 
where z = x  Thus in x and y satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations
. l = - l  (=■«'
and the Laplace equations.
g  + ê - O .  (5A 4)dfj,  ^ d(j?
The function is analytic in Q. hence,
Similarly,
d(f) d(f) dx d(j) dy dy dip dx drp 
dx dfi ^  dÿ . dy dv dx dy dv
d(p dap dx d(p dy &ip dy dip dx dip
dy dx dy dy dy dy dfi dx dy. dy
Therefore <p and ip satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations in 0^®^ and thus must 
also be harmonic,
5.4.1 T he velocity  com ponents in transform ed coordinates
We now express the velocity components, (px and <py^  in the transformed coordinates. 
Using the chain rule
(px — (pfjtyx ^  (pv^x and (py — (pfj^ yy -K (pi,yy.
For the metric coeflâcients
X^ Xy 
Vfi Vv
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5.4. Conformai mapping of a single layer fluid
which implies
dy
dy
1
Hence
(px =
Vv —Xy
- 2/m
dx
dy
1
(py — ( (pfxXy 4" (pi/Xfx)'
(5.4.6)
(5.4.7)
f^iVu ^vVfi
Applying the Cauchy-Riemann equations for (x,y) and (0,'0) lu these equations 
gives
1
(px — 2 1 ,,2f  y fi 
1
~  ^2 I ,,2 ~
(5.4.8)
l i  +  î/jî
Using the parameterised form of (py given by (5.4.9) the lower boundary condition 
in (5.3.6) is transformed to
(pfiyfj. — =  0 on 1/ =  —h.
Evaluating (5.4.8) and (5.4.9) on i/ =  0 we find
^(») =
(5.4.10)
(5.4.11)
(5.4.12)
where
4>(/i, t) = (p{x{y, y, t), y(/i, y, t), t) and f
5.4.2 Forms for X ,  Y ,  0  and ^  w hen the flow is periodic
In the periodic case we will consider the following Fourier series expression for
Y M , oo
Y  (y, t) = ao{t) 4- ^  (a„(^)e*”^  ^4- c .c), (5.4.13)
n = l
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5.4. Conformai mapping of a single layer fluid
where c.c denotes complex conjugate. Oq is real, On is complex for n =  1 ,2 ,... and 
k = 2tt/I where I is the wavelength. Therefore we shall consider solutions for y of 
the form
oo
y(/x. I/, t) = ao{y, +  ^  (««(i/, +  c .c ), (5.4.14)
n = l
with ao[y,t) —► oo{t) and o:„(i/, t) —> a„(t) as z/ —> 0. Imposing the harmonic 
condition for y given in (5.4.4) we find that
GO
y(/i, y, t) =  {t)y-\-a^ Q^  (^)+y^ ((o^n cosh{nky) 4- a n \ t )  sinh(nA;i/)) 4- c .c),
n = l
where «n  ^ and an  ^ are arbitrary functions of time only. Imposing the boundary 
condition
y{y,y,t)\^__j^ = —ho 
results in the following form for y.
y{y,y,t)  = (  j ^ +  q,(2)
h
^  y cosh[nkh)
(5.4.15)
Therefore at the free surface,
oo
y(/i, 0, t) = a ^ \ t )  4- ^  ^a^) (t) tai\h{nkh)e^^^ 4- c.cj . (5.4.16)
n = l
Comparing this form for Y{y^t)  with (5.4.13) yields
ÿ(/j, V, t) =  (M ^ ^ iA ) „ +  O o (i)
V sinli(rafcft)
(5.4.17)
By applying the Cauchy-Riemann equations to (5.4.17) we find the following ex­
pression for X,
x [ y , y , t )  = /x +  Xo(t)
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5.4. Conformai mapping of a single layer fluid
where Xq is a function of time to be determined. Since we are considering a periodic 
flow iu the (x , y) plane with wavelength I then y{x +  Z, t) =  y(x, t). We now let the 
wavelength in the (/x, v) plane also be I which induces the following conditions on x 
and y,
x(/x, z/; t) +  n/ =  x(/x +  nZ, 1/, t) and y (/x +  nZ, z/, Z) =  y{y, z/, Z), . (5.4.19)
where n is any integer. Hence czo(Z) =  Zz(Z) — Zzg and the forms for x and y become 
those as found by C hoi & C am assa [2 1 ],
x(/x,z/,z) = /x +  Xo(z)+ x(/x,z/,Z) and y(/x, z/, Z) =  z/ +  oo(Z) 4- y(/x, z/, Z), (5.4.20)
where x and y are functions periodic in /x,
x(/x,z/,Z) =  -  ^  +  c.c^ , (5.4.21)
^  y smh(nfc/i) j
^  +  c.c) . (5.4.22)
^  sinh(ntA) J
Thus when z/ =  0,
A(/x,Z) = /X 4-m (A ) 4-Â(/z,Z) and y(/x,Z) =  m (T) 4-T(/x,Z), (5.4.23)
where m{X)  and ?rz(y) are the mean values of X  and Y  in the transformed plane
1 r '^m{X) = -  X { y , t )d y  = Xo{ t) ,  
( J-l/2^
I /"V2
m{Y) = -  Y ( y , t ) d y  = ao{t) 
‘ J-l/2
(5.4.24)
and
oo
Y (/X, Z) =  y(/x, 0, Z) =  ^  (an(Z)e'"''  ^+  c .c ) . (5.4.26)
n = l
Similarly for the stream function at the free surface we will consider the Fourier 
expression,
oo
4'(p,i) =  6o(t) +  ^ (i> n (i)e ‘"*'‘ +  o .c), (5.4.27)
n = l
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5.4. Conformai mapping of a single layer fluid
where 6q is real and is complex for n =  1 ,2 ,... and k = 2tï/ I. Thus we consider 
an expression for \p in the mterior of the form
. oo
z/, t) = A)(i/, z) +  ^  +  c .c ). (5.4.28)
n = l
This form is subject to the constraints,
^  +  ^  =  0 for - h < i . < 0  and =  (5.4.29)
The second condition in (5.4.29) is the boundary condition (5.4.10) with .
These two conditions reduce (5.4.28) to
ip{fjL,y,t) = w{t)y-\-bo{t)-\-ip{y,y,t), (5.4.30)
where w{t) is a function of time to be determined and ip is the periodic function,
+  . (5.4.31)
—  y smh[nkh) J
Applying the Cauchy-Riemann equations to this form for ip we flnd the following 
expression for the velocity potential,
(p{(i, I/, Z) =  w{t)y -h (po{t) -f 0(/Lt, z/, Z), (5.4.32)
where <po is & function of time to be determined and
+  c.e) . (5.4.33)
^  y smh{nkh) J
These forms have also been obtained by L i ET AL. [39] and will be used in further 
analysis.
Setting z/ =  0 we have that
4>(/x,Z) := <p{y,0,t) = w{t)y-\-m{^)-\-^{y,t) ,
(5.4.34)
^(/x,Z) := ^(/x,0,Z) =  m(^)-H0(/x,Z),
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where m(4>) = </>o(Z), m (^) =  bo{t) and
OO
^(/x,Z) ;= -0(/x,O,Z) =  ^  (6„(Z)e*”*=^ +  c .c ). (5.4.36)
n = l
5.4.3 Boundary values o f periodic analytic functions
The complex functions
Fi{z,t) = x{y,y,t )-\ -iy{y,y, t)  and . F2 {z,t) = ^{y,y, t )  iip(y,y,t) (5.4.37)
are analytic and periodic in y. Let R  and S  denote the integral operators,
^(/(/2 , ^)) =  ^  y* /(^)Ocsch ^ ^ ( ^  —/i)^ (5.4.38)
^  y  /(^i 0  coth ^ ^ ( ^  - /x)^ d^, (5.4.39)
where f  represents the Cauchy principal value integral. These operators have the 
following properties
â(e*^^) =  itanh{nkh)e^^^, R{f{t)) = 0,
S m )  = 0tanh(nfcAi)
and
5  =  R  ( 5 ( / ( / i , t ) ) )  =  / ( / r , t )  -  m { f ) .
Therefore the real and imaginary parts of Fi and F2 at the free surface 1/ =  0 can 
be related using these operators along with the forms of (%, Ÿ) and ($, 0) obtained 
in the previous section,
y(/x ,z)  =  A (x(;x ,z )) ,  %(/x,z) =  S (y (/x ,z )) ,  .
(5.4.40)
These operators and relationships can also be found in CHOI & C AMASS A [21] and 
D y a c h e n k o  e t  a l . [29].
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The integral operators in (5.4.38) and (5.4.39) are evaluated on an infinite do­
main. We now derive similar integral operators on the finite domain (—Z/2,Z/2) 
which relate the boundary values of the real and imaginary parts of a general peri­
odic analytic function. Such operators are more suitable for numerical computations 
and thus will be used later in Chapter 6.
The following construction is based on a method presented in W oods [52]. 
Firstly we consider the following rectangular contour C in the complex plane, z = 
as shown in figure 5.2,
C  — C l U C 2 U C 3 U C4 ,
with
Cl =  { z G C : —1/2 < y  < Z/2, 1/ =  0 },
C2 — { z G C ; /X =  —Z/2, —Ji < 1/ < 0 },
C3 =  { z G C : —1/2 < /X < Z/2, v =  —h },
C4 =  { z G C  : /X =  Z/2, —h < y < 0 } .
The curves are traversed counterclockwise.
► Ji
Figure 5.2: The contour C in the complex z plane.
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Let F(z^t) be an analytic function in the strip {y  G R, —h < y < 0} which is 
periodic in y  of wavelength Z,
F(z, t) = F{y  +  iy, t) = a{y, z/, t) +  z6(/x, z/, Z), F{z  +  Z, Z) =  F(z, Z),
with m{a) = m{h) = 0. Let z G C be a point inside the contour C, then by the 
Cauchy integral formula,
and by Cauchy’s Theorem,
.........
since the point z +  riZ Hes outside the contour. Now sum the above integrals over n,
for any natural numbers N.  Taking the limit as AT —> oo and using
N
TI—  —  N
we find that
lim ^  f — =  ^ c o t ^ ,  N-^oo ^  \a - \ -nbJ b b
F (z,t) =  ^ y j T  F{C ,<)coty(C-z)dC. (5.4.42)
Define
r(z) =  cotz — - .
z .
Substituting this definition into (5.4.42) gives
The second integral is well defined and non singular in the flmit as z —> Ci. The first
integrand is singular in the limit z —> Ci but the Plemelj formula can be applied.
By defining Q+ to be the interior region of C and to be the exterior region the 
Plemelj formulae are
f+ (% ,() +  f -(z b ,( )  =  - /
m J c  C - %  (5.4.44)
F+ {zo , t ) -F- (zo , t )  = F{zo,i],
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where zg G C and
F^{zo,t) =  lim F(z, Z) (with zq restricted to H+),
Z -* Z Q
F  (zo,Z) =  lim F(z,Z) (with zq restricted to Q_).z—
Thus by letting zq be a point on Q  (i.e. zq =  /xo +  *0 with —1/2 < yo < 1/2) and 
applying the Plemelj formulae (5.4.44) we can write
Therefore
=  ^  y  F((,Z)cot - ( (  -  zo)d( (5.4.46)
=  U tt /  ^(CiOcoty(C -  zo)dC>
j = l  JC i  [
with the Cauchy principal value needed only for the integration along Ci.
The periodicity of F(z, Z) can be used to show that the integrals along C2 and 
C4 cancel out.
[  F f  =  ~  f  F 1 / 2 irjy t) cot - r { ~ l / 2 IT] — Zq) idr)
J C 2 J ca  J - h  ‘ C4
+  y °  F(Z/2 +  Î77, Z) cot y(Z/2 +  XT? — Zq) xdr;
— J  F (iZ /2  +  if), t) ^cot —{1/2 +  ir) — zq) — cot —{—1/2 + if} — zq)^ idrj.
Nullity of this expression then follows from the periodicity of cot z: cot(z +  tt/ 2) =  
cot(z — 7t/2).
Equation (5.4.46) is now reduced to
11 n  7T
F(zo,Z) =  —T jT  F(^ +  xO, Z)cot y(^ —/Xo)d^
V t ' J  . . I
+ — / F(^ — x/i, Z) cot y(^ — i/i —/xo) d^.
xt J - l / 2  X-1/2
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Now
where
cot y  (4 — ih — yo) — yi(( — yo) ig2 (^ — yo)^
s in f(^ -/x o )c o sf(^ -/x o )  , _  . s in h fh co sh fh
~ sin^ f  (Ç -jUo) +  sinh^ f  ft “  ~ sin^ f  (f -no)+ sinh^ f  ft'
Therefore taking real and imaginary parts of (5.4.47) we have that
1 7^ /2f  ' 7T
a(/io,0,Z) =  —j T  f)( ,^ 0, )^ cot y  (  ^— Ak))
X J-l/2 X
1 7^ /^  /  „ N
+ y  J  ^6(^, —Â, Z)pi(( — /xo) +  a(^, —A, Z)p2(4 — /k))j
(5.4.48)
1 7'/2 ' 7T
, 6(/xo,0,Z) =  J j-  a ((,0 ,Z )co ty ((-/x o )d (
1 7^ /^  /  _ _ V
~ y  y  (^^(6 —h, t)gi(^ — yo) — 6(^, —h, Z)p2 (^ — yo)j
If we repeat the method described above for a point zq on C3 i.e. zq = yo — ih we 
find that
a(/xo,—Â,Z) = y - / 6(^, —Â,Z)coty(^ —/xo)d^
t J-l/2 X
“ 7  /  (K(,0,Z)pi(^  — /xo) — o(^ , 0,Z)p2(^  — /xo)) d^ ,
‘ d-Z/2
(5.4.49)
6(/xo,—h,Z) =  - j - f  û(^, — Â,Z) cot y(4 —/Xo) d^ 
t y_i/2 z
1 7^ /2
+ 7  /  (zx(^, 0, Z)pi(^ — /Xo) +  6(^, 0, Z )p2(4  — /Xo)) d^.
Z J-l/2
These relations hold for the complex functions Fi and F2  in (5.4.37). However 
some simpliflcation occurs when appfled to water-waves, since
ÿ(/x, -Â,Z) — 0 and ^{y, h,t) — Q.
The equations in (5.4.48) and (5.4.49) are the main results of this section. They 
also form a major part of the numerical analysis of travelling waves in Chapter 6 
which uses the conformai mapping framework established in this chapter.
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5.4 .4  Infinite depth
For the case of infinite depth we make the assumption that both h  and h  tend to 
infinity at the same rate giving
X{y , t )  = y - \ - m { X ) and y(/x, Z) =  m (y) 4- y(/x, Z), (5.4.50)
with
00
X[y, t)  = -  y ]  (ian(Z)e*"*=^  +  c.c),
n = l
QQ
Ÿ M  =  5 ] (a „ ( t)e ‘’^ '‘ +  c.c).
n = l
Let H  denote the Hilbert transform which is defined to be
= -  F ° °  (5.4.51)
XT Ç -  y
and has the following properties,
^(e*"*") =  te’"*",
H i m )  =  0, (5.4.52)
H  [ H ( f i u . , t ) ) )  =  - m , t )  +  m ( f ) ,
where
Then
1 7'/"
x^(/) =  7 /  f{fJ>,t)dy. 
Z J-l /2
i 7^ /2  ^ I rl/2
F{ z o , t )  =  - f  F((4-xO ,Z)cot-((-/xo)d( +  -  / _hm F((-xA ,Z)d(, (5.4.54)
Z J-l /2  Z I J- l /2  /i—»oo
Y  =  H { X )  and X  = - H { Y ) .  (5.4.53)
Alternatively by taking the limit as h  tends to infinity in (5.4.47) we obtain
i  7^/2 7T 1 7^/2
4 0, Z)cot—(  ^—/xo) ^4 - 7  
-1/ z z J_i/2
since
cos(a4-x6) .e""* 4- 
=  s i B ( a ^  =
Emd so
lim cot(a 4- ib) =  —i.
b-»oo  ^ '
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Taking real and imaginary parts of (5.4.54) gives
1 7'/^r  7T
/l(/XO,0,Z) =  —7 T / 2(^1 0, Z) cot y(^ —/Xo)
Z J-l /2  Z
1 7 Z/2 . _
+ 7  / lim /i(^, —A,Z)d^,
Z J-l /2 h,—*oo
1 7^ /^  7T
/2(/xoj0, 0  =  7 7  /i(^)0>^)coty(^ —/Xo)d^
Z d -Z /2  Z
1 7 Z/2
. + 7  /  / 2(4 , - A , Z ) d ^ .
Z d-Z/2 /i-»oo
(5.4.55)
1
' —»o
However for water-waves in infinite depth,
lim x(/x, —Â,Z) =  0 and _hm y(/x, —A,Z) =  0.
h—*oo h—*oo
Hence
Ÿ  = H{X)  and X  = ^H {Ÿ) ,
where
1
' - 1/2
Similar relations can be stated for (6, ^ )
H i f i y ,  t)) =  y y  ^  ^ / ( ( ,  )^ cot y ( ( - / x )  d(.
5.4.5 T he im plicit form o f th e  governing equations in trans­
form ed coordinates
By applying the forms for the velocity components (5.4.11) and (5.4.12) we find that 
and the implicit form of the governing equations (5.3.4) is transformed to
=  9YX^  -  %  ( ^ )  -  (5.4.56)
+Uo^fi,
—Y^Xt +  XfjYt =  ~uoYfj_ —
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where
(5.4.57)
^  ( - ^  +  2%^$^^^) .
Another form for the first equation in (5.4.56) can be found by considering the 
periodic complex function
A{y,t)  + iB{y,t),  (5.4.58)
where A  and B  are as defined in (5.4.57). This can be shown to be the function,
which is periodic in y, evaluated on i/ =  0. Now if zi and Z2 are analytic functions 
then so are ziZ2 and zi/z2 if %2 7^  0- Therefore E is an analytic function since the 
complex functions 4- iipf^  and 4- iy^ are analytic and |x^ 4- xi/^ | is never zero. If 
we define a{y, y, t) and 6(/x, i/, t) to be the real and imaginary parts of E respectively 
then
b{y ,-h , t )  = 0 (5.4.60)
and we can write
A{y,t)  = a(/i,0,Z) =  m(A) 4-â(/x, 0, Z), (5.4.61)
B{y,t)  = 6(/i,0,Z) =  6(/x,0,Z), (5.4.62)
with
+ (5.4.63)
\  sinh(ntft) )
l M m =  +  (5.4.64)
^  y smh(nfcA) J
where is complex for n =  1 ,2 ,... and we have assumed that the depth of the
fluid is finite. Note also that m[B)  is zero in (5.4.62). Therefore
Â(/Lt, Z) ;= a(/x, 0,Z) =  -  ^  +  c.c^ , (5.4.65)
^  \tanh(nA;A) /
oo
B(/i,Z) := 6(/Lt,0,Z) =  ^  (p„(Z)e*”*='" 4-c.c) . (5.4.66)
n = l
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Thus we can write
(5.4.67)
with R  as defined in (5.4.38) or using (5.4.48) with (5.4.60) this is equivalent to
•i/2 „ I rl/2
Ô(ï,0,t)cOt y(Ç — — 7 I-1 / 2  Z z J_i / 2
Hence another representation of (5.4.56) is given by
1 7^ /^  TT 1 7Z/2
R{À{y,t)) = -  -h &((, ,Z)cot —(^  / X o )  -  / à{^,—h,t)gi{^ — yo)d^.
Z J _ i / 2  Z - l /
+  +  ( ^ ) +  M y ^  + Â (i(^ ,t)) ,
=  g y x , - ^ A ( | ) - ^ X ,  +  A(,r,t)
+îxo4>^ ,
—Yfj^Xt +  XfjYt =  ~'^Yfi — R{^fj_),
where we have used =  A(0^). This implicit form is a generahsation of the
one obtained by D yachenko et  a l . for infinite depth in [28].
5.4.6 T he exp licit form o f th e governing equations in trans­
form ed coordinates
Under the conformai mapping, the exphcit form of the governing equations given 
in (5.3.31) become
Xf = ^  (X^%  + 1^ $,.) +  e(Z)X^ +  ^  {Y^ +  ^ l )  + â(M, t)X^,
=  ^ { Y ^ % -X ^ < S ! , )  + e { Z ) Y ^ - - ^ X ^ Y ^  + a i m y , ,
,|Z
+d(/x,Z)4>^,
where
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It is important to note that the function à is arbitrary. One interesting special case 
is
“ dksz =  1 ] ^  ( ÿ ) )  .
which reduces these equations to those found in D yachenko ET AL. [28] with the 
operator R  replaced by the Hilbert transform and the mean flow contribution uq set 
to zéro to tie in with the system of infinite depth investigated in [28].
5.5 Param etric representation o f the interface in 
a two layer flow
We consider a two layer flow with rigid horizontal boundaries at j/ =  —h\ and y = 
where Aj and A§ are the mean depths of the lower and upper layers respectively. 
The lower and upper fluid densities are represented by pi and p2  respectively, with 
Pi > P2 - The fluid is taken to be irrotational in each layer, with velocity potentials 
<f)j, j  = 1,2. There may be a prescribed constant velocity in each layer and these 
will be denoted by u°, j  =  1,2. The lower and upper layers are denoted by Q.i and 
^2  respectively. The position of the interface is given parametrically
T{t) = {{x,y) e R ^  : {x,y) = {X{y,t ) ,Y{y, t) )  with y  e  A},  (5.5.1)
where A is a subset of R, for example a periodic domain. Therefore at the interface,
— (^2) 3/2) =  {X,Y).  (5.5.2)
The velocity potential functions at the interface are defined to be
4>i(/x,Z) (^i(x,i/,Z)|r and ^ 2 {yy t) -=(p2 {x,y,L)\^,
with associated stream functions
^i(/x,Z) :=ipi{x,y,t)\^ and ^ 2(/x,t) := ^ 2(2;,y,Z)|p.
The following notation will be used throughout to represent spatial derivatives eval­
uated at the interface. For j  = 1,2,
’d<t>j
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with similar expressions for the spatial derivatives of the stream functions ipi and 
The unit normal at the interface, directed into the less dense Hquid is
n - { n u n , )  -  \  ^ ( ^ )  +  ( ^ )  • (5-5.3)
There are two kinematic conditions at the interface. They relate the normal velocity 
of the interface to the fluid velocity in the upper and lower layers.
+  X^jXt — —
— Y ^Xf¥XpXt  = — — y^^2(x2) +  ^/i^2(v2)-
(5.5.4)
Using,
and defining
d ^ j  _  (  d<f>i
d t  V ^
(( /X , Z) =  pi$i(/x, Z) -  p2$2(/x, Z), (5.5.5)
the dynamical interface boundary condition is given by
Ct +  P i  ( ^ l ^ U x i )  +  2 ^ 1  “  ^ H x i ) X t  -
—p2 (^2^2{x2) +  2^2 — ^2(x2)A"t — ^2(y2)Ft^ (5.5.6)
-hgipi -  P 2 ) Y = bi{t) -  b2{t),
where =  +
5.6 H am iltonian formulation
The governing equations in parameterised form are Hamiltonian, B e n ja m in  &: 
B r id g e s  [8]. A new derivation is given as follows. The dynamical interface bound­
ary condition is split into two components (as was seen previously for the single 
fluid) by defining
F  =  Cx +  Pi ^XX?4>i(a;i) +  -  P2 x^x54»2(xa) +  +  P(Pl ~  P 2 ) Y
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so that equation (5.5.6) reduces to
E — pi {^yxi)Xt  +  +  p2 (^2(xa)^t +  ^2(ya)l() =  0.
This equation is equivalent to 
[F — P i  4- ^l(yi)^) +  P2 (^2(xa)A( 4- $2(ya)^)] =  0, j  =  1, 2. (5.6.1)
Now
7ni [pi + ^ l(v i)F i)  -  P2 { ^ 2 { x 2 ) X t  4- 4»2(y3)lt)]
= —YtCfj. +  (pi^i(xi) — P2^2(x2)) {—YfiXt 4- X^Yt)
=  -YtC^ 4- Pi (-l^ $ i( ii)  t  -  xx%) ^i(xi)
-P 2  { - Y f i ^ 2 { x 2 )  +  A^^2(y2) -  “^ Y f P )  $2(X2),
where both of the kinematic conditions in (5.5.4) have been used in the last line  ^
Substituting this expression into the dynamic boundary condition for j  =  1 in (5.6.1) 
we find
- C u Y t  4- Y ^ ( t  =  Pi “  (-F ^ ^ i(x i)  +
-P2 ^"2^2^ -  (-^^2(xa) +  Xf^^ 2{y2)) ^2(x2)  ^ (5.6.2)
-g{pi -  P2)y y ^ ~^ '^~x ~ ^  ~ ^2{t))Yy,.
Similarly
7t12 [pi 4- -  p2 (^2(xa)^* +  ^2(ya)^t)]
=  AtC/i 4- (p i^ l(yi) — P2^2(ya)) (“ +  ^ /i^ t)
=  XtCf  ^4- Pi (-T^^l(xi) 4- A^^l(yi) -  wjy^) ^l(yi)
-P2 (-^ ^ 2 (z ;)  +  ^M^2(y3) “  XX%) ^2(ya)-
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(5.6.3)
Substituting this expression into the dynamic boundary condition for j  = 2 gives 
the second part of the dynamic boundary condition,
CfiXt -  X^ C,t =  pi -  (-y^^i(xi) +  A^$i(yi)) ^i(vi)^
~P2 -  (-F^^2(X3) +  ^M^2(ya)) ^2(ya)
-hpiUi^l^ — P2U2^ 2fj, +  g{pl — P2)y Xfji 
”  (^l(0 “
The two kinematic conditions in (5.5.4) may bo combined giving 
-Yf^Xt-hXfjYt = —ujy^—y^$i(xi)+A^4>i(yj) =  — y^4>2(i2)+A^^2(y2)- (5.6.4)
So the governing equations for this system have been parameterised and are charac­
terised by equations (5.6.2), (5.6.3) and (5.6.4) which are subject to the constraints
ôxj dy] 
d(f>i 
dyi 
d(j>2 
dy2
where we have assumed that there are rigid horizontal boundaries along the top and 
bottom. For the case of infinite depth the lower and upper boundary conditions are 
replaced by
d(t>\—  -4- 0 as yi -oo,
dyi
d(f>2 n—— — > 0 as 2/2 4-00.
dyi
=. 0 in Qj, j  =  l,2 ,
=  0 on 7/1 = (5.6.5)
=  0 on 7/2 = hi,
Therefore the Hamiltonian form is given by
M(Z)Zt  =  VH’(Z), subject to the constraints (5.6.5),
where
(5.6.6)
 ^ X  ^ 0 -Cm  ^ 6H/SX  ''
Z(p, t) — Y , M(Z) = Cm 0 -^M , V F(Z) = SH/SY
U  J ~Yn Xfj, 0  ^ SH/SC J
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We now record the details of this formulation. The Hamiltonian is the total energy,
H  =  kinetic energy +  potential energy.
The kinetic energy perturbation is
K  = — [  {piu]^i — p2 U2 ^ 2 )Yfidy — f  {bi{t) — b2 { i ) ) Y X d y  
Ja Ja
I P^i|V(^ i|^ .dxidyi-h f \p2\^ (f>2\^  dx2dv2.
Vn, ^ ^
(5.6.7)
+
Jil2
The variational derivatives of K  are
^  =  Pi ^ - 2 ^ %  “  ^ i ( x i ) ( - ^ ^ i ( x i )  +
“ P2 ~  ^2(i2)(-V';i^2(x2) +  ^M^2(ya))^
-i-(&i(t) — b2{t))Y^,
= Pi - + +  (5.6.8)
-P2 (^2^2^11 -  ^ 2{y2){-Y^^2{x2)  +  ^M^2(y2)) +  ' ^ ^ 2 f j ^
—{h{i) — b2{t))Xf^,
ÔK
—  = -u[Yfj^ — +  A^$l(yi) =  -y^Yfj^ -  y^$2(x3) +  -^ M^ 2(y2)-
The first two derivatives in (5.6.8) are computed using similar techniques as seen 
previously for the single layer flow. The derivative with respect to ^ is calculated as 
follows. Consider X  and Y  to be fixed. Then the dependence of the kinetic energy 
on ^ is determined by
J^(C) =  minimum F ((^ 1,(^2), subject to P i$i — P2^2 =  C- 
We can solve this minimisation problem by introducing a Lagrange multipfler. Let
■^ {(f>i^4>2-,^X) — ^ [ ^ i i ^ )  ~ [  ^{pi^i — P2 ^ 2  — 0  dy.
J a
Then clearly
— —(p i$ l  — P2^2 — 0  
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Now look at the variations with respect to and <f>2 - Then
SJf =  (p2Xi2<^ 4>2 — Piu]6 i^)Yfj, — \{pi6^i — P2^^2)
+  /  piVf^i - V ( % )  dxi dyi 4- /  P2V(^ - V ( % )  dx2 dy2.
Jsi i  ' J  CI2
Now,
/  PiV</>i • V(5<^i)dxidyi =  /  pid iw {6< t> iV <l> i)  d x i  d y i  -  pi5(^ iA</>i dxi dyi
Jcii Jcii Jcii
and by Green’s Theorem
/  pidiv((J^iV^i) dxi dyi =  /  dp
jQi Ja
dxi.
with lb denoting the lower horizontal boundary and we have assumed that the side 
boundary terms vanish. Applying a similar result to the other integral,
SJf =  (p2XX2<^$2 ~  P lX X i^ ^ i ) ! ^  — A ( p i 6 $ i  — P2<^^2)
— / pi(5( i^ A01 dxi dyi — j  p26(j)2 (^f>2 d^2 dy2
Jill Vog
4- /  p i5$i(—y^Oi(zi) 4 - d/x 
Ja
— J  P2Ô^2{ — Yfi^2{x2) +  ^M ^2(y2)) dp,
~  L  L,=.*o + L
dX2,
V2=h^
where ub denotes the upper horizontal boundary. Hence 
6 ^0 =
0 — — P2lX% — P2{—Yfj,^2{x2) +  -^ M^ 2(y2)) +  p2^
and so
=  A — -U ^ Y f j ,  -  lC i^i(ii) 4- A^4»i(yi) — -XX^^ -  ^ ^ 2 (x2) +  ^M^2(y2)-
We also note that ôJf/ôcpj =  0 gives A(pj =  0 in Qj for j= l,2  and
= 0=» d(f>i n A <5^ =  0 d(f)2
dy2
= 0.
V2=h%
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The potential energy is
V = [  T { e - X ^ ) d y  + Vi + V2, (5.6.9)
JA
where
Vi =  /  Pigyidxidyi and ¥2= p2gV2dx2dy2. 
J i l l  JÇÏ2
,2By defining îj = (0,yy^/2) and divj =  djdxj  +  djdyj  for j  = 1,2, the components 
of the potential energy are
= /  pidivi(fi)dxidyi 
Joi
=  \p ig y^X ^  dy -  ^  ^Pig{h]Ÿ dx,
¥ 2  = p2div2{f2)dx2dy2 
Jü2
=  /  Isurface ' ^  ^  Ii/2=/i§ ' (0, 1) (Ar
~  ~ 2Fi9Y^^jid,y + J ^  -P 2 g{h2 ) dx,
where lb and ub denote the lower and upper boundaries respecively. Hence the 
variational derivatives of ¥  are
S ¥  , / X
(5.6.10)
#  =  - 9 i P i - P 2 ) Y Y ^ - T - ^ \ ^ ^
= -a (A -m )y y M  +  T ^ ^ ( y  
%  = ( ^ ) ,
It is now straightforward to confirm that the parameterised equations (5.6.2)-(5.6.4) 
take the H am iltonian form (5.6.6).
This system may also be viewed as the first variation of the Lagrangian,
J f  =  J L d t  with L =  A { Z ) - H { Z ) ,  (5.6.11)
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where
A(Z)  =  /  C( 
J a
—Yy_Xt +  Xf^Yt) dfjL, (5.6.12)
since VA(Z) = M(Z)Zt.
5.6.1 E xplicit form o f the equations o f m otion
The governing equations can be written in an expHcit form by embedding the equa­
tions in a higher-dimensional system as was seen previously for the case of the single 
layer fluid. The method that was used in §5.3.1 can be employed again since
0 ~C/i Yfj.
M(Z)Z^ = Cm 0 —Xfj, y . — 0
_ - Y ^  X^  0 \  )
By introducing the equation
t)||Z Mil )
for some function à, the exphcit form is given by
1
Z, =  -
(5.6.13)
(5.6.14)
Written out the three equations are
where â(/r, t) is arbitrary.
(5.6.15)
5.7 Conformai m apping o f a two layer flow w ith  
a rigid lid
The lower fluid (higher density fluid) will be mapped to the lower half plane 
Q i — =  { ( / i x i , i / i )  : —GO <  /il <  +O C , —hi < i^i < 0},
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and the upper fluid (lower density fluid) will be mapped to the upper half plane 
0,2 = { (/i2j ^2) • ~OC < //2 ^  + 00 , 0 < 1^2 ^  ^2 }•
Xi =  Xi(p ,^U ,^t) X2 X2(p2,\)2,t)
Yl =  y iO i,U i,t)  Y2  =  720^2,^2.*)
(* 2=72) L h:
' -ri
y
 ^ 0 
h?
f
(M2>'^ 2)
L
1
.
£ 2
' ^
J ' 0
1
h, Oil.Vl)
Figure 5.3: Conformai mapping of the two layer fluid region.
We let the rigid horizontal bottom and top be given by i/\ = —hi and 1 /2 = ^2 
respectively, thus giving
and =  (5.7,1)
The interface is given by i/i = 1 /2 = 0, thus we deflne the boundary functions,
XiifJ-ut) :=X i(/ii,i/i,t)|^^^o, Yi{/J,i,t) := i / i ( / i i ,z / i , t ) |^ ^ ,
X2{fX2,t) :=a:2(M2,I^2,0U=o’ ^2(/^2,0 •= 2/2(/i2, 1^2, |^^q- 
Using (5.5.2) these satisfy
= X 2 ifJL2 , t )  =  and Yi{fjLi,t) =  >2(^2,^) =  Y{fj, , t).  (5.7.2)
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Therefore and /X2 are related to the general parameter /i at the interface by the 
functions 71 and 72 such that
=  and /i2=72(/i,0- (5.7.3)
The mapping is taken to be conformai in which case the complex functions,
a:i(/ii, 1/1 ,0  + 21/1 (/ii,i/i,t) and X2(/i2, 1^2 ,0  +  2^/2(/^ 2, ^^2 ,0
are analytic functions in and 0^®^ respectively. Hence,
Since the pairs (</>i, V’l) and ((^ 2, V’2) are functions of (xi, 1/1) and (x2,3/2) respectively, 
they give rise to the analytic functions
and 02(2:2,2/2,0 + *^ 2(2:2, ^2,0-
Therefore
i2
dj/j dfM^
5.7.1 Transform ing th e velocity  com ponents
For j  = 1,2,
d(f)j _  d(f)j dfjLj d(f)j dvj 
dxj dfij dxj dvj dxj
Since Xj = Xj{iij, Uj, t) and yj =  i/j(/ij, i/j, t) then
;  =  1,2. (5.7.5)
dXj
dVj
dxj dxj 
dfjLj duj 
%  %  
dfij dvj
dnj
difj
and so
d^j
di/. I
J /  \9/jLj dUj dUj dfij J
■ % dxj ■
dvj duj
_ %
.  % dHj _
dxj
(5.7.6)
(5.7.7)
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Using (5.7.7) in (5.7.6) we flnd . .
d(f>j ^ ________1_______ /  d<t>j dyj d<t>j dyj
dxj \dfjLj dvj dvj diij J
By applying the Cauchy-Riemann equations for {xj,yj) and (0j,0 j),
dxj _  dyj dxj _  dyj %  _  di}j d<f>j _  di{jj
dfij duj  ’ duj dfij  ’ dfj,j dvj  ’ dvj dfij ’
we can write
%  1 ( 9<t'jdxj di>jdyj \
dxj '' ^
with
dfjLj dfij dfjLj J ’
where
Ofij )  \9 /ij
V
By a similar calculation
d(j)j  _______ 1_______/  d(j)j dyj d^ j dxj
dyj ^  ^pü .y
with
_
(5.7.11)
-  1  [ Ê î i ^  _  f. 7 1214  y - (5.7.12)
Hence using (5.7.11) with (5.7.1) the upper and lower boundary conditions in (5.6.5) 
become
dy,2 OfJL2 0[l2 Ofi2
5.7.2 P eriodic form ulation for spatial and p otentia l func­
tions in tw o layer flows
Consider the following Fourier series expressions for V}(/ij, £), j  =  1,2,
oo
4  =  o-o\i) +  ^  (fl^ '^ (t)e*"*=^  ^+  c .c ), (5.7.15)
n = l
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where c.c denotes complex conjugate. is real, are complex for n =  1 ,2 ,... 
and k =  27r/Z where I is the wavelength in the tremsformed plane. Therefore we 
shall consider solutions for yj of the form
oo
i) = +  c .c ), (5.7.16)
n = l
with aQ^(i/,t) -+ aQ^t) and an\i^,t)  —► a^^(t) as i/ —^ 0.
Imposing the harmonic conditions for yi and 1/2 given in (5.7.4) and the conditions 
in (5.7.1) we flnd that
^  V sinh(nkhi) J
V2(M2,i^2,t) -  y, 4-Oo^(t)
- È  f a % % ( t ) : : :%?))ginkM, +  e.c^ .
^  \  smh(nfc/i2) J
By applying the Cauchy-Riemann equations to the forms in (5.7.17) we can flnd 
similar expressions for xi  and X2 ,
(t)
=  (5^ ) JX'
+  Ê  f +  c.c) ,
"  sinh(n*:/i2) /
where Xq^  ^ and Xq^  ^ are functions of time to be determined. Similarly as for the case 
of a single layer fluid we let =  hi(t) — /ij and aQ^\t) = — /i2 (t) for periodic
(5.7.17)
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waves. Hence we find that
2/ i (M i , i / 1 , 0  =  i/1 +  +  ÿ i ( m ,  i / 1 , 0 ,
3:2( m ,  i / 2 , 0  =  /i2  +  4^ (^0 +  ^ 2 (Ai2, i / 2 , 0 ,  
i / 2 ( m ,  i / 2 , 0  =  i/2 +  tto ^^ (0  +  y 2 ( / i2 ,  i / 2 , 0 ,
where
“  y smh{nkhi)
= ±  + c .c )  ,
. . “  \ sinh{nkhi) J
« " - . ' I  -
Thus when == == 0,
^i(A ii,0 — Ail +  i^ i(^ i)  +  ^ i(/ii, 0 , 
^(A ii,0  =  i7ii(yi) +  yi(/xi,0,
X2{fl2,t) =  Ai2 +  i^2(-^2) + -^ 2(Ai2, 0 , 
F2(Ai2,0 = ^12%) +  F2(Ai2,0,
where rnj{f{iij)) is given by
1 7'/^
so that
m.j{Xj) = x ^ \ t )  and mj(y^) =  a ^ \ t )  for j  =  1,2.
(5.7.19)
(5.7.20)
(5.7.21)
n
^ ;( /(m ))  =  7 / /(Aij)dAij, fo r; =  1,2, (5.7.22)
i J-l / 2
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Also
=  - E L  . e ’" * " ’ + C .C^  \ tm h{nkh i )  ^
oo
=  ÿi(Aii,0,0 =  X ) +c.c) ,
n = l (5.7.23)oo /
Â'2(/i2, t) = x2(/i2,0 ,0  =  X I I  :— r r u  \“  ytanh(nfc/i2)
CO
%(/i2, 0  =  ^2(^2,0 ,0  =  X ] +  c .c).
n = l
For the stream functions introduce the Fourier expressions,
■ CO
() =  6^'(() +  E  +  C.c) , 7 =  1,2, (5.7.24)
n = l
where and are real and 6^   ^ and 6n  ^ are complex for n =  1 ,2 , Thus we
consider the following expressions for ipi and 02 in the interior.
0  =  0  +  X )  +  c.c) , j  = 1 , 2. (5.7.25)
71=1
These forms are subject to the fact that 0 i and 02 &re harmonic with
= 0. (5.7.26)dj)idfii = 0 aad V2 =h2i^=-hr
These conditions are the reduced forms of the boundary conditions (5.7.13) and (5.7.14). 
Hence 0 i and 02 can be written
i/+ 0  =  Wj(Oi/; +  ^o \ i )  + j^  ^0 , j  = 1,2, (5.7.27)
where wi and W2  are functions of time to be determined and
c.c ,
” ■ - /  . T T '  :  «  \  P
Â k . . , , ! )  -  -  Y .  I g w  l ï
\  ' Sinh(nfc/i2) J
By applying the Cauchy-Riemann equations to the forms in (5.7.27) we obtain the 
following expressions for 0i and 02,
0j(//j, ^j, t )  =  +  0j(/ij, i/j, t), ;  =  1,2, (5.7.29)
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where (j)^  ^ and (f>^  ^ are functions of time to be determined and
^  sinh(nA/ii) J
^  \  smh(nA:/i2) J
When i/i and 1 /2 are set to zero we have that
^i(/^ i,0  — Wi(t)/2i +  m i(0 i) +  t),
^ 2 i/J'2 , t)  =  W2 (t)/%2 +  7712($2) +  # 2 (m , t),
^2(/^2,0 =  n%2%) +  #2(At2,^),
where
and
rriji^j) =  <l>o_\t) and =  b^ \ t )  for j  =  1,2
yn*w +  g g
l)
(5.7.30)
(5.7.31)
OO
=  0i(/zi,O,f) =  X^(6i^^(t)e*”*^V+c.c),
^ 2(M2 , t) =  02(m, 0,f) =  XI I . w  7 7  +  C.C ) ,
\tanh.{nkh2) J
oo
^2(M2, t) =  02(/^ 2, 0 ,t) =  X] +  C.c) .
n = l
5.7.3 B oundary values o f periodic analytic functions
By introducing the integral operators Rj and Sj, for ;  =  1,2, deflned by
RiifiifJ'i.i)) = /  /i(Ci,Ocsch ^1 ,
Zrii  J - o o  \ 2 / i i  /
R2{f2{y’2i't)) = ~'Z7~ /2&,^)cSCh r^ ^ (^ 2  —/^2)^ dC2,
2/I2 J - o o  \ 2 f l2 /  /'c 7
1 7+°° /  7T \
<§i(/i(Ati,0). =  7  / i (6 ,  coth f -^ (C i -  I
Z t i i  J-oo /
S2{f2{fJ>2,t)) = 'Zï~ ~f f2{^2,t)coth ( - ^ { ^ 2  — ^^>2) )  d42,
2/I2 J-oo \Jf l 2 J
(5.7.33)
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where f  represents the Cauchy principal value integral. Then the following relations
hold,
(5,7.34)
smce
j^ i(gtnA:Mi) _  f tanh(nA:hi)e*"*'^\ ^ 2(6*"*^ ^^ ) =  —itanh(nA:/i2)e*”*^ ,^
=  - —— e ink/42tdXÙkinkhi) ' ' tanh(T?.A:/?,2)
Just as for the case of a single layer fluid we can derive flnite integral operators 
to relate the real and imaginary parts of the complex functions Xj +  iyj and +  iipj 
at the boundary.
Consider the contour P  in the complex plane, z\ =  + 21/1, as shown in figure 5.4,
P  =  Pi U P2 U P3 U P4,
with
P i
P 2
P 3
Pa
{ G C  : — 1/2  <  pLi <  Z/2 , i/i =  0 },
{ G C : P i =  —Z/2, —h i <  z/i <  0 },
{ Zi G C  : - 1/2 <  H i  <  Z/2 , i/i =  —h i },
{ Zi G C  : H i =  1/ 2 , — £1 <  i/i <  0 }.
The curves are traversed counterclockwise.
Let Fi{zi,t) bo a periodic analytic function in the lower half plane.
P i (2:1, t) = Fi{hi ibi{Hi,iyi,t), P i(z i + Z,t) = P i(z i,£ ),
with m i(ai) =  mi (61) =  0. Then by the Cauchy integral formula and Cauchy’s
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►
Figure 5.4: The contour P  in the complex Zi plane.
Theorem,
1 7^ /^  7T
ûi(/^i,0 ,t) =  —7 7  61(^1, 0 , t) cot y(^i — /2i)
I J-l / 2  ‘
1 7^ ^^  / ~ \ 
+ y  y   ^ (^ 61(^ 1, —hi, — /ii) +  —hi, t)p2i(Ci — A^ i) j
1 7^ /2 ^
^i(/^ i,0 ,t) =  7  7  a i ( C i ,0 ,c o t y ( ^ i  — /2i)d^i
(5.7.35)
 ^ J - l / 2
1 7 '/' '  / \
and
1 7 ^ /2  - 7T
=  7 7  ^i(Ci, “ ^i,Ocot7-(^i —//])
‘ J-//2 ‘
1 7 '/'' /
“ 7  /  (^i(Ci,0 ,Opii(Ci — Ml) — ûi(^i, 0 ,t)p2i(Ci — Ml)) d^i,
‘ J-Z/2
(5.7.36)
^i(mi,~^i,0 — ~ T  ~f ^i(^i, — £1, t)cot 7-(^i —/ii) (i i^
( V-f/2 t
1 7 '/^
+ 7  /  (81(61,0, ()p ii(6 i -  Ml) +  (^1(61,0 , t)g2i(6i “  Ml)) d6i,
‘ J - i /2
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where
Bin j (6 i  — Ml) cos j (6 i  — Ml)
Pii(6i -  Ml) =
sin  ^y(6i — Ml) d" sinh^ y^i
. , sinh j/ii cosh j/ii
P2i (6i - M i ) . = ----------- -
sin^ 7(61 ~  Ml) +  sinh^ j h i  
These relations hold for the complex functions xi{hi-> ^1, ^)+îÿi(Mi, ^1, t) and 0i(/xi, i/i, t)+  
20i(/ii, i/i, t). However some simphfication occurs since
ÿi(Mi,- ^ i , t )  =  0 and 0 i (mi, ~ ^ i, 0  =  0-
If we consider the contour Q in the complex plane, Z2 =  M2 +  f^2, as shown in 
flgure 5.5,
Q ~ Qi c  Q2 u  Qs u  Qai
with .
Q i  =  { 2^2 G C  : — 1 / 2  <  /Lii <  Z/2, 1/1 =  0 } ,
Q2 =  { Z2 G C : 722 =  Z/2, 0 <  2/2 <  ^ 2  },
Q3 =  { Z2 G C : —1/2 <  /Z2 <  //2 , 1/2 =  ^ 2  },
Q4 =  { .2:2 G C  : /i2 =  —/ / 2 , 0 <  1/2 <  £2 }•
The curves axe traversed counterclockwise.
Let F2{z2, t)  be a periodic analytic function in the upper half plane,
Pz(z2, t) =  F2(M2 +  ij 2^ , t )  =  82(M2, f/2, 4  +  ^2 , t ) ,  ^2(^2 +  ^,t) =  Pz(z2, t),
with 7722(82) =  7722(62) =  0. Then by the Cauchy integral formula and Cauchy’s 
Theorem,
1 7^ /^f ' 7T
82(M2, 0, t) =  - 4  62(62, 0 , t) cot y(62 — M2) ^62
t J -l/2  t
—y  J  ^62(62, ^2,4)^12(62 — M2) — 82(62, ^2,0^22(62 — M2)) ^62,
(5.7.37)
1 7 ^ /2  7T
62(m2,0,t) =  ~ 7  7  82(62,0, t) cot — (62 — M2) ^62
t J-l/2  t
+  y  J  ^82(62, ^2, t)pl2(62 — M2) +  62(62, £2, t)p22(62 — M2)) ^62
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Figure 5.5: The contour Q in the complex zg plane.
and
1 ~ 7T
82(^2,6.2, t) =  “ 7  7  62(62,62, t) c o t —(62 — M2) ^62t J-l / 2  t
1 7V2
+7  /  (62 (62 ,0 ,0^ 12(62  — M2) +  82(62 ,0 4 )9 2 2 (6 2  — M2)) ^62,
t J -l/2
1 7^ /^  - 7T
62(M2 , 6 2 , 0  =  7  4  8 2 (6 2 , 6 2 ,0  cot —(62 — M2) ^62
t J -l/2  ‘
1 7^ /2
“ 7  /  (8 2 (6 2 ,0 4 )9 1 2 (6 2  — M2) — 62(62 ,04)922(62  — M2)) ^62,
( J - l/2
(5.7.38)
where
. _  sin 7(62 -  M2) cos 7 (62 -  M2)
 ^ sin^ 7 ( 6 2  -  M2 ) +  sinh^ 7 6 2  ’
sinh y/i2 cosh j / i2 
 ^ sin^ 7 ( 6 2  “  M2 ) 4- sinh^ 7 6 2
These relations hold for the complex functions X2(M2, f/2,0 +^92(M2,1/2, 0  and 02(M2,1/2,0 +  
201 (M2, ^2,0- Again, some simphfication occurs since
92(M2, 62,0  =  0 and 02 (M2, 62,0  =  0.
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5.7.4 Infinite depth
For the case of infinite depth we consider the limit, as both h\ and J12 tend to infinity 
which yields the foUowing forms for Xj  and
00
Âi(/ii, t) = +  c .c ),
n = l
00
n = l
00 (5.7.39)
Xï{n 2 ,t) = E  +  c.c) ,
n = l
00
(5.7.40)
n = l
These expressions are related to the infinite depth forms of Yj and ^ j  by
ÿj =  A /x , ) ,  Xj =  -A j(ÿ j),
=  A j(6j), =  -A j($ j) ,
where Hi and H2  are given by
Ai(/i(M i,t)) =  - - f ° °  (5.7.41)
J_oo 61 — Ml
1^ 2(/2(M24)) = ----  ^^62, (5.7.42)
7T J_oo 62 — M2
since Hi{e'^^^) = and H2 {e^^^^) =  Alternatively, the relations
in (5.7.40) also hold when Hi and È 2 are deflned by
1 7^ /2
^ i(/i(M i4)) — T - f  / (6 i ,0  cot —(61 — M l) d6i, 
t J-l / 2  ‘
^ 2(72(M24)) =  ~ 7  7 (6 2 4 ) co t—(62 — M2) ^62-
t J - l /2 t- 1 /
5.7.5 T he governing equations in transform ed coordinates
The velocity components evaluated at the interface given in (5.7.10) and (5.7.12) 
give
=  I  ( ( % )  +  ( % )  )  ■ J =  1'2 (5.7.43)
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and using (5.7.2) we may write
^  ^71 dXi
^ dfii dfii
Yfx —
d-fidYi
d ^ 2  d X 2
d/jL dH2  ’ 
^72 dY2
(5.7.44)
dn dfjLi dn dH2 
Therefore the governing equations .(5.6.2)-(5.6.4) are transformed to
- C f j Y t ^ Y f ^ Q  =  ~ { P i  -  P2 ) g Y Y f ^ - \ - T j ^ — ^ - Y ^ ( b i { t )  -  b2 ( t ) ) Y ^
+  "^P i(M 1)0  “  ■^P2(M24)i 
C/xAi — =  {pi — P2 )gYXfi — T — ^ - Y ^  — (bi{t) — b2 {t))Xf^ (5.7.45)
_ v  V -L v v  -  ..0 ^ 7i dYi d^id'^i _  p ^ 72 %  ^72 ^^2
^  ^  ^ d/i dfjLi . dfi dfii . dfx dn2 dn dn2 ’
where for ;  =  1,2,
7 I \% 7
7 /
+ 2 dYj d ^ j  d"^j 
d/ij dfjLj dfj,j
dYj I f d ^ + 2dXj d ^ j  d ^ j
d ^ j  I \  d f i j  J  \  d f j i j  J  I  dfjLj d/jLj d p i j
We note that A i(/ii,t) +  iPi(/xi,t) and ^ 2(^24) +  ^^2(^24) are respectively the 
analytic functions
8i(Mi,^i,^) + 26i(Mi,f/i4) =
( ^  . j|!^Y  Pi \9fii dfii J
2 (dx 
\df^
( ÊÉ1 _|_ iÊÉl\
/  P2 V^M2 ^M a/
82(^2, ^24) +  262(^2, 1/2 4 ) =  —  --------------
Ô/42 3/12 y
which are respectively periodic in Hi and H2 , evaluated at the boundary 1 /1 = 1 /2 = 0. 
Now, it is straightforward to confirm that
61 (p, —6 i,t)  =  0 and 62(/x, 62, t) =  0. (5.7.46)
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Therefore we can write
Ai (mi4) =  8 i(/ii,04) =  mi(Ai) +  â i(p i,04 ),
P i (Ml4) =  6i(Mi,04) =  6i(pi,04),
A2(/i2,t) =  82 (M2,0 4 ) =  7712(4 2 ) +  82 (M2,0 4 ), 
P 2  (M 2, —  6 2 ( ^ 2 , 0 ,  =  6 2 ( ^ 2 , 0 ,  t ) ,
(5.7.47)
with
(5.7.48)
“  sm h(nfchi) J
= E  Ü) ( 0— + 4  '^  Y smh(nfc/ii) J
0  =  E  K ' ( 4 — ® 4  .“  Y smh(nA:/i2) J
^  \  sinh(nfc/i2) /
where p» and pf? are complex for n — 1,2,... and we have assumed that the layer 
depths are finite. Note also that in (5.7.47), m i(P i) and 1 7 1 2(8 2 ) are zero. Hence
A M  := â ,(p „0 ,f)  =  - g ^ ^ ^ ^ | | ^ e < » ‘« + o . c ) ,
P i  (M l, t )  ' =  ^ i (M i,  0, t )  = X ]  +  c.c),
n = l
00 /  - (2)/,\
^(M2,t) := à2(p2, 0,t) =  E  L  'Il i“  \taiDh{nkh2)
00
82(1^2, t) ■■= b2{^ i2, 0, t) =  E  (Pn’(*)®‘"*'‘" +  c c) •
(5.7.49)
n = l
Therefore we can write
P i(m i,0 =  Pi(Â i(m i,0) and 8 2 (^ 2 , i) = R 2 (M{H2 ,t)), (5.7.50)
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with Ri  and R 2  as deflned in (5.7.33) or using (5.7.35) and (5.7.37) with (5.7.46) we 
have that
1 7^ /^  TT
P i(Â i( p i4 ) )  =  -  f  81 (61 ,04 ) cot -(6 1  -  Ml)
1 J-l/2 . 1
1 7 '/" _
“ 7  /  61(61,—6 i 4 )9i i ( 6i — Ml) d6i,
1 J -l/2
^ 2 (^ 2 (p2, ^)) =  82(62, 0 , t) cot —(62 — M2) ^62
1 J - l /2 t
1 7^ /^
+ 7  /  82(62,62,0^12(62 — M2) ^62-
1 J -l/2
" _
f 1/
Therefore the first equation in (5.7.45) may be written
-  “ (pi -  P2)gyy,i +  T ~ h{t))y^
, ^7i P i(A i(/ii,t)) (5.7.51)
~^^P2(Â2(M2,0)-
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Travelling waves
6 . 1  Introduction
In this chapter we use the conformai mapping framework introduced in the previous 
chapter to numerically compute periodic travelling waves. We do this for both a 
single layer flow with a free surface and a two layer flow with a rigid lid. For both 
systems we apply a traveUing wave solution to the governing equations in parametric 
form. Then we compose two numerical schemes which distinguish bewteen the cases 
of finite and infinite layer depths in order to calculate the travelling waves.
6 . 2  An equation for travelling waves for a single 
layer flow
The governing equations for a parametrically-defined free surface are
^(M, (6.2.1)
— Xfji^t = g y  ^  (6.2.2)
-YfjtXt-\-XfjYt =  — (6.2.3)
where
(6.2.4)
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In these equations ^  and
X(/x4) := x(/x,i/4)|^^p, y(/x4) := y(M,i/,OL=o’
4>(p 4) := ^(/x4) := . 0(/x,i/4)|^^p.
The variables x, 9 , 0 and 0  have the following forms,
x(p,i/,t) =  /i +  .Xo(t) +  x(/i,2/,t),
y(p,i/,t) =  i/ +  £ - +
0(p,i/,t) =  w(t)p +  0o(t) +  0(p,f/, t),
0 (/x ,i/,t) =  u ;(t)i/ +  0 o ( t ) +  0 ( p , i / , t ) .
(6.2.5)
where w, Xq, 0o and 0o are arbitrary functions of time. —Hq is the position of the 
rigid horizontal bottom in the (x,y) plane and —h gives the position of the bottom 
in the (p, u) plane. The tilde functions in (6.2.5) are periodic in p with wavelength 
I and at the free' surface (given by 1/ =  0) are related by the operators R  and S,
Ÿ  = R{X), X  = 5 (ÿ ),
(6 .2 .6)
0  =  Â(ê), 6  =  P(0).
These relations extend to the /i derivatives of (%, ÿ , 0 ,0 ) .  These operators are 
deflned in §5.4.3 of the previous chapter by (5.4.38) and (5.4.39).
The dynamical condition at the free surface has been spht into two parts (given 
by equations (6.2.1) and (6.2.2)). Therefore before we consider travelling wave solu­
tions of the governing equations we firstly recover the dynamical boundary condition 
by multiplying equations (6 .2 .1) and (6 .2 .2) by and respectively and combin­
ing the resulting equations giving
b{t)^
p x ^ d f i  \  7
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Now we consider the travelhng wave solution,
TW :
/x ( p ,e )  '' /  X(/i) +  c£
Y(fi,t) Y{ti)
$(p,() 1—> $(/i)
$(P)
(, b(() j
(6 .2 .8)
As a consequence of this solution, time dependence is dropped from all of the expres­
sions in (6.2.5) and so w, xq, 0o, 0o and b are reduced to constants. When (6.2.8) is
applied to the dynamical condition (6.2.7) and the kinematic condition (6.2.3) the
system reduces to
+ (6.2.9)
cYf, =  (6.2.10)
where c = c — u q . Substituting =  1 +  and 0^ =  w +  
we flnd that
into equation (6.2.9)
c(l + X ^)(w + $^) = g Y f  +  ^ ( ( w  +  $ ,) :  ( y )  -  y .  (6.2.11)
Applying the S  operator to equation (6.2.10) we have that
c % )  = P(^^). (6.2.12)
Now Yfj^  = and Therefore using (6.2.6) equation (6.2.12) can be written
= (6.2.13)
giving
X^  = (6.2.14)
Substituting (6.2.14) into equation (6.2.11) gives
1 ( « : - « ■ ) + 1 » : -  7  I ' " " )
Now
= {Xl + Y/) = l  + Xl + 2X, + Yi =  ^+
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thus
and equation (6.2.15) yields the travelhng wave equation
Henceforth for simphcity we shall set w, uq and T  to zero and b = pg(h — ho) 
rœulting in the equation
Y  -  ^  =  0- * (6.2.17)
6.2.1 A nother form o f  the travelling wave equation
L o n g u e t -H ig g in s  [40] and D y a c h e n k o  e t  a l . [28] obtained another form of the 
equation for travelling waves in the setting of infinite depth without surface tension 
namely
c^H[yu) + 9 (y -  yH{yu) -  H(yyS)  =  0, (6.2.18)
where we have used the notation of [28]. We show that this equation can be recovered
using the imphcit form (5.4.68) with T  =  0, 6 =  pg(h — ho) and the operator R  
replaced by the Hilbert transform,
— =  -gŸYfji-\-H{À{H,t))^ (6.2.19)
—  +  A(//, t) +  (6.2.20)
-YfiXfi-Xfj^Yt — — H{^n).  (6.2.21)
Applying the Hilbert transform to equation (6.2.20) we have that
H i^^X t  -  X^^t)  = gH{YX^)  +  t)) + uoP(^m), . (6 2.22)
where we have used H{m{A)) =  0 and H{w{t)) =  0. Subtracting equation (6.2.19) 
from (6.2.22) gives
H i^ ^ X t  -  X^^t)  +  =  g H (Ÿ X ^ )  +  uoP(^m) +  (6.2.23)
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Applying travelling wave solutions (6.2.8) to equations (6.2.21) and (6.2.23) we 
obtain
H{^^) = cV;, (6.2.24)
cA(#^) =  g ( È { Ÿ X ^ )  + Ÿ Y ^ y  (6.2.25)
where c = c — u q . Substituting (6.2.24) into (6.2.25) and using
Yf_i = Ÿfj^  and =  1 +  =  1 — HiX^)
we can write
= g (A(ÿ) -  A (ÿA(ÿ;.)) + ÿÿ;.). (6.2.26)
\
Finally applying the Hilbert transform to this equation and using the properties 
in (5.4.52) we can write
ÿÈ (Ÿ^)  + g { Ÿ -  ŸH(Ÿ^) -  A (ÿ ÿ ;))  =.-gm(ŸH(Ÿ^)),  (6.2.27)
since m{y)  = 0. In the special case when the right hand side of this equation 
vanishes we obtain the form obtained in [40] and [28].
6.2.2 Linear theory
Linearising the travelling wave equation (6.2.17) about the solution
(Jf(/i), y  (//)) =  (/i +  X q ,  0)
we flnd that
à X ^ , - g Ÿ  = Q. (6.2.28)
The travelling wave forms of X  and Y  are given by
-  -1
oo
ÿ(p) =  E  +  (6.2.30)
n = l
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where k =  27t/1 and On = flni +  Î8n2 with a„i, a„2 G R. We note that these functions 
are periodic in p of wavelength I. Restricting attention to the first mode,
Xfj, =  — + c.c and Ÿ  =  +  c.c.
tanh(kh)
Then equation (6.2.28) becomes 
and so
^  tanh(/ûh). (6.2.32)
A natural choice for h is ho (the mean depth of the fluid) so that the coefficient of 
in (6.2.31) gives the dispersion relation
^  tanh(/c/io). (6.2.33)
Note that a consequence of this is that 6 =  0 and Y  = Y.
6.3 A numerical schem e for com puting travelling  
waves in a flow of inflnite depth
Studying infinite depth fluids is easier than finite depth fluids due to being able to 
write the R  and S  operators in terms of the Hilbert transform operator H.
We set up a uniform mesh of 2N  +  1 points,
il
Mt =  (6 .3 .1)
where I is the wavelength (fixed). Therefore p-N =  —Z/2, /Lio =  0 and (j.  ^ —
The step size is
(5.3.2)
We also define the mid points
— 2(^3 M;+i),_ ;  — —V , . . . ,  A — 1. (6.3.3)
We will now derive a five point interpolation scheme for this mesh which wiU form 
an important part of the numerical formulation.
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Let /  be a function of fi. Given /(p j_ i), /(Mj), /(Mj+i) and /(Mj+i) we want to 
approximate Hence we write
fiPû) — OilfiPj-l) +  8=2/(Mj) +  OlzfiPj+l) +  OiAfiPj+2)- (6.3.4)
The coefficients a i , . . . ,  0:4 are determined as follows. The Taylor series expansion 
about a point aj of the function /(/x) is given by
/(m) =  f i ^ j )  +  (m “  +  ^(m  -  +  ^(m  -  8y)^/"'(8j) +  . . .  .
Therefore,
/(m - i)  =  V k ,)  -  y / ' k ; )  + 1  ( y ) 4 " k j )  - 1  (y ) '/ '" (< T j)  + . . .
/(% ) = ' ^  ( 2 )  ~  ^  ( 2 )  +  • • •
\ 2 \ 3
/(Pj+i) =  +  2Î ( 2 )  f 'W j )  + 2 j ( ^ )  +  ■ • •
/(% + ,)  =  +  y f (^7) +  ^  ( y ) ' / " ( ^ 7 )  +  ^  ( y ) ' / ' " k 7 )  +  . . . .
Substituting these into (6.3.4) gives
B
f i ^ j )  — (Q(1 +  0:2 +  0:3 +  0:4) / ( 8ji) +  —(—30!i — «2 +  Û3 +  3o:4)/'(<Tj)
1 ^ p v^  +  0:2 +  «3 +  ^<^4)f"io-j) (6.3.5)
1 / b S^
“  ^2 +  Û3 +  27a4)/'"(8j) +  ...  .
Hence
givmg
0!l +  02 +  0:3 +  0!4' =  1,
—3û!i — 0:2 +  0:3 +  30!4 =  0 ,
9û!i +  0(2 +  ü!3 +  9&4 =  0,
—27û;i — 0(2 +  CK3 +  27o!4 =  0 ,
0)1 - - ^ ,  0 :2 - - ,  a s - - ,  0 4 - - j g .
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Thus the approximation (6.3.4) is
f{(7j) % /(/X j_ i) +  — /(/X j) +  Yg/(M j+ i) -  Yg/(Mj+2)- (6.3.6)
If /  is periodic then
f i P - N - l )  — f ( P N —l ) i  K p - n ) — / ( m n ) ,
f i ^ N + l )  =  /(M -N + i ), f { P ' N + 2 )  — /(M-N+2)-
Alternatively, given /(cr._2), /(cr.-i), /(a») and /(o-j+i), we can approximate /(/x.) 
by
/ ( m*) ~ - Y g / ( 8 t - 2 )  +  Y 0 /(^ t- i)  +  Y g /(^ t)  “  ^ / ( 8 ‘i+ i) (6.3.7)
and if /  is periodic then
fi^-N-2) — / (8 ’/V-2), f{(7~N-l) — /(^TV-i),
— /(^-Tv), /(<Jtv+i) =  /(c7_/v+i).
We can now move on to formulate a numerical scheme which computes symmet­
ric waves. The advantages of computing symmetric waves over computing general 
periodic waves are that it is easier to solve for waves with a specifled amphtude 
and the total number of equations which need to be solved is signiflcantly lower. 
Symmetric waves have the following properties
ÿ(-/x ) =  ÿ(/x), Ÿ^{-h) = - Ÿ M  and Â^(-/x) =  Â » ,  (6.3.8)
for -1/2 < /X <1/2 with ~  ^1/^=0 “  6.
For the case of infinite depth we have the boundary relation
=  - A % )  =  - J  £ /  cot y ( (  -  p) dÇ, (6.3.9)
which we can see satisfies (6.3.8). The integral is evaluated using the composite 
trapezoidal rule on the mesh points /Xj, i = — A , . . . ,  A,
Â^(m) ~  -  J  ^ 2  y ( / ^  “  m)) • (6.3.10)
n = —N + l
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It is important to note that a singularity occurs when /z =  /Xj. Therefore we choose 
to evaluate equation (6.3.10) on the mid points (6.3.3) for ;  =  0 , . . . ,  A  — 1 giving
Â ^ (c 7 j)  «  - y  ^  ^ n \ ^ ^ ^ C O t j { H n - ( 7 j Y j  . ( 6 .3 .1 1 )
n=-N+l
Next we use the symmetric properties of the wave to evaluate equation (6.2.17) 
on the mid points ctj, j  =  0 , . . . ,  A — 1,
~2 ~  ^  ”  9 ÿ \ ^ ^ : =  0, ^ )  =  1 +  (6.3.12)
(J)
We express Ÿ  in terms of by writing
Ÿ{fi) = Ÿ [ - l /2 )  +  r  Ÿ^{a) da. (6.3.13)
J-l/2
The integral in (6.3.13) is evaluated using composite trapezoidal and Simpson rules 
giving
ŸI  «5 Ÿ \  + 1  + 4 ÿ „ |  + Ÿ A  ) ,lM=M-Ar+i+2j Im=M-7V+2j- i 3 \  l^M=M-Af+2j-i l^M=M-JV+2i Im=M-N+2j+i /
Ÿ\  »  Ÿ\  + 7 ( ^ 1  +4K.I + % \  )>lM=M-N+2+2i lM=M-7f+2j 3 V I^M=M-N+2J l^M=M-JV+2i+l  ^lM=M-7V+2i+2/ ’
for ;  =  1, . . . ,  A  — 1. We then use the interpolation scheme (6.3.6) to approximate
Y  and the mid points. Finally we introduce a steepness parameter s into the
system via the equation,
y ( 0 )  -  Y [-112) =  s. ( 6 .3 .1 4 )
We set A  =  30, Z =  1, the gravity constant 9 to 9.8 [m/s^) and s to 0.01 for small
amplitude waves. Substituting (6.3.11) into (6.3.12) we obtain A  +  1 equations in
the A +  1 unknowns c, Y  [—1/2) and for ;  =  1 , . . . ,  A — 1, which we solve
for using Newton’s method^
V„+1 =  V„ -  J"^(Vn)f(Vn), (6.3.15)
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where v is the TV +  1 vector of unknowns, J  is the Jacobian matrix and f is the 
TV-1-1 vector of equations. The calculations are carried out using MAFLE with Digits 
set to 25. The choice of starting values for the unknowns in Newton’s method is 
governed by the Unear theory in §6.2.2. Letting h tend to infinity we flnd that 
c =  y/g/k  and to leading order we have that
= ika-^e'^^ + c,c =  —2k (an sin(A;//) -f a \ 2  cos{kfi) ) ,
(—Z/2) =  a%e c.c =  OiC -I- c.c = —a% -I- c.c =  —2an,
y(0) =  a  ^4- c.c =  2an.
Therefore the steepness equation (6.3.14) to leading order is
4aii =  s.
Thus an  =  s/4 and we set ai2 =  0 for symmetric waves giving the starting values
ÿ(-Z /2) =  - |  and = - k  sm{kfjLj), j  = - 1 .  (6.3.16)
Newton's method is terminated when maxi<j<^+i \fj\ < 10"^  ^ at which point the 
solution has converged to approximately 15 decimal places. Once we have found a 
solution we increase s by 0.0025 to 0.0125 and use the solution just found as the 
starting point for the iterations of this new system. This process is repeated until 
the iterations fail to converge which was found to be when s = 0.1525. A summary 
of the results is presented in .figure 6.1, in which we have set xq to zero.
These results are in good agreement with those of C h o i & C AMASSA [21]. In [21] 
the maximum value of s was found to be approximately 0.14 and the plots in FIG. 1 
compare favourably with those in figures 6.1(c) and 6.1(f).
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Figure 6.1: Plots of travelling waves in infinite depth for varying values of steepness.
5 =  0.01: red, 5 =  0.07: blue, 5 =  0.13: green.
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6.4 Com puting travelling waves in a flow o f flnite 
depth
The setup is generally the same as for the case of inflnite depth. The only difference 
occurs due to having two boundary relations. These are 
1 ~  . 1 -/* ' f  '
+ T /  (6.4.1)* J-l/2 ( J-l/2
“  ~T 7 ^ ( 0  cot y ( (  -  /i) +  y  /  -  //) d^,(6.4.2)
t 7 -1 /2  t L J _ i / 2' - 1/2 t V-1/
where
-6/ N -/ M / \ s in f uco s f u  s inhfhcoshf/ i
Note that g i{u - l /2 )  =  ^i(u +  //2), g2 (u — l/2) =  ^2(w +  ^/2), ^ i(-u )  =  —g\[u) and 
92{-u) = g2{u).
We start by formulating the scheme so that the results regarding the boundary 
relations (6.4.1) and (6.4.2) are applicable to general periodic waves. We then reduce . 
the scheme down to study the case of symmetric waves.
The integrals axe evaluated using the composite trapezoidal rule on the mesh 
points /ii, i = —N , . . . ,  AT,
~  “ y  ^  /^ ) -  -  /^)) , (6.4.3)
n=—/V+1
3  ^
% - j  ^  (^ A*|^ =;xn y (^" -  f )^ -  ^Jl(/^n)p2(Mn “  /^)) • (6.4.4)
n=—#+l
Elquation (6.4.3) is now evaluated at the mesh points /x =  /x» for t =  —N  +  1 , . . . ,  A1 
(since the equation for i — —AT is the same as the equation for i =  A" for periodic 
waves),
3  ^  /
~  “ 7  ^  -  ^/i|^=^P2(Mn -  /^i)j • (6.4.5)
n=—Al+1
We can not do the same for equation (6.4.4) since a singularity occurs when /x, =  /x. 
Instead we evaluate on the mid points (6.3.3) giving
Xf^{aj) % - y  ^ 2  cot y(/Xn -  (Jj )  -  5jj(/X„)p2(Mn “  C^ jŸj ' (6.4.6)
n=—AC+1
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In equation (6.4.5) we use the interpolation scheme (6.3.7) to write the X J _  ’s in
terms of the X
The set of equations in (6.4.5) and (6.4.6) can be expressed in the form
iH2N) ^  + (6.4.7)
(6.4.8)
where
V(2W) ^  
A*
A*=M-Ar+1
^lu=
Y.
, x(r^(M) =
lu=H = ç r - N
u=A=r-N+1 - b { 2 N )
 ^ 41 ^JVll
41^'A‘=Ai-Ar+2
4L = ^«  7
and
g
I
P
I
91 (0 ) 9 i (a^ - N + 2 -  A ^-N + l)
9l(A ^-A f+ i -  A ^-N + 2 ) 9 i ( 0 )
9 i ( M - N + 1 - M n ) 9 i (a* N + a - P A f )
92(0) g 2 i f J i - N + 2  -  f i - N + l )
92(/4- N +1 -  M -Ar+2) 92(0)
9 2 ( /4 -N + 1  -  A4n ) 9 2 ( a^ - at+2 -  A^at)
9 2 (/4 -A f+ l -  O’-T v) 92(Af-AT+2 “  < ^ - n )
92(A^-Af+1 -  0--A7+1) 9 2 (A i-N + 2  -  « ^ -N + l)
. 92(/i-Af+l -  «^AT-l) 92(P-N+2 -  (TN-i)
9i (A^N -  Ai-N+l) 
9i(A^Ar -  Ai-Af+2 )
91 (0)
92{f^N -  t ^ - S + l )  
92(A*JV -  A^-w+2 )
9 2 (0 )
92{tiN -  (^ -n) 
92{tiN -  (T-N+\)
92(/4jV -  <7jv-l) _
t (M-1V + 1 — «y-w) f(f*-JV +2 — cot j(/X ^  — CT_Jv)
c o t  — ( 7 _ ; y + i )  COt j ( / X _ j v + 2  ~  O '- ^ ^ + l )  • • •  COt y  — a _ 7 s r + l )
_ c o t  f  -  C T jv _ i)  C O t^ ( / i _ A T + 2  -  a y v _ i ) co t^ (M N -cta^ -i ) _
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A is the interpolation matrix
A =
9/16 9/16 -1/16 0 0 • • • 0 0 0 0 -1 /16  "
-1/16 9/16 9/16 -1/16 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 -1/16 9/16 9/16 —1/16 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 - 0 0 • • • -1 /16 9/16 9/16 -1 /16 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/16 9/16 9/16 -1 /16
-1/16 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/16 9/16 9/16
9/16 -1/16 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/16 9/16
(6.4.9)
Substituting (6.4.7) into (6.4.8) we have that
where II = _  G^'^G^'^v^) and /P''') is the 2N  x 2N  identity matrix. In
practice we find that the matrix H  has a zero eigenvalue so is not invertible. To get 
. around this problem we compute the left and right eigenvectors associated with the 
zero eigenvalue which we denote by rj and (  respectively. Equation (6.4.9) is then 
extended to give
xir' ^  -  (c(') + G^ '^ G^ ))
V a
(6.4.10)
The matrix in this equation is invertible and so we are able to write
XW = (6.4.11)
for some matrix B. This result holds for general periodic waves.
We now concentrate on symmetric waves. We use the same numerical setup for 
the travelling wave equation as was employed in the case of infinite depth except we 
use the substitution (6.4.11) with Ÿ^{fj,^i) =  —l^(/ij) for i =  1, . . . ,  Af — 1 instead 
of (6.3.11). We once again introduce an equation which specifies the steepness of 
the travelling wave,
y(0) -  y(-Z /2) =  s. (6.4.12)
We set N  =  30, i =  1, /i =  /xq =  0.1, the gravity cuiistaut g tu 9.8 (jri/s^) and s 
to 0.01 for small amplitude waves. Therefore we have A^  +  1 equations in the A^  +  1
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unknowns c, Y [—1/2) and Îy(/Xi) for i =  1, . . . ,  — 1. We solve for these unknown
quantities using Newton’s method described earlier for the case of infinite depth. 
The initial choice of starting values for the unknowns in Newton’s method is again 
determined from the linear theory. Hence we choose
c =  y  y tanh(A:Â)
and to leading order we have that
= ikoie'^^ +  c.c =  —2k (an sin[kfi) +  Oi2 cos(fc/x)),
Y [ —1/2) = a^e +  c.c — a^e +  c.c =  —cl\ +  c.c =  —2an, 
ÿ  (0) =  ai +  c.c =  2aii.
Therefore the steepness equation (6.4.12) to leading order is
4aii =  s.
Thus an  =  s/4  and we choose ai2 =  0 for symmetric waves giving the starting 
values
y ( - / / 2 )  =  - |  and ÿ^(/Xj) = -A: sin(A:/Xj), j  = - I .  (6.4.13)
Once we have found a solution we increase s by 0.0025 to 0.0125 and use the solution 
just found as the starting point for the iterations of this new system. This process is 
repeated until the iterations fail to converge which was found to be when s = 0.085. 
The results are presented in figure 6.2, in which we have set Xq to zero. For a 
comparison we set A =  /iq =  0.2, leaving the rest of the parameter values unchanged 
and repeat the process stated above. The maximum value of s is found to be 0.1275 
since the iterations failed to converge when s is set to 0.13. Figure 6.3 gives a 
summary of the results. Comparing these two figures we can see that for the same 
value of s we get very different wave profiles depending on the value of h. In fact the 
set of results for (s, Â) =  (0.06,0.1) have more in common with (s, Â) =  (0.11,0.2).
We also note that the wave profiles in figure 6.3 are very similar to those found 
in figure 6.1. Hence the finite depth scheme is tending towards the infinite depth 
scheme as h increases which is as one would expect.
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These results also agree with those observed by C h oi & CAMASSA [21]. In [21] 
numerical results are generated for Iiq/L set to 0.366 with ho = h. The maximum 
value of s is found to be approximately 0.138 and the wave profiles are tending 
towards those as observed for case of infinite depth (which are also presented in [21]). 
This supports the observation made above.
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Figure 6.2: Plots of travelling waves in finite depth for varying values of steepness
with h =  0.1. s =  0.01: red, s =  0.06: blue.
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Figure 6.3: Plots of travelling waves in flnite depth for varying values of steepness
with h =  0.2. s =  0.01: red, 5 =  0.06: blue, s = 0.11: green.
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6.5 An equation for travelling interfacial waves 
for a two layer flow
The governing equations for interfacial waves when the interface is represented para­
metrically are
+ ^ 0  =  -{pi  -  p2)gyyn t  ( ~ ^ )  -M{t))yfi
(f^Xt — =  (pi — p2)gyX^ — T —  — (ài(t) — b2(t))Xf^ (6.5.1)
^7i ^72 /  . / , od^2
dp J  ,
~y^Xt  +  XfjYt — —Ui
where for j  =  1,2,
o d j id y i  &yi 0^72 1^^ 2 ^72 ^ ^ 2
dp dpi dp dpi
dXj (  ( d ^ j
U2 dp dp2 dp dp2 ’
dpj y \ d p j  
dyj (  f d ^ j
d ^ j
dpj
d ^ j
+ 2dyj d ^ j  d'^j 
dpj dpj dpj
+ 2d X j  d ^ j  d ^ j
dp j  \ \ d p j  J  \ d p j  ]  I ' ~ d p  j dp j  dp j
In these equations ^  =  {dXj/dpjŸ  +  {dy /dp jŸ  and
X j { P j , t )  := Lj.=o’ y^iPi t^)  j^50|j, .^=o’
for j  =  1,2. The variables x^ -, y^ -, (j)j and 'ipj have the following forms,
Xj{Pj,l'j,t) = Pj-\-X^\t)-hXj{pj,l/ j, t),
yi{pi ,^i i t )  =  +  hi —/ij-I-ÿ i( / i i ,2/i,t),
3/2(/^2, t/2, t) =  1^2 — ^2 +  hj +  y2(/^2, l^ 2j )^j
K), 0  =  +  ^ o \ t )  +  ïfjipj, f/j, t).
(6.5.2)
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where Wj, Xq \  and are arbitrary functions of time, h® and — hj are respec­
tively the positions of the rigid horizontal top and bottom in the (x, y) plane, hg 
and —hi are the positions of the top and bottom boundaries in the (/x, i/) plane. We 
hâve the relations .
= Xi(^pi^t) =  X 2 {p2 ^t) and T(/i, t) =  =  Y2 {p2 \t)
giving the definitions for 71 and 72 in (6.5.1) to be
Pi = 7l {P, t) and /xg = 72 (m, 0  • (6.5.3)
The tilde functions in (6.5.2) are periodic in pj with wavelength I and at the free 
surface (given by 17 =  0) are related by the operators Âi, Â2, Si and § 2
(6.5.4)
These operators are defined in §5.7.3 of the previous chapter by (5.7.33). The rela­
tions in (6.5.4) also extend to the pj derivatives of (%j, 0^). The dynamical
condition at the interface has been split into two parts (given by the first two equa­
tions in (6.5.1)). This condition is recovered by multiplying these two equations by 
and Xf^ respectively and combining the resulting equations using the relations 
in (6.5.3) giving
{X^Xt + Y^Yt)Q = {X^  ^+ Y^)Q + { p i-p ^ )g Y e
, o f d l i Ÿ d X . d i i  o f d l 2 V d X i ,d i 2
Sir j  âü iâü i
d p i )  \ d p i j  
\ d p 2 j  \ d p 2 j
p i ( ^ \  
2 \ d p J  
_P 2 ( ^ \  
2 \ d p J
—T  V a ( - f  I -- ■
(6.5.5)
X . d p  \  I
2 0 0
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We will consider travelhng wave solutions of the form
 ^ ^A i^j) +
vA h )
TW : 1—>
», hi*) ) h /
(6.5.6)
As a consequence of this solution, time dependence is dropped from all of the ex­
pressions in (6.5.2) and so, for j  = 1,2, wj, X q\ <f>Q^ and are reduced to 
constants. We also have that jj{p j,t)  i—> 7j(/Xj). Using the substitution ^(/x, t) =  
— P2 ^ 2 {l2 {p,t),t)  in equation (6.5.5) and applying the travelhng 
wave solutions (6.5.6) we find that
P \C \
P2 C2
Wi  +
W2 +
2  \ d p  )  
P2 ( d'T2\
2  \  dp J
W i  +
W2 +
d ^ i
dpi (6.5.7)
d<D'■)
d p 2  j  \ d p 2  J
+(m -  A )g y ^  -  -  (5, -  &2) f ,
where Cj = c — Uj for j  = 1,2. Applying (6.5.6) to the last equation in (6.5.1) gives
C y
dVi d ^ i A -and C2 (6.5.8)dpi dpi dp2  dp2
We want to write the derivatives of and X 2  in equation (6.5.7) in terms of #1 
and $2 respectively. This is achieved by applying Si and § 2  respectively to the first 
and second equations in (6.5.8) giving 
dYiCiSi . dpi
These may be written 
'd Y i)ciSi dpi
=  S i
= Si
d p i)
d ^ i
dpi
and C2 S 2
dp2
and C2 S 2 ( —— I — S d^2
dp2
2 0 1
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Therefore using (6.5.4) these equations yield
dX\ 1 d$i anddpi Cl dpi
Hence equation (6.5.7) becomes
1
dp2  C2 dp2
Pi (  d j A  
2 [ d p j
P2 (  d 7 2 V
2 [ d p j
dpi
Zc^zV
-  (ft -  f t)sy Z “ -  ( y )  -  ih  -  h)<?-
This equation can be simplified by noting that
dp J
\d p j  I dpj \ d p j j
^ j \ d p j j  Cjdpj ^ j \ d p j j  
for j  = 1,2. Therefore equation (6.5.9) is reduced to
(4  -  1) §  +  (gi -  y ) ]
dp J -  1) +  ^2  (c2 -  Y
(Pi -  P 2 ) g Y f  -  ( y )  -  (<>1 -  h ) ^ -
However,
^ -  ( $ )  4  -  ( ÿ )  4 ,
so an equation for travelling waves is given by
+ ( f t  -  p , ) g Y  -  j  -  ( 6 i  -  h ) .
(6.5,9)
(6.5.10)
(6.5.11)
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6.5.1 R ew riting th e  travelling wave equation in term s of 
quantities associated  w ith  the lower layer
The travelling wave equation (6.5.11) can be simplified by expressing it in terms of 
variables associated with only one of the layers. We choose to write it in terms of 
quantities associated with the lower layer. To do this we use the relations
to write
We assume that 7  has the form
0 0
7 (/Ji) = p i + 7(/ii), with 7 (/ii) =  +  c.c,
(6.5.12)
(6.5.13)
(6.5.14)
n = l
where 7 ”^! G C for all n. Henceforth for simphcity we shall consider the travelhng 
wave equation (6.5.11) with Wj, Uj and T  set to zero for j  =  1,2,
-  (h  -  h ) . (6.5.15)
We have that
■
The traveUing wave equation in terms of variables associated with the lower layer 
then
IS
1 - r l d^pi ^  +  (1 -  r)gYi -  — (61 -  62), (6.5.16)
where
'  \ d p i )  \ d f i i j  
Setting 61 — 62 =  {pi ~  P2)p(^i — hj) equation (6.5.16) becomes
r — — and t  
■ Pi
( 1 - 4 = ^  +  (1 -  r)gY^. (6.5.17)
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6.5.2 Linear theory
We now proceed to linearise the travelling wave equation (6.5.16) about the solution 
(Xi(/xi), VK/xi), 7(/xi)) =  (/ii +  x ^q\ q, Pi )
to give
(1 -  r ) c ^ ^ ^  +  -  (1 -  r)pÿi =  0. (6.5.18)dpi dpi
Considering the first mode in the Fourier expressions for Xi, Y\ and 7 ,
=  +  c.c, Ÿi =  +  c.c, 7  =  7(^1 +  c.c, (6.5.19)
tanh{khi)
with 7(^1 G C and where Un ^ Then equation (6.5.18)
become
(1 -  r) ( g — ê   — r^ ik 'A ^  +  c.c) =  0. (6.5.20)
;  V tanh(A:/ii)y ' J . ^
Setting the coefficient of in (6.5.20) to zero results in
C^  =  £ ( l - r ) ^  ybanh(fcM ) (6 .5 .21)
- ^(1 — r)a[  ^+  ir7 0 ) tanh(A;hi) j
7(^1 is determined as follows. First we substitute p 2  = j ip i)  into (6.5.12) giving
Xi{pi) = X 2 inf{pi)) and Yi{pi) = Y2 {'r(pi)). (6.5.22)
Linearising this equation about the solution
(A^ i, y^, %2, 7 ) =  {pi + x ^ \ h i  — h i,y  + x ^ \ —h2  +  h^,Pi)
with Xq'^  =  Xq^  ^ and hi — hj =  —/12 +  /i® we have that
X i(p i)  =  7  +  X 2 (pi) and Yi(pi) = ŸzÇpi). (6.5.23)
Now substitute the forms in (6.5.19) along with
• (2)
^ 2(^2) =  } - +  c.c and ^2(^2) =  +  c.c
tanh(/c/i2)
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into (6.5.23) to obtain
= —20^  ^ f  = 1------- —  ^ .
\tanh(A:/ii) tanh(hh2) /
Substituting this result into (6.5.21) gives
c^  =  £ ( l - r )  * ^ ( J = h ) t m h ( k h , )  (6.5.24)
(tanh(A:h2 ) +  rtanh(A:hi))
A natural choice for (hi, ^2) is (h°, hg), the mean depths of the lower and upper 
layers. A consequence of this is that 61 — 62 =  0,Tf =  1^, Yz =  ^2 and (6.5.24) gives 
the dispersion relation for a two layer flow with a rigid fid namely 
^  tanh(fchj) tanh(A:h2)
k (tanh(fch2)+ rtanh (hh?))
6.6 Com puting interfacial travelling waves in lay­
ers o f infinite depth
Firstly, we set up a uniform mesh of 2N  +  1 points,
~  2ÏV’  ^= (6 .6 .1)
where I is the wavelength (fixed). Therefore = —f/2, = 0 and p^^^ =  i/2.
The step size is
A '
We also define the mid points
(7j — -{pj +  Pj+i), j  — —N , . .. ,N  — 1. (6.6.3)
We want to compute symmetric waves. These waves have the property
y i ( - f t )  =  U (m ), ^ ( - m )  =  - ^ ( m )
g w ,
(6.6.4)
for —i/2  < Pi < i/2  with
dV; dV
=  0 .dYidpi
_  i Yi
fxi=-l/2 /i=//2 dpi fi=0
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The boundary relation associated with the lower layer is 
dXi 1 dŸi
d p
1  = A  I  ^  
1  ^ J - l / 2  d p i
TT
cot y(^i — P i )  d ^ i . (6.6.5)
The integral is evaluated using the composite trapezoidal rule on the mesh points 
P i  \  2 =  - N , . . . ,  AT,
_ P  ^  / d h
I ^  . d/ii
dXi
dpi cot y(/X^) -  Pi) (6 .6 .6)
n = —N + l
We evaluate equation (6 .6 .6) on the mid points (6.6.3) for j  =  0 , . . . ,  — 1 giving
N
d X i
d p i - 1  zn = —N + l
dYi
d p i
cot -r(/Xi”  ^ -  (Jj) (6.6.7)
We now consider the following pair of boundary relations
dXi
dpi
dX
= 1 
=  1 +
1 ^Yi
- 1 / 2  dpi
2 ,  . 1 d V 2
TTcot y(^i — pi) d^i,
i L
TT
cot y  (^2 — P2 ) d^2-
(6 .6 .8)
(6.6.9)
dp2 I J - 1 1 2  dp2
We want to write equation (6.6.9) in terms of variables associated with the lower 
layer. We already have that p 2 = l { p i )  = p i - \ - ^ { p i )  and if we impose the conditions 
7 (—/ / 2) =  —//2  and 7 (//2) =  1 / 2  at the end points giving
7 ( - / / 2) = 7 (//2) = 0,
then equation (6.6.9) may be written
d X i  d j  I ,  , 1 d V i
dpi dpi H i i/ 2  dp I
TT
Pl=(l
C O t y ( 7 ( ( i )  - 7 ( / X i ) ) d ( i
(6 .6 .10)
(6 .6 .11)
Furthermore by insisting that 7  be an odd function, 7 (—//i) =  —7 (/xi), then this 
equation is even (which is expected since equation (6 .6 .8) is even). Now we equate 
equations (6 .6 .8) and (6 .6 .11) giving
1 dYi
- I f
TT
Mi=^ l1 / 2  dpi
dpi  \ I J - l / 2  dpi
cot y ( ( i  — P i ) d ^ i
1 ^Yi
1/2 ^P
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c o ty (7 ((i) - 7 (/xi))d(i
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We evaluate equation (6,6.12) at pi = dj for j  =  0 , . . . ,  Af — 2 and expand the 
integrals using the composite trapezoidal rule,
N
: - 7  Z
n = —N + l
_ d'y 
dpi
dYi
dpi cot y  (4 "^  -  dj)
dYi
(6.6.13)
In this equation we write 'y{pi) = Pi~\- j{p i)  and then express the 7 (<7j ) ’s in terms 
of the j{pi^Ys  using the 5-point interpolation rule (6.3.6). For the derivatives we 
use a 5-poiut differentiation approximation to give
(7 ( /^ F '')  -  8 7 ( f P " )  +  8 7 (mP ' ’) -  i ( /^ M ') )  , (6.6.14)
for 2 =  —Af-I-1, . . . ,  X  with
d j
dpi
^(^(-^-D ) =  7 ( f r - ' ' ) ,  7 ( 4 ''^ ’) =  7 ( 4 " ’),
7 (f« r+ '’) =  7 (4 " " '" '’), 7(^1"'"'’) =  7 ( / 'i" " '''’).
Then to obtain approximations for the derivatives of 7  at the mid points we use the 
5-point interpolation rule (6.3.6) on the derivatives (6.6.14).
Using the substitution j{p i)  = pi-\- ^{pi) the travelling wave equation (6.5.17) 
evaluated at the mid points C7j, j  =  0 , . . . ,  X — 1 is
\ 2‘
1 - r  1 + d jdpi
where
= 1  + 2 dpi +
2 e\
dXi
dpi
=  0, (6.6.15)
+
dYi
dpi
fll=CTj
We express Ÿi in terms of dYi/dpi by writing
Y iP i)  = îy (~V2) +  [  j^(G^) da.
J-l / 2  “Ml
(6.6.16)
The integral in (6.6.16) is evaluated using composite trapezoidal and Simpson rules
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givmg
+
dVi
dpi
+  4 dVidpi + dpi
V I ~  V I , P  I dYi +  4
+
dKi
dpi
dŸi
dpi
+ 4 dVjd/xi
+
dŸ[
dpi
for j  =  1, . . . ,  AT — 1. We then use the interpoation scheme (6.3.6) on these to find 
approximations for Yi at the mid points. Finally we introduce an equation which 
specifies the steepness of the travelling wave,
Ÿi{0 ) - Ÿ i { - l / 2 ) = s. (6.6.17)
We set N  = 30, I = 1 , r = pz/pi =  0.1, the gravity constant g to 9.8 (m/s^) and 
s to 0.01 for small amplitude waves. Substituting (6.6.7) into (6.6.15) we have 2N  
equations in the 2X unknowns c, Ÿi{—l / 2 ), dŸi/dpi\^^^^iii) and d^/dpi\^^^^{i) for 
i =  l , . . . ,A/ ’ — 1. We solve for these unknowns using Newton’s method.
(6.6.18)
where v is the 2N  vector of unknowns, J  is the Jaœbian matrix and f is the 2N  
vector of equations. The calculations are carried out using MAPLE with Digits 
set to 25. Newton’s method is terminated when maxj \fj\ < 10“^^  at which point 
the solution has converged to approximately 15 decimal places. The initial choice 
of starting valuœ for the unknowns in Newton’s method is governed by the linear
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theory. We choose
y fc (1 +  r)
and to leading order we have that
7 (Mi) =  — +  c.c
=  2 sin(fc/ii) +  cos(A;/xi)  ^ ,
3 ^  =  +  c.c
dpi
= —2 k sin(fc^i) +  cos{kpiŸj ,
ÿ i ( - / / 2) =  +  c.c
=
Vi(0) =  a^^+c.c
=  2a[y.
Therefore the steepness equation (6.7.20) to leading order is
4a(y =  s.
Thus =  s/4  and for symmetric waves we have — 0 giving the starting values
=  - k  ( I )  sinikp*^^) and 7(4'*) =  |  sm (k4 '’),
for i =  1, . . . ,  iV — 1. Once we have found a solution we increase s by 0.0025 to 
0.0125 and use the solution just found as the starting point for the iterations of this 
new system. This process is repeated until the iterations fail to converge whicli was 
found to be when s is set to 0.185. The results obtained by this scheme are shown 
in figure 6.4, in which we have set to zero.
These results are in strong agreement with those found by V a n d e n - B r o e c k  [50]. 
For example when s =  0.05 the value of kc^/ g as generated by this scheme is 0.835111 
which is compared to 0.835107 (with N  set to 25) in [50]. However it is important 
note that Va n d e n - B r o e c k  was also able to compute interfacial travelhng waves
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with values of s ~  0.22 and thus steeper than those found by this scheme. Vanden- 
B roeck’s result was adiieved by changing the umform mesh to one where the mesh 
points are concentrated near the crest of wave.
6.7 Com puting interfacial travelling waves in lay­
ers o f finite depth
Firstly we introduce the notation
and := XzC/Xg,i^ 2, (6-7.1)
Then for a two layer fiow of finite depth we have the following equations at the 
interface
dXi-
+
and
dXn
= 1 +
_ i  ^  
dpi I J -l / 2  dpi
1 ^  
* J - l / 2  dp i
1 ^  
* J - l / 2  d p 2
cot y(^ i — P i )  d ^ i
p2l(& — Ml) ^1
TT
dxii
- 1/2
__2
dp2
dp2 t l/
4 /
At the lower and upper boundaries we have that
M  ^
dpi I J-l / 2  dpi
1 7'/^ dXi
 ^ J.-1/2 dpi
cot y  (^ 2  — M2 ) d 2^
A3 =(2
^2 2 (^ 2  —.M2 ) d^2 -
M2 = ^ 2
Mi=(i
+  ■ p 2 l ( &  — M l) <^1
and
dx 2^ 1 7^ /^  ^
dp2 I J-l/2 dp2
1 7^ /2
 ^ J-l/2 dp2
+  ■
^12(^2 — P2 )d ^ 2
= ( 2
P22(& — M2) ^ 2-
M2 = ( 2
In these equations
TT,, , smÿwcosÿu , , , sinh 7 /1,• cosh 7 /1,•
J .  '2 , .  and  =
(6.7.2)
(6.7.3)
(6.7.4)
(6.7.5)
sin j u  +  sinh y h j sin^  jU  +  sinh  ^j h j
for j  =  1,2.
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Figure 6.4: P lots of interfacial travelling waves in a two layer flow of infinite depth  
for varying values of steepness. 5 =  0.01: red, s  =  0.08: blue, s  =  0.16: green.
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Note that we are not using partial derivative notation in these equations since 
time dependence has been dropped due to being in the travelhng wave setting and 
the functions depend on //i or ^ 2  but not both. We first write equations (6.7.3) 
and (6.7.5) in terms of variable associated with the lower layer. We have that
dŸ2  dY2  dYi dfi\ dŸi dfii
dfi2  dn2 dfii dfi2  dfjLi dfjL2
Hence equation. (6.7.3) may be written
dfix dfji2
+
1 ^  
 ^ J - l / 2
1 r  A
 ^ J-l/ 2 d/l2
TTco t y( 7 (^i) - 7 (/ii))d^i 
p22(7(^l) -  T(Mi))
A42=7«l)
d4i.
Now
dXi dXi
=  1 +d/jLi d/ll
givmg
■ dXi ^  ^
d / l l  d / l l  d / l l   ^J - l / 2  d / l l
d'y 1 dx2
 ^ J-l/2
7T
co ty (7 (^ i)  - 7 ( / / i ) ) d ^ i
d / l l  t - l /  
Equation (6.7.5) may be written
dxi 1 dK 
' - 1/2
9 2 2 (7 (^1 ) -  7(Mi))
M=7«l) .
(6.7.6)
dii-
A  = i  A
dfj,2   ^ J t /
4 /
M3=42
(  dX 2
912(^2 ~  322) d^2
— 1 I 922(42 — 3^2) d^2'-i/2 \<i/i2
Therefore in terms of variables associated with the lower layer,
1 /-'/2 ^  
d/ll
1^ / 2
dx2
d/i2 ^12(7 (6 ) - t (Mi) )c^i
m=(i 
dXi
I 922(7 (6 ) - 7 ( m ) ) ( ^ i  (6.7.7)
m=(i/
922(7 (6 ) -7(Ati))c^i
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In (6.7.2) and (6.7.4) we evaluate the integrals using the composite trapezoidal rule 
on the mesh pomts i =  —TV, . . .  ,N  along with the properties gij(u — 1/2) = 
gij{u +  1 / 2 ) and g2j{u -  1 / 2 ) = g2j{u +  1/ 2 ) for j  =  1, 2 , giving
N
dfii
dx\ ^  j3 \ I dYi
N dXi
and
dXi
d/ll
n = - N + l  
N
d/ll
9i i (M"  ^ -  Ml) 
921 (Mi”  ^ -  Ml)
(6.7.8)
P f  dY i
~J AdiTi
n = —N + l  
N
cot y(Mi”  ^— Ml)
0  ^  I ^
1 I  d/ll
921 (Mm — Ml) I -
(6.7.9)
n = —N + l
At this stage we keep the formulation apphcable to general periodic waves by eval­
uating equation (6.7.8) at the mesh points /ii = /i^^ for i = '—N  + 1 ,... ,N  (since 
the equation for i = —N  is the same as the equation for i =  A" for periodic wav%).
dic\
d/ll
— Ê . I
~  I dill
n = —N + l  
N
/ii
dXi
d/ll
9ii(Mi”  ^ — Mi*^ )
921 (Mi”  ^ -  Mi*^ ) I •
(6.7.10)
n = —N + l
We can not do the same for (6.7.9) since a singularity occurs when /J/^ =  /ii. Instead 
we evaluate this equation at the mid points
NdXi
d/ll m=cTj n = —N + l
N
+ 7  E
dYi
d/ll
dx\
d/ll
cot y(/ii”  ^ -  CTj)
(6.7.11)
921 (Mm — (^ j) I -
n = —IV+l
The set of equations in (6.7.10) and (6.7.11) can be expressed in the form
Cr (2^ )
d/ll
d x / " '
d/ll
d/i 
^  (2N)
dfii
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dfii
"  d/xi ’
(6.7.12)
(6.7.13)
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where
cîŸ 1
d/xi
{ 2 N ) dX i'" '
d/ii
d/ii
d x 5 / d / / i l  r-jv+i)m=Ai
and
G'«> =  ^
-  y
911(0) 
921 (0
921 ( A(-3V+1) _  _ (-N +2)j-Mi
=Mi 
911(0)
f+2) _  ^
921(0)
o sr  -  ?
C H  =  7
92l(Mi"'^+') -  (T_Af) 92l(p^'^+") -  a_N) 
92i(mS"'^ '^ '^  -  cr-N+l) 921.(mS"^ '^ "^  -  a-A7+i)
.  92l(,ii-^+") -  aN-i) -  a^-i)
cot f  (Mi 
c o t f  (m
, ,  f-AT+l) - ( T - n ) c o t f (M i, ,  f-Af+2)
, ,  X-N+l) — tr_jv+ i) cot Y (Ml — o-_Ar+i)
L cot (^Mr"^+') -  a j v - i )  cot f  (mS"'^ '^ ^^  -  ^ N - i ) .  
A  is the interpolation matrix
9 l l ( M r -M i-" '+ ') )
9 i i ( M r - M r ' '+ ' ) )
911(0)
9 2 i ( M r - M r + ') )  -» 
.9 2 i ( M r - M r " '+ ') )
921(0)
921 (Mi^^ - < 7 _ n )
921 (Mi^^ - tr -A T + i)
921 (Mi^^ -  (TAf-l) _
cot j (Mi^^ — a-Tv) 
cot j (Mi^^ — (T-JV-l-l)
COt^(Mi^^ - < T N - l )  _
A =
9/16 9/16 -1 /16  0 0
-1 /16  9/16 9/16 -1 /1 6  0
0 -1 /16  9/16 9/16 -1 /16
0 0 0 0 0
-1 /1 6  0 0 0 0
9/16 -1 /1 6  0 0 0
0 0 
0 0 
0 0
0 -1/16
0 0
0 0
0 -1 /16  9/16 9/16 -1/16
0 0 -1 /16  9/16 9/16
0 0 0 -1 /16  9/16
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Substituting (6.7.12) into (6.7.13) we have that
^  (<^) , \  ^  (2^ )
^  , H =  -  G ÿ ù ^ '^ À j  , (6.7.14)
where is the 2N  x 2N  identity matrix. In practice we find that the matrix 
H  has a zero eigenvalue and so is not invertible. To get around this problem we 
compute the left and right eigenvectors associated with this zero eigenvalue which 
we denote by rj and (  respectively. Equation (6.7.14) is then embedded in the higher 
dimensional system
a
(6.7.15)
The matrix in this equation is invertible and so we are able to write
for some matrix B. By applying the interpolation matrix A  to (6.7.16) we have that
/ a y . / A n .  I ............ \
- —  % A B - —  , - —a/ll a/ll d/ll
d X i/ d/ll
dXi/d/ii\^^^^-N + 2
(6.7.17)
V /
We now restrict our attention to symmetric waves. Equation (6,7.6) is evaluated 
on the mid points aj for j  = 0 ,.. .  ,N  — 2 with the integrals approximated using the 
composite trapezoidal rule giving
dXi d'y
.(n)>
1 + d/ll
/ i l = t T j
d 7
d/ll
H l = ( T j  ^
d j
d/ll
f x i = a j  ^
N/J I dVi
1  A  d/ll
7T
coty(7(Aii 0  -  7((T,)) (6.7.18)
N
dx\
d/i2 Mi=H
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Equation (6.7.7) is evaluated on the mesh points for z =  0 , . . . ,  with the 
integrals estimated using the composite trapezoidal rule,
d/i2 A‘2=7(a*i’^ )
/4i=Aii
^i2(7(m1"^ ) -  7(Mi )^)
922{l{y^i^) -  7(M* )^) j  (6.7.19) 
^22(7(Mi” )^ -  7(m1' )^)
We note that this equation is symmetric so for z =  1 , . . . ,  we have that
d^ 2
d/ 1 2 M2=7(Mi d/i2
The travelling wave equation is treated in the same way as for infinite depth with 
the substitution (6.7.16) in place of (6.6.7). In these equations we write 7 (/zi) =  
/xi +  7 (/ii) and then express the 7 (<7j ) ’s in terms of the 7 (/ii*^)’s using the 5-point 
interpolation rule. For the derivatives we use a 5-point differentiation approximation 
as employed in the case of infinite depth. In these approximations we apply the 
periodic condition on 7  around the end points, namely 7 (/xi -!-/) =  7 (/^i)- Finally 
we introduce an equation which specifies the steepness of the travelling wave.
^i(O) — s. (6.7.20)
We set N  =  30, / =  1, Âi =  Aj =  0.1, J12 = = 0.1, r  =  P2 /P 1 = 0.1, the
gravity constant g to 9.8 (m/s^) and s to 0.01 for small ampfitude waves. Sub­
stituting (6.7.16) and (6.7.17) into (6.6.15), (6.7.18) and (6.7.19) we have 3AT -|- 1 
equations in the 3A^  -I- 1 unknowns
dx\
dp.2
for z =  1, . . . ,  A^  — 1 and j  =  0 , . . . ,  A^ . We solve for these unknowns using Newton’s 
method,
v „ + i  =  v „ - J-^(vn)f(v„), (6.7.21)
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where v is the 3N  4- 1 vector of unknowns, J  is the Jacobian matrix and f is the 
3N  4- 1 vector of equations. The calculations are carried out using MAPLE with 
Digits set to 25. Newton’s method is terminated when maxj |/j | < 10“^^  at which 
point the solution has converged to approximately 15 decimal places. The initial 
choice of starting values for the unknowns in Newton’s method is determined using 
the hnear theory. We choose
c = g . tanh(A;Ai) tanh(A;A2) y ( l - r ) .
(tajah{kh2 ) 4- r  tanh(fcAi)^ 
and to leading order we have that
7 (/ii) =  \ - 4-------  ^ 4-c.c
\taiih{khi) tanh{kh2 )J
tanh(AAi) tanh(AA2
=  2 f   ~ 4 ------ (o n  sm{kpi)  +  cos(/c/xi)) ,
= ikaie^’^ ^^  4- c.cdfjLi
=  —2k sm{kfjLi) 4- cos(A:/xi)  ^ ,
Ÿ i ( - l / 2 ) =  +  c.c
=  - 2 u n \
Vi(0) =  4- c.c
=  2ün .
Therefore the steepness equation (6.7.20) to leading order is
=  s.
Thus =  s/4  and for symmetric waves we have 0^  ^ =  0 giving the starting values
=  - k  ( I )  sin(fe^ i5*’), .
for =  1 , — 1. Finally for an initial guess for the dx^ / w e  sub­
stitute the above approximations into (6.7.19). Once we have found a solution we
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increase s by 0.0025 to 0.0125 and use the solution just found as the starting point 
for the iterations of this new system. This process is repeated until the iterations 
fail to converge which was found to be when s is set to 0.115. Figure 6.5 gives a 
summary of the results, in which we have set to zero.
As far as we are aware this is the first time that interfacial travelling waves in a 
two layer flow with layers of finite depth have been computed in this way.
For a comparison we set hi = h\ = 0:2 and J12 =  A§ =  0.2, leaving the rest of the 
parameter values unchanged and repeat the process stated above. The maximum 
value of s is found to be 0.1575 since the iterations failed to converge when s is set 
to 0.16. The results are presented in figure 6 .6 ;
Comparing these two figures we can see that for the same value of s the wave 
profiles are different and hence are dependent on the values chosen for hi and Â2. In 
fact the curve characteristics for (g, A%, Â2) =  (0.06,0.1,0.1) have more in common 
with those for (s, hi, J1 2 ) =  (0.13,0.2,0.2).
We also note that the results in figure 6.6 are very similar to those found in 
figure 6.4. Hence the finite depth scheme is tending towards the infinite depth 
scheme as hi and A2 increase which is to be expected.
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Figure 6.5: Plots of interfacial travelling waves in a two layer flow of finite depth  for 
varying values of steepness w ith hi =  /i2 =  0.1. s =  0.01: red, s  =  0.06: blue.
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Figure 6.6: Plots of inter facial travelling waves in a two layer flow of finite depth
for varying values of steepness with h\ — h,2 =  0.2. s =  0.01: red, s =  0.06: blue,
6‘ =  0.13: green.
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The criticality and conformai mapping theory presented in this thesis sets out the 
groundwork for many possible further investigations.
The seœndary criticality analysis carried out in §4.5 for a single layer fluid could 
be replicated for the two layer systems. The basic theory outlined for the Boussinesq 
models in §4.6 would follow through for the full equations. Using a method similar 
to the one in §4.5.2 explicit secondary criticality conditions could be stated for the 
two layer systems.
Another study is to consider the impflcations of the criticality theory already 
established in this thesis, one of which is the link between criticality and solitary 
waves. For further details see B r id g e s  &: D o n a l d s o n  [15].
Other suggestions include extending the theory of uniform flows and criticality 
to multiple n —layer flows, with n > 2 , as well as to develop a definition of criticality 
for time-dependent states. An initial investigation into the latter is presented in 
B r id g e s  & D o n a l d s o n  [16].
The conformai mapping and travelling wave analysis contained in this thesis can 
be extended in w io iis  ways. The conformai mapping framework can be modified 
to address more complicated systems such as a two layer flow with a free upper 
surface. In this case the free surface can be mapped to a flat surface in the mathe­
matical plane. Another example is when an obstacle is added to the rigid horizontal 
lower boundary. Again, this uneven boundary can be mapped to a flat one in the 
mathematical plane.
Further work could be carried out to improve the numerical schemes used to
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compute traveUing waves in Chapter 6 . Accuracy can be increased by concentrating 
the mesh points closer to the peaks and troughs of the wave (i.e. areas where there 
is rapid change in the wave profile). Another improvement would be to include the 
surface tension terms in the numerical schemes for single and two layer flows.
Another study is to perform a sensitivity analysis on the numerical schemes by 
investigating the eflFect that changing the parameter values has on the profile of the 
travelling wave. For example studying the impact that changing the density ratio 
P2 IPi has on the travelhng interfacial wave in a two layer flow.
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